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SurPyval

surpyval is an implementation of survival analysis in Python. The intent of this was to see if I could actually make it,
and therefore learn a lot about survival statistics along the way, but also so that each time a model is created, it can be
reused by other planned projects for monte carlo simulations (used in reliability engineering) and optimisations.

Specifically, surpyval was designed to be used for the front end statistical analysis for the repyability package. The
repyability package is a reliability engineering software package for engineers.

One feature of surpyval that separates it from other survival analysis packages is the intuitive way with which you can
pass data to the fit methods. There are many different formats that can be used for survival analysis; surpyval handles
many of the conceivable ways you can have your data stored. This is discussed in the data format tab.

Surpyval is also unique in the way in which it lets you estimate the parameters. With surpyval, you can use any of the
following methods to estimate the parameters of you distribution of interest:

Table 1: SurPyval Modelling Methods
Method Para/Non-Para Observed Censored Truncated
Maximum Likelihood (MLE) Parametric Yes Yes Yes
Probability Plotting (MPP) Parametric Yes Yes Limited
Mean Square Error (MSE) Parametric Yes Yes Limited
Method of Moments (MOM) Parametric Yes No No
Maximum Product Spacing (MPS) Parametric Yes Yes No (planned)
Kaplan-Meier Non-Parametric Yes Right only Left only
Nelson-Aalen Non-Parametric Yes Right only Left only
Fleming-Harrington Non-Parametric Yes Right only Left only
Turnbull Non-Parametric Yes Yes Yes

Most other survival analysis packages focus on just using the MLE, or maybe the Probability Plotting. This package
grew out of replicating the historically used probability plotting method from engineering, and as it progressed, it was
discovered that there are many many ways parameters of distributions can be estimated. The product spacing estimator
is particularly useful for offset distributions or finitely bounded distributions.

SurPyval attempts to use the combination of these methods to make parameter estimation possible for any distribution
with arbitrary combnations of observations, censoring, and truncation.

Becoming a competent survival analyst depends strongly on having a very strong understanding of censoring, trunca-
tion, and observations in conjunction with a solid understanding of different types of distributions. Knowing and being
able to identify situations as being censored or truncated in real applications will ensure you do not make an errors in
your analysis. This can be very difficult to do. This documention can be used as a reference to understand the types of
censoring and truncation so that you can identify these situations in your work. Further, having a deep understanding
of the types of distributions used in survival analysis will allow you to identify the process that is generating your data.
This will then allow you to select an appropriate distribution, if any, to solve your problem. Survival analysis is an
extremely powerful, and thoroughly interesting tool, so don’t give up, or if you do give up, do the survival statistics on
it.
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CHAPTER 1

Contents:

1.1 Quickstart

So, you know what survival analysis is and you just want to see what this can do.

Alas

import surpyval as surv

x = [17.88, 28.92, 33, 41.52, 42.12, 45.6, 48.4, 51.84,
51.96, 54.12, 55.56, 67.8, 68.64, 68.64, 68.88, 84.12,
93.12, 98.64, 105.12, 105.84, 127.92, 128.04, 173.4]

model = surv.Weibull.fit(x)
model.plot()

This gives us the Weibull plot
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1.2 Types of Data

Survival analysis is the statistics about durations. To understand durations, or time to events, we must have data that
captures how long something lasts. This is the start of survival analysis where we have data in the form of a list of
durations of some time to event. This time to event can be engineering failure data, health data on time to death from
a given disease, economic data on the duration of a recession or time between recessions, or it could be race times for
a group of athletes in a triathlon.

Survival analysis is unique in statistics because of the types of data that we encounter, specifically censoring and
truncation. The purpose of this section is to explain these types of data and the scenarios under which they are
generated so that you can understand when you might need to use the different flags in surpyval in your analysis.

1.2.1 Exactly Observed

The first type of data is exactly observed data. This is the type of data where we know exactly when the death or
failure occurred. For example, if I run a test on how long some light bulbs will last, I get 5 and turn them on and watch
them continuously. Then as each fail I record their failure times 983, 1321, 1889, 1923, and 2932 hours. Each of these
times is exact because I saw the exact moment at which they failed. So the task is then understanding the distribution
of these exact failures.

1.2.2 Censored Data

Say that I got bored of sitting and looking at light bulbs. And because of this boredome I stopped looking at the light
bulbs at 1900 hours. I would therefore not have seen two of the light bulbs fail, the failures that would have occured
at 1923 and 2932 hours. All we would know about these two light bulbs is that they failed sometime after 1,900
hours. That is, we know that these two light bulbs would have failed if they continued the test but that this faliure
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time is greater than 1,900. This is to say that the failure time has been censored. Specifically the failure has been right
censored. ‘Right’ is used because if we consider a (horizontal) timeline with time progressing along the line from left
to right, we know that the failure would have occured to the right of the time at which we stopped our observation.
Hence, the observation is right censored.

If on the other hand, I also knew it would take some time for the bulbs to start failing so instead of waiting from the
very start of the test I did not sit there for the first 1,000 hours. That is, the test continues to run but is not being
observed for the first 1,000 hours, then after the first 1,000 hours I return to the test and start my observations. When
I return I find that a bulb has failed. From the original data, I see that there was a bulb that failed at 983 hours. But
if I was not observing for the first 1,000 hours all I would know about this failure is that it occurred sometime before
1,000 hours. Using the timeline concept again, I know that the failure would have occurred to the left of the 1,000
hour mark. Therefore, we say that the failure is left censored.

Finally, had I not been patient enough to sit down for any extended period of time and instead inspected the light
bulbs at different times to see if any had failed. So say I inspect the bulbs every 100 hours from 1000 hours till 2,000
hours. The first and last failures would be left and right censored. But the middle failures would be known to fail
between inspections. So the second failure would have occurred between the 1300 and 1400 hours inspections, the
third between 1800 and 1900, and the second last failure would have happened between the 1900 and 2000 hours
inspections. These failures are said to be intervally censored. That is because they are known to have happened in a
given interval on a timeline.

Survival analysis has several methods for handling censored data in the parametric and non-parametric analysis. Sur-
pyval is able to handle an input that has an arbitrary combination of observed and left, right, and intervally censored
failure data. Although, not all methods can handle all types of data. This is covered in the sections on each of the
estimation and fitting methods.

Surpyval uses a convention regarding censoring. Specifically, surpyval takes as input, with a list of failure times ‘x’, an
optional censoring flag array ‘c’. If no flaggin array is provided, it is assumed that all the data are exact observations,
i.e. that they are not censored. But if the ‘c’ array is provided, it must have a value for each value in the x input. That
is, they must be the same length. The possible values of c are -1, 0, 1, and 2. The convention tries to illustrate the
concept of left, right, and interval censoring on the timeline. That is, -1 is the flag for left censoring because it is to
the left of an observed failure. With an observed failure at 0. 1 is used to flag a value as right censored. Finally, 2 is
used to flag a value as being intervally censored because it has 2 data points, a left and right point. In practice this will
therefore look like:

import surpyval

x = [3, 3, 3, 4, 4, [4, 6], [6, 8], 8]
c = [-1, -1, -1, 0, 0, 2, 2, 1]

model = surpyval.Weibull.fit(x=x, c=c)

This example shows the flexibility surpyval offers. It allows users to analyse data that has any arbitrary combination
of the different types of censoring. The surpyval format is even more powerful, because the above example can be
condensed even further through using the ‘n’ value.

import surpyval

x = [3, 4, [4, 6], [6, 8], 8]
c = [-1, 0, 2, 2, 1]
n = [3, 2, 1, 1, 1]

model = surpyval.Weibull.fit(x=x, c=c, n=n)

The first step of the fit method actually wrangles the input data into the densest form possible. So internally, the
example without the n value, will be condensed to be the second example without you seeing it. But it shows the
capability of how data can be input to surpyval if you have different formats. But we are getting away from data
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types. . .

1.2.3 Truncated Data

For my light bulb test, let’s say I test a different manufacturers bulbs. This time, I know that the bulbs from this
manufacturer have been tested for 500 hours prior to shipping them. This situation needs to be treated differently
because we know that in this circumstance we only have the bulbs because they survived more than 500 hours. If
there were any failures prior to 500 hours the bulb would not have been shipped and therefore would not be being
tested by me. This is to say, that my observation of the distribution of the light bulb failures has been truncated. In
this regime there is no way I can have any observation below 500 hours because of the testing then discarding done
by the manufacturer. The astute reader might have observed that this data is in fact left truncated. This is because the
truncation occurs to the left of the observation on a timeline. In this example, all the bulbs are left truncated at the 500
hour mark.

In biostatistics left truncation is known as ‘late-entry’, this is because in clinical trials a participant can enter a trial
later than other participant. Therefore this participant was at risk of not being present in the trial. This is because they
could have died prior to entering the trial. Morbid, yes, but the estimate of the distribution needs to account for this
risk otherwise the estimate will overestimate the true risk of the event.

Right truncated data is when you only observe a value because it happened below some time. For example, in the light
bulb experiment, I received some of the bulbs that passed the burn in test. That is, I received some of the bulbs that
survived the original 500 hours of testing. But if the failed bulbs were then given to an engineering team to investigate
possible design changes that will improve reliability; they will have a series of failure times that must be below 500
hours. That is, from their perspective, they have data that is right truncated. There is one condition to this situation,
they must not know how many other bulbs were tested. If they knew how many other bulbs were tested, they would
know how many would fail after 500 hours. That is, they would know that all the other bulbs are right censored. So
for our engineers investigating the failed bulbs, they must be ignorant of how many other bulbs were actually tested
for the right truncation to work for them. In many applications we do know how many were under test and therefore
right truncation become right censoring, but from our engineers circumstance, we can see that they are right censored.

Parametric and non-parametric analysis can both handle left truncated data. This is explained further in the estima-
tion methods for both these methods. Right truncation can only be handles in surpyval with parametric analysis,
specifically, with Maximum Likelihood Estimation and in limited cases with Minimum Product Spacing. This is also
explained in their respective sections of these notes.

In surpyval, passing truncated data to the fitting method looks like:

import surpyval

x = [674, 792, 1153, 1450, 1555, 1923, 2019]
tl = 500

model = surpyval.Weibull.fit(x=x, tl=tl)

1.2.4 Concluding Points

Having read through the above explanation you might be thinking how often these scenarios appear in real data, if
ever. The vast majority of data used in survival analysis is observed or right censored. This is what happens when you
observe a whole population but finish the observation before the event happens on all the items being observed.

Right truncation is extremely rare because it only happens if you do not know the size of the whole population under
test. It can happen with scientific instruments where say, a camera is limited in the frequencies of light it can capture.
So if we were to try capture a distribution of light of an object, say a star, this distribution could be truncated above and
below certain frequencies. Meeker and Escobar provide an example in their book on reliability statistics for warranty
analysis, similar to the contrived example provided above. If you have some returns of products from the field, these
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are right-truncated because you do not know what has been bought and used in the field. A more realistic example
could be the estimation of race finish times at a triathlon or marathon. If I arrive at the finish line of a race and record
the times of participants as they cross the line during that window I will have truncated data. I do not know how many
people started the race (presumably) and I only stay and watch for a given period of time, therefore all the observations
I make are truncated within the window of my observation time. In conclusion though, right truncation in survival
analysis is rare.

Left truncation is common in insurance studies. If an insurance company wants to estimate the distribution of losses
due to property crime based on policy payouts they need to consider the impact of ‘excess’. Excess is the cost of
making a claim on an insurance policy. So if I have an insurance policy with an excess of $500, if I lose $20,000
worth of peoperty in a robbery I will have to pay $500 to be paid $20,000. Because of this, it is clear that if I lost $400
in a robbery I would not pay the $500 excess to make a claim. Therefore the distribution of property crime will be
truncated by the value of the excesses on the policies. Actuaries need to consider this in their calculaitons of policy
fees.

Insurance is also a good example of right censoring. An insurance policy will also have a maximum payout. So if
calculating the distribution of the value of property crime an analyst will need to consider that those payouts that are
at the maximum of that policy value are in fact censored. That is, the value of the loss or damage was greater than the
actual payout and therefore the payout is a censored value. In the classic Boston housing pricing data there is censored
data! A histogram of the values of houses shows that there is a large number of houses at the highest price. This can
be understood because a limit was set on the highest possible value, therefore these house prices are actually censored,
not exact observations.

1.3 Conventions

1.3.1 Variable Names

Before discussing the formats, the conventions for vairable names needs to be clarified. These conventions are:

• x = The random variable (time, stress etc.) array

• xl = The random variable (time, stress etc.) array for the left interval of interval censored data.

• xr = The random variable (time, stress etc.) array for the right interval of interval censored data.

• c = Refers to the censoring data array associated with x

• n = The count array associated with x

• t = the truncation values for the left and right truncation at x (must be two dim, or use tl and tr instead)

• r = risk set at x

• d = failures/deaths at x

• t = two dimensional array of the truncation interval at x

• tl = one dimensional array of the value at which x is left truncated

• tr = one dimensional array of the value at which x is right truncated

1.3.2 Data Formats

The conventional formats use in surpyval are:

• xcnt = x variables, with c as the censoring scheme, n as the counts, and t as the truncation

• xrd = x variables, with the risk set, r, at x and the deaths, d, also at x

1.3. Conventions 7
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All functions in surpyval have default handling conditions for c and n. That is, if these variables aren’t passed, it is
assumed that there was one observation and it was a failure for every x.

Surpyval fit() functions use the xcnt format. But the package has handlers for other formats to rearrange it to the
needed format. Other formats are:

wranglers for formats:

• fs = failure time array, f, and right censored time array, s

• fsl = fs format plus an array for left censored times.

1.3.3 Censoring conventions

For the censoring values, surpyval uses the convention used in Meeker and Escobar, that is:

• -1 = left

• 0 = failure / event

• 1 = right

• 2 = interval censoring. Must have left and right value in x

This convention gives an intuitive feel for the placement of the data on a timeline.

1.3.4 Function conventions

There exists a relationship between each of the functions of a distribution and the others. This can be very useful to
keep in mind when understanding how surpyval works. For example, the Nelson-Aalen estimator is used to estimate
the cumulative hazard function (Hf), the below relationships is how distribution for this can be used to estimate the
survival function, or the cdf.
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The above table shows how the function on the right, can be described by the function along the top row (I leave out the
function describing itself as it is simply itself. . . ). So, an interesting one is that the reliability or survival function, R(t),
is simply the exponentiated negative of the cumulative hazard function! This relationship holds for every distribution.

The conventions for SurPyval are that each object returned from a fit() call has the ability to compute the following:

• df() - The density function

• ff() - The CDF

• sf() - The survival function, or reliability function

• hf() - The (instantaneous) hazard function

• Hf() - The cumulative hazard function

These functions can be used to plot or even in optimisers so that you can optimize decisions that you are guiding with
your survival analysis.

1.4 Data Wrangling Examples

Lets just say we have a list of right censored data and a list of failures. How can we wrangle these into data for the
fit() method to accept?

import surpyval as surv

# Failure data
f = [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 8, 9]
# 'suspended' or right censored data
s = [1, 2, 10]

# convert to xcn format!
x, c, n = surv.fs_to_xcn(f, s)
print(x, c, n)

model = surv.Weibull.fit(x, c, n)
print(model)

[ 1 2 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10] [1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1] [1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1]
Parametric Surpyval model with Weibull distribution fitted by MLE yielding parameters
→˓(7.200723109183674, 2.474773882227539)

You can even bring in your left censored data as well:

# Failure data
f = [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 8, 9]
# 'suspended' or right censored data
s = [1, 2, 10]
# left censored data
l = [7, 8, 9]

# convert to xcn format!
x, c, n = surv.fsl_to_xcn(f, s, l)
print(x, c, n)

model = surv.Weibull.fit(x, c, n)
print(model)

1.4. Data Wrangling Examples 9
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[ 1 2 2 3 4 5 6 7 7 8 8 9 9 10] [ 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 -1 0 -1 0 -1 0
→˓1] [1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1]
Parametric Surpyval model with Weibull distribution fitted by MLE yielding parameters
→˓(6.814750943874994, 2.4708983791967163)

Another common type of data that is provided is in a simple text list with “+” indicating that the observation was
censored at that point. Using some simple python list comprehensions can help.

# Example provided data
data = "1, 2, 3+, 5, 6, 8, 10, 3+, 5+"

f = [float(x) for x in data.split(',') if "+" not in x]
s = [float(x[0:-1]) for x in data.split(',') if "+" in x]

data = surv.fs_to_xcn(f, s)

model = surv.Weibull.fit(*data)

Parametric Surpyval model with Weibull distribution fitted by MLE yielding parameters
→˓(6.737537377506333, 1.9245506420162473)

Again, this can be extended to left censored data as well:

data = "1, 2, 3+, 5, 6, 8, 10, 3+, 5+, 15-, 16-, 17-"
split_data = data.split(',')

f = [float(x) for x in split_data if ("+" not in x) & ("-" not in x)]
s = [float(x[0:-1]) for x in split_data if "+" in x]
l = [float(x[0:-1]) for x in split_data if "-" in x]

# Create the x, c, n data
data = surv.fsl_to_xcn(f, s, l)

model = surv.Weibull.fit(*data)

Surpyval also offers the ability to use a pandas DataFrame as an input. All you need to do is tell it which columns to
look at for x, c, n, and t. Columns for c, n, and t are optional. Further, if you have interval censored data you can use
the ‘xl’ and ‘xr’ column names instead. If you have mixed interval and observed or censored data, just make sure the
value in the ‘xl’ column is the value of the observation or left or right censoring.

xr = [2, 4, 6, 8, 10]
xl = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]
df = pd.DataFrame({'xl' : xl, 'xr' : xr})

model = surv.Weibull.fit_from_df(df)
print(model)

Parametric Surpyval model with Weibull distribution fitted by MLE yielding parameters
→˓(4.694329418712716, 2.4106930022962714)
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1.5 Datasets

1.5.1 Ball Bearing Failures

>>> from surpyval.datasets import Bearing

>>> Bearing.df.info()
<class 'pandas.core.frame.DataFrame'>
RangeIndex: 23 entries, 0 to 22
Data columns (total 1 columns):
# Column Non-Null Count Dtype

--- ------ -------------- -----
0 Cycles to Failure (millions) 23 non-null float64

dtypes: float64(1)
memory usage: 312.0 bytes

Cycles to Failure (millions)
0 17.88
1 28.92
2 33
3 41.52
4 42.12

1.6 Non-Parametric Estimation

Non-parametric survival analysis is the attempt to capture the distribution of survival data without making any assump-
tions about the shape of the distribution. That is, non-parametric analysis, unlike parametric analysis, does not assume
that the survival data was Weibull distributed or that it was Normally distributed etc. Concretely, non-parametric esti-
mation does not attempt to estimate the parameters of a distribution, therefore “non-parametric.” Parametric analysis
is covered in more detail in the section covering parametric estimation but it is important to contrast non-parametric
estimation against what it is not. So what exactly is non-parametric analysis?

Survival analysis is using statistics to answer the question ‘what is the probability that the thing survived to a particular
time?’ Non-parametric analysis answers this by estimating the probability from the proportion failed upto a given time.
This can be done by either estimating the probability of surviving a particular segment or estimating the hazard rate.

Non-parametric estimation is well understood by appreciating the data format used to estimate the CDF. Specifically,
the ‘xrd’ format and particularly understanding the r and d sets of that format.

The number of components at risk, r, at a given time, x, is the number of things at risk just prior to time x. The number
of deaths, d, is the number of the at risk items that died (or failed) at time x. So for completely observed data the
number at risk counts down for every death. So r would count down, e.g. 6, 5, 4, 3. . . for each death, 1, 1, 1, 1, . . .
So in this example there were 6 items at risk at one death at the first time. Then, because there was 1 death at the first
time the number of items at risk has decreased to 5, therefore for the next death there are only 5 at risk. This continues
further until there are no more items at risk because they have all died, i.e. there is 1 at risk and 1 death.

This can be extended to more than one death. For example, the risk set could be 8, 6, 5, 3, 2, 1. with an accompanying
death set of 2, 1, 2, 1, 1, 1. In this example there were times where there were 2 deaths and therefore the number at
risk decreased by 2 after that number of deaths.

So a complete example of this format is:

1.5. Datasets 11
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x = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]
r = [7, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1]
d = [2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1]

This format for data is not how survival data is usually provided in text books or papers. Survival data is usually
displayed with the simple list of failure times such as “1, 3, 6, 7, 10, 16”. The first step surpyval does for non-
parametric analysis is to transform data into the xrd format. All the fit() methods for surpyval take as input the xcnt
format, see more at the data types docs. So if you provide surpyval with the data “1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6” it will assume that
each of them are one death, and then create the risk set from the death counts resulting in the xrd format from above.

Given we now understand the format of the data we can estimate the probability of survival to some time with non-
parametric methods. The first method we will visit is the Kaplan-Meier.

1.6.1 Kaplan-Meier Estimation

Kaplan-Meier [KM] is a very popular method for estimating survival curves for populations. The insight for this
method is that for each time there is a death, we can estimate the probability of having survived since the previous
deaths. Using the data from above as an example, at time 1, there are 7 items at risk and there are 2 deaths. We can
therefore say that the probability of surviving this period was (7 - 2)/7, i.e. 5/7. Then the next time there is a death, the
probability of having survived that extra time is (5 - 1)/5, i.e. 4/5.

To be clear, this is the chance of survival between each death. Therefore the chance of surviving up to a given time is
the chance of surviving each segment. Therefore the probability of surviving up to any given time is the probability
of surviving through all the previous segments. The probability of surviving multiple outcomes is the multiplication
of each of the survival probabilities. Surviving through three sections is equal to the probability that I survive the
first, then multiply this by the probability of surviving the second, then multiplying this result with the probability of
surviving the third. So continuing our example from above, the probability of surviving the first two segments is (5/7)
x (4/5) = 4/7.

Therefore using the at risk count, r, and the death count, d, can be used to estimate the segment survival probabilities
and the survival probability to any point can be found by multiplying these probabilities. Formally, this has the
following formula:

𝑅(𝑥) =
∏︁

𝑖:𝑥𝑖≤𝑥

(︂
1 − 𝑑𝑖

𝑟𝑖

)︂

1.6.2 Nelson-Aalen Estimation

The Nelson-Aalen estimator [NA] (also known as the Breslow estimator), instead of finding the probability, estimates
the cumulative hazard function, and given that we know the relationship between the cumulative hazard function and
the reliability function, the Nelson-Aalen cumulative hazard estimate can be converted to a survival curve.

The first step in computing the NA estimate is to convert your data to the x, r, d format. Once in this format the
instantaneous hazard rate is found by:

ℎ(𝑥) =
𝑑𝑥
𝑟𝑥

This estimate of the instantaneous hazard rate is the proportion of deaths/failures at a value, x. Then to find the
cumulative hazard rate for any x we simply take the sum of the instantaneous hazard rates for all the values below x.
Mathematically:

𝐻(𝑥) =
∑︁

𝑖:𝑥𝑖≤𝑥

𝑑𝑖
𝑟𝑖
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Then, since we know that the reliability, or survival function, is related to the cumulative hazard function, we can
easily compute it.

𝑅(𝑥) = 𝑒−𝐻(𝑥)

So we now have the survival/reliability function. One benefit of the Nelson-Aalen estimator is that it does not estimate
a probability of 0 for the highest value (in a completely observed data set). This means that for a completely observed
data set the whole estimation can be plotted on a transformed y-axis. For this reason SurPyval uses the Nelson-Aalen
as the default plotting position.

1.6.3 Fleming-Harrington Estimation

The Fleming-Harrington estimator [FH], uses the same principal as the Nelson-Aalen estimator. That is, it finds
the cumulative hazard function and then converts that to the reliability/survival estimate. However, the NA estimate
assumes, for any given step that the number of items at risk is equal for each death, the FH estimate changes this.
Mathematically, the hazard rate is calculated with:

ℎ(𝑥) =
1

𝑟𝑥
+

1

𝑟𝑥 − 1
+

1

𝑟𝑥 − 2
+ ... +

1

𝑟𝑥 − (𝑑𝑥 − 1)

Which can be summarised as:

ℎ(𝑥) =

𝑑𝑥−1∑︁
𝑖=0

1

𝑟𝑥 − 𝑖

The cumulative hazard rate therefore becomes:

𝐻(𝑥) =
∑︁

𝑖:𝑥𝑖≤𝑥

𝑑𝑥−1∑︁
𝑖=0

1

𝑟𝑥 − 𝑖

You can see that the cumulative hazard rate will be slightly higher than the NA estimate since:

1

𝑟𝑥
+ ... +

1

𝑟𝑥
≤ 1

𝑟𝑥
+ ... +

1

𝑟𝑥 − (𝑑𝑥 − 1)

The above is less than or equal for the case where there is one death/failure. The Fleming-Harrington and Nelson-Aalen
estimates are particularly useful for small samples, see [FH].

1.6.4 Turnbull Estimation

The Turnbull estimator is a remarkable non-parametric estimation method for data that can handle arbitrary censoring
and truncation [TB]. The Turnbull estimator can be found with a procedure of finding the most likely survival curve
from the data, for that reason it is also known as the Non-Parametric Maximum Likelihood Estimator. The Kaplan-
Meier is also known as the Maximum Likelihood estimator, so is there a contradiciton? No, the Turnbull estimator is
the same as the Kaplan-Meier for fully observed data.

The Turnbull estimate is really an estimate of the observed failures given censoring, and then the ‘ghost’ failures (as
Turnbull describes it) due to truncation. Turnbull’s estimate converts all failures to interval failures regardless of the
censoring. This is because a left censored point is equivalent to an intervally censored observation in the interval -Inf
to x, and a right censored point is equivalent to an intervally censored observation in the interval x to Inf. Then for all
the intervals between negative infinity we find how many failures happened in that interval. This value need not be a
whole number since a single observation could have failed across several intervals. To estimate the failures, we use:

𝜇𝑖𝑗(𝑠) =
𝛼𝑖𝑗𝑠𝑗∑︀𝑚

𝑘=1 𝛼𝑖𝑘𝑠𝑘
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Where 𝜇𝑖𝑗 is the probability of the i-th observation failing in the j-th interval, 𝛼𝑖𝑗 is a flag to indicate if the i-th failure
was at risk in interval j, (1 if at risk and 0 if not), and 𝑠𝑗 is the probability of failure in an interval. That is, 𝑠𝑗 is the
survival function we are trying to estimate.

If an observation is truncated, it was only a possible observation among others that would have been seen had the
observation not been limited. To estimate the additional at risk items outside of the domain for which an observation
is truncated we use:

𝜈𝑖𝑗(𝑠) =
(1 − 𝛽𝑖𝑗)𝑠𝑗∑︀𝑚

𝑘=1 𝛼𝑖𝑘𝑠𝑘

Where 𝜈𝑖𝑗 is the probability of the i-th observation failing in the j-th interval and 𝛽𝑖𝑗 is a flag to indicate if the i-th
failure was observable in interval j, (1 if at risk and 0 if not).

This formula then finds the number of failures outside the truncated interval for a given observation.

We can then estimate the probability of failure in a given interval using the total failures in each interval divided by
the total number of failures:

𝑠𝑗 =

∑︀𝑁
𝑖=1 𝜇𝑖𝑗 + 𝜈𝑖𝑗
𝑀(𝑠)

where

𝑀(𝑠) =

∑︀𝑁
𝑖=1

∑︀𝑚
𝑗=1 𝜇𝑖𝑗 + 𝜈𝑖𝑗

𝑀(𝑠)

Using this estimate of the survival function, it can be input to the start of this procedure and it done again. This can
then be repeated over and over until the values do not change. At this point we have reached the NPMLE estimate of
the survival function!

The Turnbull estimation is the only non-parametric method that can be used with truncated and left censored data.
Therefore it must be used when using the plotting methods in the parametric package when you have truncated or left
censored data.

1.6.5 References

1.7 Parametric Estimation

Parametric modelling is the process of estimating the parameters of a particular distribution from a set of data. This
is distinct from non-parametric modelling where we make no assumptions about the shape of the distribution. In
parametric modelling we make some assumptions, explicit or implied, about the shape of the data that we have.

For this segment I will use the Weibull distribution as the example distribution. The Weibull distribution is a very
useful distribution for one interesting reason. It is the distribution for the ‘weakest link.’ As the normal distribution is
the limiting distribution of averages, the Weibull distribution is the limiting distribution for minimums. What does that
mean? If we have a large number of sets of samples from something that is normally distributed the average of these
sets will also be normally distributed but the minimums of these sets of samples will be Weibull distributed. This is
analagous to a chain. It is common wisdom that a chain is only as strong as it’s weakest link. The Weibull distribution
enables us to model the strength of a chain based on the strength of the links.

The Weibull distribution can then be used in scenarios where we assume that the shape of the distribution will be
due to a weakest link effect. This assumption holds in many scenarios, the strength of materials, the fielded life of
equipment, the lifetime of animals, the time until another recession, or the time until germination of seeds. This
example makes clear the assumption that we can make when using the Weibull distribution. Other distributions have
differing processes that can result in their generation. If we know and understand these processes we can check them
against the scenario we are analysing and chose a distribution from them. For example, a lognormal distribution can
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arise due to the combined effect of the product of random variables so in petroleum engineering the total recoverable oil
is a product of the height, width, depth, features of the rock and an infinitude of other variables of the field. Therefore
fields can be lognormally distributed. Similar considerations can be applied for many other types of distributions.
Finally, If we don’t know, or mind, what distribution we have, we can simply find the best fit amongst a set of
distributions.

SurPyval offers users several methods for estimating parameters, these are:

• Method of Moments (MOM)

• Method of Probability Plotting (MPP)

• Mean Square Error (MSE)

• Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE)

• Minimum Product Spacing (MPS)

There are other methods that can be used, e.g. L-moments or generalised method of moments. These are interesting,
and may be added in future, but for now surpyval offers the above estimation methods. Surpyval is unique in the
capability to provide the estimation technique. Most other survival analysis methods do not allow for specifying
different methods. The advantage of this flexibility will become apparent.

1.7.1 Method of Moments (MOM)

This method is the simplest (and least accurate) method to find parameters of a distribution. The intent of the Method
of Moments (MOM) is to find the closest match of a distributions moments, to those of the moments of a sample of
data.

For a given data set, or sample, the kth moment is defined as:

𝑀𝑘 =
1

𝑛

𝑛∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑋𝑘
𝑖

If the distribution has only one parameter, like the exponential distribution, then the method of moments is simply
equates the sample moment to the dsitribution moment. For a continuous distribution the kth moment is defined as:

𝑀𝑘 =

∫︁ ∞

−∞
𝑥𝑘𝑓(𝑥)𝑑𝑥

Where f(x) is the density function of that distribution. Therefore, for the exponential distribution, the moments can be
computed (with some working) to be:

𝐸[𝑋𝑘] =
𝑘!

𝜆𝑘

Because there is only one parameter of the exponential distribution, we need to only match the first moment of the
distribution (k=1) to the first moment of the sample. Therefore we get:

1

𝑛

𝑛∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑋𝑖 =
1

𝜆

This is to say that the method of moments solution for the parameter of the exponential is simply the inverse of the
average. This is an easy result. When we extend to other distributions with more than one parameter, such simple
analytical solutions are not available, so numeric optimisation is needed. SurPyval uses numeric optimisation to
compute the parameters for these distributions.

The method of moments, although interesting, can produce incorrect results, and it can only be used with observed
data, so it cannot account for truncation or censoring. But it is good to understand as it is one of the oldest methods
used to estimate the parameters of a distribution.
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1.7.2 Method of Probability Plotting (MPP)

Probability plotting is an extremely simple way to find the parameters of a distribution. This method has a long
history because it is a simple activity to do while providing an easy to understand graphic. Further, probability plotting
produces a good estimate for the parameters even with few data points. All this combined with the fact that probability
plotting can be used for all types of data, observed, censored, and truncated, it is easy to understand why it is widely
used.

SurPyval uses the MPP method as an initial guess, when not provided, because it is the only method that does not
require an initial guess of the parameters. This is because numeric optimisers require an initial guess, however,
when using a probability plotting method, an initial guess is not needed. It therefore provides an excellent method
to get an initial guess for subsequent optimisation. But the method itself can be sufficient enough for the majority of
applications.

So how does it work?

Probability plotting works of the idea that a distributions CDF can be made into a straight line if the data is transformed.
This can be shown by rearranging the CDF of a dsitribution. For the Weibull:

𝐹 (𝑥) = 1 − 𝑒−( 𝑥
𝛼 )𝛽

If we negate, add one, and then take the log of each side we get:

ln(1 − 𝐹 (𝑥)) = −(
𝑥

𝛼
)𝛽

Then take the log again:

ln(−ln(1 − 𝐹 (𝑥))) = 𝛽ln(𝑥) − 𝛽ln(𝛼)

From here, we can see that there is a relationship between the CDF and x. That is, the log of the log of (1 - CDF)
has a linear relationship with the log of x. Therefore, if we take the log of x, and take the log of the negative log of 1
minus the CDF and plot these, we will get a straight line. To make this work, we therefore need a method to estimate
the CDF empirically. Traditionally, there have been heuristics used to create the CDF. However, we can also use the
non-parametric estimate as discussed in the non-parametric session. Concretely, we can use the Kaplan-Meier, the
Nelson-Aalen, Fleming-Harrington, or Turnbull estimates to approximate the CDF, F(x), transform it, plot, and then
do the linear regression. SurPyval uses as a default, the Nelson-Aalen estimator for the plotting point.

Other methods are available. The simplest estimate, for complete data, is the empirical CDF:

𝐹 (𝑥) =
1

𝑛

𝑛∑︁
𝑖=1

1𝑋𝑖≤𝑥

This equation says, that (for a fully observed data set) for any given value, x, the estimate of the CDF at that value is
simply the sum of all the observations that occurred below that value divided by the total number of observations. This
is a simple percentage estimate that has failed at any given point. This equation will therefore make a step function
that increases from 0 to 1.

One issues with this is that the highest value is always 1. But if this is transformed as above, this will be an undefined
number. As such, you can adjust the value with a simple change:

𝐹 (𝑥) =
1

𝑛 + 1

𝑛∑︁
𝑖=1

1𝑋𝑖≤𝑥

By using this simple change, the highest value will not be 1, and will therefore be plottable, and not undefined.
There are many different methods used to adjust the simple ECDF to be used with a plotting method to estimate the
parameters of a distribution. For example, consider Blom’s method:

𝐹𝑘 = (𝑘 − 0.375)/(𝑛 + 0.25)
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Where k is the rank of an observation k is in (1, 2, 3, 4. . . . n) for n observations. Using these methods we can therefore
plot the linearised version above.

Combining this all together is simple witht surpyval.

x = [1, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 12, 14]
model = surv.Weibull.fit(x, how='MPP', heuristic='Blom')
model.plot()

In this example we have used the probability plotting method with the Blom heuristic to estimate the parameters of the
distribution. SurPyval has the option to use many different plotting methods, including the regular KM, NA, and FH
non-parametric estimates. All you need to do is change the ‘heuristic’ parameter; SurPyval includes:
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Table 1: SurPyval Modelling Methods
Method A B
Blom 0.375 0.25
Median 0.3 0.4
ECDF 0 0
ECDF_Adj 0 1
Mean 0 1
Weibull 0 1
Modal 1 -1
DPW 1 0
Midpoint 0.5 0
Benard 0.3 0.2
Beard 0.31 0.38
Hazen 0.5 0
Gringorten 0.44 0.12
Larsen 0.567 -0.134
Larsen 1/3 1/3
None 0 0

Which is used with the general formula to estimate the plotting position heuristic:

𝐹𝑘 = (𝑘 −𝐴)/(𝑛 + 𝐵)

One final option available is that of the Filliben estimate:

1.7.3 Mean Square Error (MSE)

MSE is essentially the same as probability plotting. Instead of finding the minimum against the transformed data
in the x and y axes. The parameters are found by minimising the distance to the non-parametric estimate without
transforming the data to be linear. Mathematically, MSE find the parameters by minimising:

Σ
(︁
𝐹 − 𝐹 (𝑥; 𝜃)

)︁2
This is the difference between the, untransformed, empirical estimate of the CDF and the parametric distribution.

1.7.4 Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE)

Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) is the most widely used, and most flexible of all the estimation methods. It’s
relative simplicity (because of modern computing power) makes it the reasonable first choice for parametric estimation.
What does it do? Essentially MLE asks what parameters of a distribution are ‘most likely’ given the data that we have
seen. Consider the following data and distributions:
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The solid lines are the densities of two different Weibull distributions. The dashed lines represent the data we have
observed, their height is the density of the two distributions at the x value for each observation. Given the data and the
two distributions, which one seems to explain the distribution of the data better? That is, which distribution is more
likely to produce, if sampled, the dashed lines? It should be fairly intuitive that the red distribution is more likely to
do so. For example, the observation just above 10, you can see the height to the black line and the heigth to the red
line. The red line is taller than the black line, therefore this observation is more ‘likely’ to have come from the red
distribution than the black one. Conversely, the value near 15 is more likely to have come from the black distribution
than the red one because the height to the black line is greater than the height to the red line. To find the distribution
of best fit then we need to find the parameters that best averages the height of all these lines.

MLE formalises this concept by saying that the most likely distribution is the one that has the highest (geometric)
mean of the height of the density function for each sample of data. The height of the density at a particular observation
is known as the likelihood. Mathematically, (for uncensored data) MLE then maximises the following:

𝐿 =

(︃
𝑛∏︁

𝑖=1

𝑓(𝑥𝑖|𝜃)

)︃1/𝑛

f is the pdf of the distribution being estimated, x is the observed value, theta is the parameter vector, and L is the
geometric mean of all the values. This is complicated, but a simplification is available by taking the log of this product
yielding:

𝑙 =
1

𝑛

𝑛∑︁
𝑖=1

ln 𝑓(𝑥𝑖|𝜃)

Therefore MLE simply finds the parameters of the distribution that maximise the average of the log of the likelihood
for each point. . . One final transform that is used in optimisers is that we take the negative of the above equation so
that we find the minimum of the negative log-likelihood.

Armed with the log likelihood we can then search for the parameter where the log likelihood is maximised. Using an
Exponential distribution as an example, we can see the change in the value of the log likelihood as the exponential
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parameter changes. The following is a random sample of 100 observations with a parameter of 10. Then changing the
value of the parameter ‘lambda’ from low to high we can see what the log-likelihood is and find the value at which it
is maximized.

On the chart above you can see that the maximum is near 10. As we would expect given that we know that the answer
is 10. It is this simple and intuitive approach that allows the parameters of distributions are estimated with the MLE.

What about censored data?

All the equations above are for observed data. Handling the likelihood of censored data also has an intuitive under-
standing. What we know about the point when the data point is censored is that we know it is above or below the
value at which we observed. So for a right censored data point, we want to maximize the probability that we saw this
observation, concretely we want a censored points contribution to the likelihood function is the probability that the
point was left or right censored. This is simply the probability of failure (CDF) for left censored and the probability
of surviving to that time (survival function). Formally:

𝑙 =
1

𝑛𝑜

𝑛𝑜∑︁
𝑖=1

ln 𝑓(𝑥𝑜𝑖 |𝜃) +
1

𝑛𝑟

𝑛𝑟∑︁
𝑖=1

ln𝑅(𝑥𝑟𝑖 |𝜃) +
1

𝑛𝑙

𝑛𝑙∑︁
𝑖=1

ln𝐹 (𝑥𝑙𝑖 |𝜃)

An easy and intuitive way to understand this is to compare these two possibilities. With some randomly generated data
with a few values made to be left censored, and a few to be right censored. We get:
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In this example, again, we need to consider whether the red or black distribution is a more likely description of the
observations, including some censored ones. Althought the right censored point for the black distribuiton is very likely,
this does not mean it is a good fit because the ‘average’ across all observations is poor. Therefore, it should be obvious
that the red distribution is the better fit.

But what about truncated data

1.7.5 Maximum Product of Spacings (MPS)

Coming soon

1.8 Non-Parametric SurPyval Modelling

To get started, let’s import some useful packages, as such, for the rest of this page we will assume the following
imports have occurred:

import surpyval as surv
import numpy as np
from matplotlib import pyplot as plt

Survival modelling with surpyval is very easy. This page will take you through a series of scenarios that can show you
how to use the features of surpyval to get you the answers you need. The first example is if you simply have a list of
event times and need to find the distribution of best fit.

In each of the examples below, each of the KaplanMeier, NelsonAalen, or FlemingHarrington can be
substituted with any of the others. It is the choice of the analyst which should be used. The Turnbull estimator has
additional capabilities that can be used when you have right truncated, left censored, or interval censored data.

1.8.1 Complete Data

Using data of the stress of Bofors steel from Weibull’s original paper we can esimtate the reliability, that is, the
probability that a sample of steel will survive up to a given applied stress. So what does that mean?

We can find when the steel will break. This is particularly useful when we know the application.

For this example, lets say that the maximum tensile stress our design will see during use is 34 units. Lets try and
estimate the proportion that will fail during operation.

For this we can use the Nelson-Aalen estimator of the hazard rate, then convert it to the reliability. This is all done
with one easy call.
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import surpyval as surv
import numpy as np
from matplotlib import pyplot as plt

x = np.array([32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 42])
n = np.array([10, 33, 81, 161, 224, 289, 336, 369, 383, 389])

# Weibull's measurements are cumulative so we need to tranasform them
n = np.concatenate([[n[0]], np.diff(n)])

bofors_steel_na = surv.NelsonAalen.fit(x, n=n)

plt.figure(figsize=(10, 7));
plt.ylabel('Survival Probability')
plt.xlabel('Stress [1.275kg/mm2]')
plt.ylim([0, 1])
plt.xlim([31, 42])
plt.step(bofors_steel_na.x, bofors_steel_na.R)
plt.title('Survival Prob vs Stress of Bofors Steel');

So what purpose is this?

With our non-parametric model of the Bofors steel. We can use this model to estimate the reliability in our application.
Let’s say that our application uses Bofors steel up to 34. What is our estimate of the number of failures?

print(str(bofors_steel_na.sf(34).round(4).item() * 100) + "%")

Which gives:
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80.15%

The above shows that approximately 80% will survive up to a stress of 34. Therefore we will have an approximately
20% chance of our component failing in the design.

It is up to the designer to determine whether this is acceptable.

What if we want to take into account our uncertainty about the reliability. The non-parametric class automatically
computes the Greenwood variance and uses that to compute the upper and lower confidence intervals. Let’s plot the
intervals to see.

plt.figure(figsize=(10, 7))
bofors_steel_na.plot(how='interp')
plt.xlabel('Stress [1.275kg/mm2]')
plt.ylabel('Survival Probability')
plt.ylim([0, 1])
plt.xlim([32, 42])
plt.title('Surv Prob vs Stress of Bofors Steel')

The confidence bounds can also be used to estimate the probability of survival up to some point with some degree of
confidence. For example:

print(str(bofors_steel_na.R_cb(34, bound='lower', how='interp', confidence=0.95).
→˓round(4).item() * 100) + "%")

76.46%
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Therefore we can be 95% confident that the reliability at 34 is above 76%. You can also see that the confidence interval
stretches the entire span of the possible [0, 1] interval at the higest value. This is because the variance at the final value
is infinite using the Greenwood confidence interval.

1.8.2 Right Censored Data

Non-Parametric estimation can handle right censored, this is possible because at the point of censoring the item is
removed from the at risk group without couting a death/failure.

import numpy as np
from surpyval import KaplanMeier as KM

x = np.array([3, 4, 5, 6, 10])
c = np.array([0, 0, 0, 0, 1])
n = np.array([1, 1, 1, 1, 5])

model = KM.fit(x=x, c=c, n=n)
model.plot()
model.R

array([0.88888889, 0.77777778, 0.66666667, 0.55555556, 0.55555556])

In this example, we have included right censored data. This example can be done for the Nelson-Aalen, Fleming-
Harrington, and Turnbull estimators as well.

1.8.3 Left Truncated Data

In some instances you will need to account for left truncated data. These data can be passed stright to the same KM,
NA, and FH fitters, Using one (of the many) excellent data sets from the lifelines. package:
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from surpyval import KaplanMeier as KM
from lifelines.datasets import load_multicenter_aids_cohort_study
df = load_multicenter_aids_cohort_study()

x = df["T"].values
c = 1. - df["D"].values
tl = df["W"].values

model = KM.fit(x=x, c=c, tl=tl)
model_no_trunc = KM.fit(x=x, c=c)

model.plot(plot_bounds=False)
model_no_trunc.plot(plot_bounds=False)
plt.legend(['Truncation', 'No Truncation'])

The image above shows that if you fail to take into account the left truncation (using the tl keyword) you will overstate
the survival probability. This can be used with any of the other non-parametric fitters.

1.8.4 Arbitrarily Truncated and Censored Data

In the event you have data that has interval, left, or right censoring with no, left, or right truncation, the previous
estimators will not work. Enter the Turnbull estimator. First an interval estimation example:

low = np.array([0, 0, 0, 4, 5, 5, 6, 7, 7, 11, 11, 15, 17, 17,
17, 18, 19, 18, 22, 24, 24, 25, 26, 27, 32, 33,
34, 36, 36, 36, 36, 37, 37, 37, 37, 38, 40, 45,
46, 46, 46, 46, 46, 46, 46, 46])

upp = np.array([7, 8, 5, 11, 12, 11, 10, 16, 14, 15, 18, np.inf,
np.inf, 25, 25, np.inf, 35, 26, np.inf, np.inf,

(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

np.inf, 37, 40, 34, np.inf, np.inf, np.inf, 44,
48, np.inf, np.inf, 44, np.inf, np.inf, np.inf,
np.inf, np.inf, np.inf, np.inf, np.inf, np.inf,
np.inf, np.inf, np.inf, np.inf, np.inf])

x = np.array([low, upp]).T
model = TB.fit(x)
model.plot()

And finally, an example with arbitrary censoring and truncation:

from surpyval import Turnbull as TB

x = [1, 2, [3, 6], 7, 8, 9, [5, 9], [4, 10], [7, 10], 11, 12]
c = [1, 1, 2, 0, 0, 0, 2, 2, 2, -1, 0]
n = [1, 2, 1, 3, 2, 2, 1, 1, 2, 1, 1]
tl = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2, 3, 3, 1, 1, 5]
tr = [np.inf, np.inf, 10, 10, 10, 10, np.inf, np.inf, np.inf, 15, 15]

model = TB.fit(x=x, c=c, n=n, tl=tl, tr=tr)
model.plot()
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With a completely arbitrary set of data we have created a non-parametric estimate of the survival curve that can be
used to estimate probabilities.

What is interesting about the Turbull estimate is that it first finds the data in the ‘xrd’ format. This is done even though
we might not have a complete failure occur in an interval. This can be seen by looking at the number of deaths/failures
occur at each value.

model.d

array([0.00000000e+00, 0.00000000e+00, 0.00000000e+00, 2.76875496e-02,
1.58808369e+00, 0.00000000e+00, 5.81471061e+00, 4.10951885e+00,
3.54383160e+00, 7.67984832e-02, 3.93153047e-15, 3.09598691e+00,
1.66794197e+00])

You can see that some values are 0 (or essentially 0) or that there is an interval where there were 4.1095188 failures.
But because the Turbull estimate finds the x, r, d format we can actually elect to use the Nelson-Aalen or Kaplan-Meier
estimate with the Turnbull estimates of x, r, and d.

model = TB.fit(x=x, c=c, n=n, tl=tl, tr=tr, estimator='Nelson-Aalen')
model.plot()
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The Greenwood confidence intervals do give us a strange set of bounds. But you can see that using the Nelson-Aalen
estimator instead of the Kaplan-Meier gives us a better approximation for the tail end of the distribution.

Some Issues with the Turnbull Estimate

Caution must be given when using the Turnbull estimate when all values are truncated by some left and/or right value.
This will be shown below in the methods for estimating parameters with truncated values. But essentially the Turnbull
method cannot make any assumptions about the probability by which the smallest value if left truncated should be
adjusted. This is because there is no information available with the non-parametric method below this smallest value.
The same is true for the largest value if it is also right truncated, there is no information available about the probability
of its observation. Therefore the Turnbull method makes an implicit assumption that the first value, if left truncated
has 100% chance of observation, and the highest value, if right truncated also has 100% chance of being observed.

The implications of this are detailed in the Parametric section, because the only way to gain an understanding of these
situations is by assuming a shape of the distribution. That is, by doing parametric analysis. This is possible since if
the distribution within the truncated ends has a shape that matches to a particular distribution you can then extrapolate
beyond the observed values. Parametric analysis is therefore incredibly powerful for prediction / extrapolation.

1.8.5 Confidence Intervals

Coming soon

1.9 Parametric SurPyval Modelling

The parametric API is essentially the exact same as the non-parametric API. All models are fit by a call to the fit()
method. However, the parametric models have more options that are only applicable to parametric modelling. The
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inputs of x for the random variable, c for the censoring flag, n for count of each x, xl and xr for intervally censored
data (can’t be used with x) t for the truncation matrix, tl for the left truncation scalar or array, and tr for the right
truncation scalar or array all remain.

1.9.1 Complete Data

The easiest and simplest case is that when you have a dataset of exactly observed data. that is, you have one array of
data with the values at which they failed. Fitting a parametric distribution to the data can be done with a simple call to
the fit() method:

import surpyval as surv
import numpy as np

np.random.seed(10)
x = surv.Weibull.random(50, 30., 9.)
model = surv.Weibull.fit(x)
print(model)
model.plot();

Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : MLE
Parameters :

alpha: 29.805137406871953
beta: 10.296037991991037

To visualise the outcome of this fit we can inspect the results on a probability plot:

model.plot()
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The model object from the above example can be used to calculate the density of the distribution with the parameters
found with the best fit from above. This is very easy to do:

x = np.linspace(10, 50, 1000)
f = model.df(x)

plt.plot(x, f)

The CDF ff(), Survival (or Reliability) sf(), hazard rate hf(), or cumulative hazard rate Hf() can be computed
as well. This functionality makes it very easy to work with surpyval models to determine risks or to pass the function
to other libraries to find optimal trade-offs.

1.9.2 Using censored data

Right Censored

A common complication in survival analysis is that all the data is not observed up to the point of failure (or death). In
this case the data is right censored, see the types of data section for a more detailed discussion, surpyval offers a very
clean and easy way to model this. First, let’s create a simulated data set:

import surpyval as surv
import numpy as np

np.random.seed(10)
x = surv.Weibull.random(50, 30, 2.)

observation_limit = 40
# Censoring flag

(continues on next page)
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c = (x >= observation_limit).astype(int)
x[x >= observation_limit] = observation_limit

In this example, we created 50 random Weibull distributed values with alpha = 30 and beta = 2. For this example the
observation window has been set to 40. This value is where we stopped observing the events. For all the randomly
generated values that are above this limit we create the censoring flag array c. This array has zeros where the event
time was observed, and a 1 where the value is above the recorded value. For all the values in the data that are above
40 we set them to 40. This is a common occurence in survival analysis and surpyval is designed to accept this input
with a simple call:

model = surv.Weibull.fit(x, c)
print(model)
model.plot()

Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : MLE
Parameters :

alpha: 29.249243175049152
beta: 2.2291485877426354

The plot for this can be seen to be:

The results from this model are very close to the data we input, and with only 50 samples.
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Left Censored

The above example can be extended to another kind of censoring; left censored data. This is the case where the values
are known to fall below a particular value. We can change our example data set to have a start observation time for
which we will left censor all the data below that:

observation_start = 10
# Censoring flag
c[x <= observation_start] = -1
x[x <= observation_start] = observation_start

That is, we set the start of the observations at 10 and flag that all the values at or below this are left censored. We can
then use the updated values of x and c:

model = surv.Weibull.fit(x, c)
print(model)
model.plot()

Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : MLE
Parameters :

alpha: 29.34709766238127
beta: 2.3049027909575903

The values did not substantially change, although the plot does look different as there are no values below 10.
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Intervally Censored

The next type of censoring that is naturally handled by surpyval is interval censoring. Creating another example data
set:

import surpyval as surv
import numpy as np

np.random.seed(30)
x = surv.Weibull.random(50, 30, 10.)
n, xx = np.histogram(x, bins=[20, 23, 26, 29, 32, 35, 38])
x = np.vstack([xx[0:-1], xx[1:]]).T

In this example we have created the varable x with a matrix of the intervals within which each of the obervations have
failed. That is each exact observation has been binned into a window and the x array has an entry [left, right] within
which the event failed. We also have the n array that has the count of the failures within the window. With these two
values we can make the simple surpyval call:

model = surv.Weibull.fit(x, n=n)
print(model)

Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : MLE
Parameters :

alpha: 30.074154903683105
beta: 9.637405285678362

Again, we have a result that is very close to the original parameters. SurPyval can take as input an arbitrary combina-
tion of censored data. If we plot the data we will see:
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This does not look to be such a good fit. This is because the Turbull estimator finds the probability of failing in a
window, not at a given point. So if we align the model plot to the end of the window instead of start with:

np_model = surv.Turnbull.fit(x, n=n)
plt.step(np_model.x, np_model.R, where='post')
x_plot = np.linspace(20, 37.5, 1000)
plt.plot(x_plot, model.sf(x_plot), color='k', linestyle='dashed')

We get:

Which is, visually, clearly a better fit. You need to be careful when using the Turnbull plotting points to estimate
the parameters of a distribution. This is because it is not known where in the intervals a death has actually occurred.
However it is good to check the start and end of the window (changing ‘where’ betweek ‘pre’ and ‘post’ or ‘mid’) to
see the goodness-of-fit.

Mixed Censoring

Mixed censoring, or arbitrary censoring is easily handled by SurPyval. So no matter the combination of the data that
you have, SurPyval will be able to fit a distribution to it.

import surpyval as surv

x = [0, 1, 2, [3, 4], [6, 10], [4, 8], 5, 19, 10, 13, 15]
c = [0, 0, 1, 2, 2, 2, 0, -1, 0, 1, 0]
surv.Gumbel.fit(x, c=c)

Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Gumbel

(continues on next page)
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Fitted by : MLE
Parameters :

mu: 9.912232006272871
sigma: 4.95952392045353

1.9.3 Using truncated data

Left truncated

Surpyval has the capacity to handle arbitrary truncated data. A common occurence of this is in the insurance industry
data. When customers make a claim on their policies they have to pay an ‘excess’ which is a charge to submit a claim
for processing. If say, the excess on a set of policies in an area is $250, then it would not be logical for a customer to
submit a claim for a loss of less than that number. Therefore there will be no claims under $250. This can also happen
in engineering where a part may be tested up to some limit prior to be sold, therefore, as a customer you need to make
sure you take into account the fact that some parts would have been rejected at the end of the line which you may not
have seen. So a washing machine may run through 25 cycles prior to shipping. This is similar to, but distinct from
censoring. When something is left censored, we know there was a failure or event below the threshold. Whereas with
truncation, we do not see any variables below the threshold. A simulated example may explain this better:

import numpy as np
import surpyval as surv

np.random.seed(10)
x = surv.Weibull.random(100, alpha=100, beta=0.6)
# Keep only those values greater than 250
threshold = 25
x = x[x > threshold]

We have therefore simulated a scenario where we have taken 100 random samples from a fat tailed Weibull distribution.
We then filter to keep only those records that are above the threshold. In this case we assume we haven’t seen the data
for the washing machines with less than 25 cycles. To understand what could go wrong if we ignore this, what do we
get if we assume all the data are failures and there is no truncation?

model = surv.Weibull.fit(x=x)
print(model.params)

[218.39245675 1.0507186 ]

With a plot that looks like:
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Looking at the parameters of the distribution, you can see that the beta value is greater than 1. Although only slightly,
this implies that this distribution has an increasing hazard rate. If you were the operator of the washing machines (e.g.
a hotel or a laundromat) and any downtime had a cost, you would conclude from this that replacing the machines after
a fixed time would be a good policy.

But if you take the truncation into account:

model = surv.Weibull.fit(x=x, tl=threshold)
print(model.params)

[127.32704868 0.71053572]

With the plot:
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You can see now that the model fits the data much better, but also that the beta parameter is actually below 1. This
shows that ignoring the left-truncated data in parametric estimation can lead to errors in prediction.

Right truncated

The example from above can be continued for right-truncated data as well.

import numpy as np
import surpyval as surv

np.random.seed(10)
x = surv.Normal.random(100, mu=100, sigma=10)
# Keep only those values greater than 250
tl = 85
tr = 115
# Truncate the data
x = x[(x > tl) & (x < tr)]

model = surv.Weibull.fit(x=x, tl=tl, tr=tr)
print(model.params)

[102.27078401 12.47906136]
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From the output above, the number of data points we have has been reduced from the simulated 100, downt to 87.
Then with the 87 samples we now have we estimated the parameters to be quite close to the parameters used in the
simulation. Further, the plot looks as though the parametric distribution fits the non-parametric distribution quite well.

In the cases above we used a scalar value for the truncation values. But some data has individual values for left
truncation. This is seen in trials where someone may join the trial as a late entry. Therefore each data point as an entry
time. For example:

import surpyval as surv

x = [3, 4, 6, 7, 9, 10]
tl = [0, 0, 0, 0, 5, 2]

model = surv.Weibull.fit(x, tl=tl)
print(model.params)

[7.05854717 2.70096672]

Intervally and Arbitrarily truncated

Surpyval can even work with arbitrary left and right truncation:

import surpyval as surv

x = [3, 4, 6, 7, 9, 10]
tl = [0, 0, 0, 0, 5, 2]
tr = [10, 9, 8, 10, 15]

model = surv.Weibull.fit(x, tl=tl, tr=tr)
print(model.params)
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[8.12377602 2.56917036]

In the above example we used both the tl and tr. However, surpyval has a flexible API where it can take the truncation
data as a two dimensional array:

import surpyval as surv

x = [3, 4, 6, 7, 9, 10]
t = [[ 0, 10],

[ 0, 9],
[ 0, 8],
[ 0, 10],
[ 5, 15],
[ 2, 15]]

model = surv.Weibull.fit(x, t=t)
print(model.params)

[8.12377602 2.56917036]

Which, obviously, gives the same result. This shows the flexibility of the surpyval API, you can use scalar, array, or
matrix values for the truncations using the t, tl, and tr keywords with the fit method and surpyval does the rest.

1.9.4 Offsets

Another common feature in survival analysis is a requirement to fit a distribution with an offset. These distributions
are sometimes referred to as the two-parameter (e.g. two parameter exponential) three parameter, (e.g., the three three
parameter Weibull), or four parameter (e.g four parameter Exponentiated Weibull distribution). SurPyval however just
uses an offset to increase the numbers of parameters and allow the distribution to be shifted.

Using data from Weibull’s original paper for the strenght of Bofor’s steel shows when this might be necessary.

import surpyval as surv
from surpyval.datasets import BoforsSteel

df = BoforsSteel.df
x = df['x']
n = df['n']

model = surv.Weibull.fit(x=x, n=n)
print(model.params)
model.plot()

[47.36735846 17.5713195 ]
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The above plot does not look to be a good fit. However, if we use an offset we can use the three parameter Weibull
distribution to attempt to get a better fit. Using offset values with surpyval is very easy:

import surpyval as surv
from surpyval.datasets import BoforsSteel

df = BoforsSteel.df
x = df['x']
n = df['n']

model = surv.Weibull.fit(x=x, n=n, offset=True)
print(model)
model.plot()

Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : MLE
Offset (gamma) : 39.76562962867477
Parameters :

alpha: 7.141925216146524
beta: 2.6204524040137844
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This is evidently a much better fit! The offset value for an offset distribution is saved as gamma in the model ob-
ject. Offsets can be used for any distribution supported on the half real line. Currently, this is the Weibull, Gamma,
LogNormal, LogLogistic, and Exponential. For example:

import surpyval as surv
import numpy as np

np.random.seed(10)
x = surv.LogLogistic.random(100, 10, 3) + 10
model = surv.LogLogistic.fit(x, offset=True, how='MLE')
print(model)
model.plot()

Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : LogLogistic
Fitted by : MLE
Offset (gamma) : 9.56270794050046
Parameters :

alpha: 10.18946967467503
beta: 3.407325975660712
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A four parameter exponentiated Weibull can also be found:

import surpyval as surv
import numpy as np

np.random.seed(10)
x = surv.ExpoWeibull.random(100, 10, 1.2, 4) + 10
model = surv.ExpoWeibull.fit(x, offset=True)
print(model)
model.plot(plot_bounds=False)

Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : ExpoWeibull
Fitted by : MLE
Offset (gamma) : 10.701280166551431
Parameters :

alpha: 11.47511146192537
beta: 1.3969785125819283

mu: 2.845307244239084
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1.9.5 Fixing parameters

Another useful feature of surpyval is the ability to easily fix parameters. For example:

import surpyval as surv
import numpy as np

np.random.seed(30)
x = surv.Normal.random(50, 10., 2)
model = surv.Normal.fit(x, fixed={'mu' : 10})
print(model)
model.plot()

Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Normal
Fitted by : MLE
Parameters :

mu: 10.0
sigma: 1.9353643871136006
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You can see that the mu parameter has been fixed at 10. This can work for distribuitons with many more parameters,
including the offset.

import surpyval as surv
import numpy as np

np.random.seed(30)
x = surv.ExpoWeibull.random(50, 10., 2, 4) + 10
model = surv.ExpoWeibull.fit(x, offset=True, fixed={'mu' : 4, 'gamma' : 10, 'alpha' :
→˓10})
print(model)
model.plot()

Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : ExpoWeibull
Fitted by : MLE
Offset (gamma) : 10.0
Parameters :

alpha: 10.0
beta: 1.9986073390210994

mu: 1.2
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We have fit three of the four parameters for an offset exponentiated-Weibull distribution!

1.9.6 Modelling with arbitrary input

The surpyval API is extremely flexible. All the unique examples provided above can all be used at once. That is, data
can be censored, truncated, and directly observed with offsets and fixing parameters. The API is completely flexible.
This makes surpyval an extremely useful tool for analysts where the data is gathered in a manner where it’s cleanliness
is not guaranteed.

import surpyval as surv

x = [0, 1, 2, [3, 4], [6, 10], [4, 8], 5, 19, 10, 13, 15]
c = [0, 0, 1, 2, 2, 2, 0, -1, 0, 1, 0]
tl = [-1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2, 2, -np.inf, 0, 0]
tr = 25
model = surv.Normal.fit(x, c=c, tl=tl, tr=tr, fixed={'mu' : 1.})
print(model)

Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Normal
Fitted by : MLE
Parameters :

mu: 1.0
sigma: 9.131202240846182
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1.9.7 Using alternate estimation methods

Surpyval’s API is very flexible because you can change which method is used to estimate parameters. This is useful
when a more appropriate method is needed or the method you are using fails.

The default parametric method for surpyval is the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE), this is because it can take
any arbitrary input. However, the MLE is not always the best estimator. Consider an example with the uniform
distribution:

import surpyval as surv
import numpy as np

np.random.seed(5)
x = surv.Uniform.random(20, 5, 10)
print(x.min(), x.max())

mle_model = surv.Uniform.fit(x)
print(*mle_model.params)

5.9386061433062585 9.593054539689607
5.9386061433062585 9.593054539689607

You can see that the results are the same. This is because the maximum likelihood estimate of the parameters of a
uniform distriubtion are just the smallest and largest values in the sample. If however we use the ‘Maximum Product
Spacing’ method we get:

mps_model = surv.Uniform.fit(x, how='MPS')
print(*mps_model.params)

5.532556321486052 9.999104361509815

You can see that using the MPS method we have parameters that are closer to the real values. This is because the
MPS method can ‘look outside’ the existing values to estimate where the real value lies. See the details of this method
in the ‘Parametric Estimation’ section. But the MPS method is useful when you need to estimate the point at which
a distribution’s support starts or for any disttribution that has unknown support. Concretely, this includes any offset
distribution or a distribution with a finite upper and lower support (Uniform, Generalised Beta, Triangle)

The other important use case is when, for some reason, an alternate estimation method just does not work. For
example:

import surpyval as surv
import numpy as np

np.random.seed(30)
x = surv.LogLogistic.random(10, 4., 2) + 10
model = surv.LogLogistic.fit(x, how='MLE', offset=True)

Precision was lost, try:
- Using alternate fitting method
- visually checking model fit
- change data to be closer to 1.

This shows, that the Maximum Likelihood Estimation may have failed for this data. However, because we have access
to other methods, we can use an alternate estimation method:
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import surpyval as surv
import numpy as np

np.random.seed(30)
x = surv.LogLogistic.random(10, 4., 2) + 10
model = surv.LogLogistic.fit(x, how='MPS', offset=True)
print(model)
model.plot()

Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : LogLogistic
Fitted by : MPS
Offset (gamma) : 11.524905733806891
Parameters :

alpha: 2.631868521887908
beta: 0.9657662293516666

Our estimation has worked! Even though we used the MPS estimate for the parameters, we can still call all the same
functions with the created variable to find the density df(), hazard hf(), CDF ff(), SF sf() etc. So regardless
of the estimation method, we can still use the model.

This shows the power of the flexible API that surpyval offers, because if your modelling fails using one estimation
method, you can use another. In this case, the MPS method is quite good at handling offset distributions. It is therefore
a good approach to use when using offset distributions.

As stated in the Non-Parametric section, there is a risk that using the Turnbull estimator when all values are trunctated
by the same values. We will now show what happens. First, some example data:

import surpyval as surv
(continues on next page)
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import numpy as np

np.random.seed(1)
x = surv.Normal.random(1000, 100, 10)
tl = 90
tr = 110
x = x[x > tl]
x = x[x < tr]

mpp_model = surv.Normal.fit(x, tl=tl, tr=tr, how='MPP')
mpp_model.plot()
mpp_model

Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Normal
Fitted by : MPP
Parameters :

mu: 100.03108440743388
sigma: 5.432878735738111

You can see that there is a strange match between the Turnbull estimate of the CDF and the parametric model. Also,
you can see that the CDF at 90 is near 0% and the CDF at 110 is near 100%. This shows that it has not taken into
account the truncation. Instead, if we use MLE we get:

model = surv.Normal.fit(x, tl=tl, tr=tr, how='MLE')
model.plot()
model
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Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Normal
Fitted by : MLE
Parameters :

mu: 100.13045397963812
sigma: 9.17784957390746

We can see that the MLE method is a much better fit to this data, further, the MLE estimate of the 𝜎 parameter is
much closer. The plotting points for the MLE plot have been adjusted in accordance with the truncation that the MLE
model has estimated at the first entry. This is because it is known to be truncated and needs to be adjusted. This is not
possible with the MPP method because the Turnbull estimator cannot adjust the truncation at the first and last value as
it can make no assumptions about the truncation at those points.

This is just a word of warning for when using Truncation and the MPP method, make sure not all values are truncated
by the same value, otherwise it will give a poor fit.

1.9.8 Mixture Models

On occasion, it can appear as though there are one, or two different distributions in the data you are using. On
these occasions it can be useful to use a different type of distribuiton; or really, distributions. A mixture model
is a distribution made from the partial combination of several distributions. Intuitively, it can be understood as a
distribution where there is a proportion that fail for each kind of distribution. So 60% may come from a Weibull(3, 4)
distribution but then another 40% come from a Weibull(19, 2) distribution.

SurPyval uses Expectation-Maximisation to

import surpyval as surv
import numpy as np

(continues on next page)
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from matplotlib import pyplot as plt

x = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 6, 7, 8, 10, 13, 15, 16, 17 ,17, 18, 19]
x_ = np.linspace(np.min(x), np.max(x))

model = surv.Weibull.fit(x)
wmm = surv.MixtureModel(x=x, dist=surv.Weibull, m=2)

model.plot(plot_bounds=False)
plt.plot(x_, wmm.ff(x_))

You can see that the mixture model, in blue, tracks the data more closely than does the single model. SurPyval
has incredible flexibility. The number of distributions can be changed by simply changing the value of m, and, the
distribution passed to dist in the mixture can also be changed. Consider:

import surpyval as surv
import numpy as np
from matplotlib import pyplot as plt

np.random.seed(1)
x1 = surv.Normal.random(20, -10, 5)
x2 = surv.Normal.random(30, 10, 10)
x3 = surv.Normal.random(40, 50, 15)
x = np.concatenate([x1, x2, x3])
np.random.shuffle(x)
x_ = np.linspace(np.min(x), np.max(x))

normal = surv.Normal.fit(x)
gmm = surv.MixtureModel(x=x, dist=surv.Normal, m=3)

(continues on next page)
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normal.plot(plot_bounds=False)
plt.plot(x_, gmm.ff(x_), color='red')

It was that simple to create a gaussian mixture model using m=3 and the dist=surv.Normal parameters. Sur-
Puyval does default to 2 Weibull distributions if neither parameters are provided, but it can take any distribution in
SurPyval as an input distribution.

Finally, mixture models can take counts and censoring flags as input (but not, yet, truncation). This makes SurPyval a
truly powerful package for your survival analysis.

1.9.9 Limited Failure Population

Another kind of model that is useful in survival analysis is when a population has a limited number of items in the
population that are susceptible to the failure. This is also known as a ‘Defective Subpopulation’ model. As such, no
matter how long a test continues, it will not be possible for all items to fail (with the particular death/failure).

As an example, we can created a Defective Subpopulation Weibull, also known as a Limited Failure Population Model
using a Weibull distribution:

import surpyval as surv
import numpy as np
from matplotlib import pyplot as plt

lfp_weibull = surv.Weibull.from_params([10, 2], p=0.6)
np.random.seed(10)
# LFP Model outputs x, c, and n from `random()`
x, c, n = lfp_weibull.random(100)

(continues on next page)
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# Fit regular Weibull
model = surv.Weibull.fit(x=x, c=c, n=n)
model.plot(plot_bounds=False)

# Set LFP to be `True`
lfp_model = surv.Weibull.fit(x=x, c=c, n=n, lfp=True)
print(lfp_model)
xx = np.linspace(np.min(x), np.max(x)*2)
plt.plot(xx, lfp_model.ff(xx), color='red')

Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : MLE
Max Proportion (p) : 0.5553951704157292
Parameters :

alpha: 10.180334244350309
beta: 2.1358575854287265

This API works with any distribution so simply changing Weibull to Exponential would create a Defective
Subpopulation Exponential / Limited Failure Population Exponential model. Further, if it was changed to Gamma it
would create a Defective Subpopulation Gamma model / Limited Failure Population Gamma.

LFP models can only (as yet) work with MLE. It cannot (yet) work with the other estimation methods. The MSE is a
good candidate for implementation.
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1.9.10 Zero-Inflated Modelling

In survival analysis you might have the scenario where many failure times are 0, known as being dead on arrival. In
this case we need a model that can account for the fact that many will be failed at 0, this is a situation that cannot be
handled by regular distribuitons, since most have a 0% chance of failing at 0. Therefore what we need is something
that is symmetrical to the LFP/DS case, where a proportion of the failures occur at 0 instead of there being a proportion
that will never fail.

import surpyval as surv
from autograd import numpy as np

dist = surv.ExpoWeibull
model = dist.from_params([10.2, 2., 1.3], f0=0.15)
np.random.seed(10)
x = model.random(100)
model

Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : ExpoWeibull
Fitted by : given parameters
Zero-Inflation (f0) : 0.15
Parameters :

alpha: 10.2
beta: 2.0

mu: 1.3

Using this random data, we can make a fitted model (with the added convenience not offered in the real world of
knowing exactly what parameters we are aiming toward).

fitted_model = dist.fit(x, zi=True)
print(fitted_model)
fitted_model.plot()

Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : ExpoWeibull
Fitted by : MLE
Zero-Inflation (f0) : 0.1799999522942094
Parameters :

alpha: 11.723925167019866
beta: 2.769781748379123

mu: 0.8437868556785479
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We can see that we have made a good fit!

To showcase the SurPyval API again, and to demonstrate the flexibility, it is trivial to have Defective Subpopulation
Zero Inflated (DSZI) model / Limited Failure Population and Zero Inflated model.

import surpyval as surv
import numpy as np

dist = surv.LogNormal
model = dist.from_params([2.2, .2], f0=0.05, p=0.6)
np.random.seed(10)
# Random values from LFP models come in xcn format!!!!!
x, c, n = model.random(100)

fitted_model = dist.fit(x, c, n, zi=True, lfp=True)
print(fitted_model)
fitted_model.plot()

Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : LogNormal
Fitted by : MLE
Max Proportion (p) : 0.6061204729747632
Zero-Inflation (f0) : 0.040000034963115105
Parameters :

mu: 2.2060270833195372
sigma: 0.19060910628572927
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Using a LogNormal distribution we were able to easily capture the DS/LFP and ZI behaviour of the data.

1.9.11 Confidence Intervals

SurPyval can be used to compute the confidence interval for any of the functions of a distribution. That is, SurPyval
can compute the confidence interval for ff(), sf(), hf(), Hf(), and df().

Once you have a model, this can easily be computed with the cb() method.

from surpyval import Weibull
import numpy as np
from matplotlib import pyplot as plt

x = Weibull.random(100, 10, 3)

model = Weibull.fit(x)

x_plot = np.linspace(0, 20, 100)
plt.plot(x_plot, model.sf(x_plot), color='black')
plt.plot(x_plot, model.cb(x_plot, on='sf', alpha_ci=0.1), color='red', linestyle='--')
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This shows that we can change the confidence level with alpha_ci and that we can change the function for which
we want the confidence interval. That is, the on keyword can be any of sf, ff, df, hf, or Hf. This will work
with models that you create as well, so even a user defined Distribution will be able to have the confidence intervals
computed. Creating these models is discussed in the section below.

1.9.12 Creating a custom Distribution

Given the implementation in SurPyval, it is possible to create a new distribution and use all the previously listed
techniques. For example, the Gompertz distribution is not implemented in the surpyval API, this however can be
quickly overcome. First, we set up a random number generator. Because SurPyval works based on the autograd
numpy implementation, it is essential that you use the autograd numpy import to make this work.

import surpyval as surv
# IMPORTANT - Will not work with regular numpy
from autograd import numpy as np

def qf(p, mu, b):
return (np.log(((-np.log(p)/mu))) + 1)/b

# Generate random values from Gompertz distribution
np.random.seed(1)
x = qf(np.random.uniform(0, 1, 100), .3, 1.1)

Now that we have our random data set, we can fit a Gompertz distribution to it. To do so, we need to create a Gompertz
distribution class, and to do this we need the cumulative hazard function, the names of the parameters, the bounds of
the parameters, and the distribution support.

name = 'Gompertz'

(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

def Hf(x, *params):
return params[0] * np.exp(params[1] * x - 1)

param_names = ['nu', 'b']
bounds = ((0, None), (0, None))
support = (-np.inf, np.inf)
Gompertz = surv.parametric.Distribution(name, Hf, param_names, bounds, support)

With this now created, all the calls to the regular surpyval API can be used.

Gompertz.fit(x)

Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Gompertz
Fitted by : MLE
Parameters :

nu: 1.15060014910275
b: 1.8973107004872167

If we transform the data slightly, we can show that this can be used with censored and truncated data as well.

c = np.zeros_like(x)
# Right censor all values above 2
c[x > 2] = 1
x[x > 2] = 2
# Left truncate all values below 0
tl = 0
c = c[x > tl]
x = x[x > tl]

model = Gompertz.fit(x=x, c=c, tl=tl)
model

Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Gompertz
Fitted by : MLE
Parameters :

nu: 1.4228615499353794
b: 1.688152800158132

This is extraordinary! We have created a new distribution using only the cumulative hazard function, but are able to
handle arbitrary censoring and truncation. It shows the power of the SurPyval API and functionality.

Credit for this idea must be given to the creators of the lifelines package. lifelines is capable of receiving a cumulative
hazard function that can then be used as a distribution to fit parameters. However, at the time of writing it could not
handle arbitrarily censored or truncated data.

Even with a user defined Hf() we can still use the confidence bounds as well. The results of this can be seen by
simply calling the plot function:

model.plot(alpha_ci=0.5)
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You can see that the distribution is not linearised. This is because the Hf is not readily convertible into the transforma-
tion function needed to do the linearisation of the CDF. The defaults are a simple linear scale for both the x and y axis
and it shows that the confidence bounds have worked nicely.

Warning: Due to the implementation of confidence bounds in surpyval it can result in numeric overflows which
results in incredulous bounds. Please take caution when using the cb with non surpyval implemented distributions.

1.10 API

1.10.1 Non-Parametric

class surpyval.nonparametric.nonparametric.NonParametric
Bases: object

Result of .fit() method for every non-parametric surpyval distribution. This means that each of the
methods in this class can be called with a model created from the NelsonAalen, KaplanMeier,
FlemingHarrington, or Turnbull estimators.

Hf(x, interp=’step’)
Cumulative hazard rate with the non-parametric estimates from the data. This is calculated using the
relationship between the hazard function and the density:

𝐻(𝑥) = − ln(𝑅(𝑥))

Parameters x (array like or scalar) – The values of the random variables at which
the survival function will be calculated

Returns Hf – The value(s) of the density function at x
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Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> from surpyval import NelsonAalen
>>> x = np.array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
>>> model = NelsonAalen.fit(x)
>>> model.Hf(2)
array([0.45])
>>> model.df([1., 1.5, 2., 2.5])
model.Hf([1., 1.5, 2., 2.5])

R_cb(x, bound=’two-sided’, interp=’step’, alpha_ci=0.05, bound_type=’exp’, dist=’z’)
Cumulative hazard rate with the non-parametric estimates from the data. This is calculated using the
relationship between the hazard function and the density:

Parameters

• x (array like or scalar) – The values of the random variables at which the con-
fidence bounds will be calculated

• bound (('two-sided', 'upper', 'lower'), str, optional) – Com-
pute either the two-sided, upper or lower confidence bound(s). Defaults to two-sided

• interp (('step', 'linear', 'cubic'), optional) – How to interpolate
the values between observations. Survival statistics traditionally uses step functions, but
can use interpolated values if desired. Defaults to step.

• alpha_ci (scalar, optional) – The level of significance at which the bound will
be computed.

• bound_type (('exp', 'regular'), str, optional) – The method with
which the bounds will be calculated. Using regular will allow for the bounds to exceed 1
or be less than 0. Defaults to exp as this ensures the bounds are within 0 and 1.

• dist (('t', 'z'), str, optional) – The distribution to use in finding the
bounds. Defaults to the normal (z) distribution.

Returns R_cb – The value(s) of the upper, lower, or both confidence bound(s) of the survival
function at x

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> from surpyval import NelsonAalen
>>> x = np.array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
>>> model = NelsonAalen.fit(x)
>>> model.R_cb([1., 1.5, 2., 2.5], bound='lower', dist='t')
array([0.11434813, 0.11434813, 0.04794404, 0.04794404])
>>> model.R_cb([1., 1.5, 2., 2.5])
array([[0.97789387, 0.16706394],

[0.97789387, 0.16706394],
[0.91235117, 0.10996882],
[0.91235117, 0.10996882]])
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df(x, interp=’step’)
Density function with the non-parametric estimates from the data. This is calculated using the relationship
between the hazard function and the density:

𝑓(𝑥) = ℎ(𝑥)𝑒−𝐻(𝑥)

Parameters x (array like or scalar) – The values of the random variables at which
the survival function will be calculated

Returns df – The value(s) of the density function at x

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> from surpyval import NelsonAalen
>>> x = np.array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
>>> model = NelsonAalen.fit(x)
>>> model.df(2)
array([0.28693267])
>>> model.df([1., 1.5, 2., 2.5])
array([0.16374615, 0. , 0.15940704, 0. ])

ff(x, interp=’step’)
CDF (failure or unreliability) function with the non-parametric estimates from the data

Parameters x (array like or scalar) – The values of the random variables at which
the survival function will be calculated

Returns ff – The value(s) of the failure function at each x

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> from surpyval import NelsonAalen
>>> x = np.array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
>>> model = NelsonAalen.fit(x)
>>> model.ff(2)
array([0.36237185])
>>> model.ff([1., 1.5, 2., 2.5])
array([0.18126925, 0.18126925, 0.36237185, 0.36237185])

hf(x, interp=’step’)
Instantaneous hazard function with the non-parametric estimates from the data. This is calculated using
simply the difference between consecutive H(x).

Parameters x (array like or scalar) – The values of the random variables at which
the survival function will be calculated

Returns hf – The value(s) of the failure function at each x

Return type scalar or numpy array
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Examples

>>> from surpyval import NelsonAalen
>>> x = np.array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
>>> model = NelsonAalen.fit(x)
>>> model.ff(2)
array([0.36237185])
>>> model.ff([1., 1.5, 2., 2.5])
array([0.18126925, 0.18126925, 0.36237185, 0.36237185])

plot(**kwargs)
Creates a plot of the survival function.

sf(x, interp=’step’)
Surival (or Reliability) function with the non-parametric estimates from the data

Parameters x (array like or scalar) – The values of the random variables at which
the survival function will be calculated

Returns sf – The value(s) of the survival function at each x

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> from surpyval import NelsonAalen
>>> x = np.array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
>>> model = NelsonAalen.fit(x)
>>> model.sf(2)
array([0.63762815])
>>> model.sf([1., 1.5, 2., 2.5])
array([0.81873075, 0.81873075, 0.63762815, 0.63762815])

class surpyval.nonparametric.kaplan_meier.KaplanMeier_
Bases: surpyval.nonparametric.nonparametric_fitter.NonParametricFitter

Kaplan-Meier estimator class. Calculates the Non-Parametric estimate of the survival function using:

𝑅(𝑥) =
∏︁

𝑖:𝑥𝑖≤𝑥

(︂
1 − 𝑑𝑖

𝑟𝑖

)︂

Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import KaplanMeier
>>> x = np.array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
>>> model = KaplanMeier.fit(x)
>>> model.R
array([0.8, 0.6, 0.4, 0.2, 0. ])

class surpyval.nonparametric.nelson_aalen.NelsonAalen_
Bases: surpyval.nonparametric.nonparametric_fitter.NonParametricFitter

Nelson-Aalen estimator class. Returns a NonParametric object from method fit() Calculates the Non-
Parametric estimate of the survival function using:

𝑅(𝑥) = 𝑒
−

∑︀
𝑖:𝑥𝑖≤𝑥

𝑑𝑖
𝑟𝑖
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Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import NelsonAalen
>>> x = np.array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
>>> model = NelsonAalen.fit(x)
>>> model.R
array([0.81873075, 0.63762815, 0.45688054, 0.27711205, 0.10194383])

class surpyval.nonparametric.fleming_harrington.FlemingHarrington_
Bases: surpyval.nonparametric.nonparametric_fitter.NonParametricFitter

Fleming-Harrington estimation of survival distribution. Returns a NonParametric object from method fit()
Calculates the Non-Parametric estimate of the survival function using:

𝑅 = 𝑒−
∑︀

𝑖:𝑥𝑖≤𝑥

∑︀𝑑𝑥−1
𝑖=0

1
𝑟𝑥−𝑖

See ‘NonParametric section for detailed estimate of how H is computed.’

Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import FlemingHarrington
>>> x = np.array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
>>> model = FlemingHarrington.fit(x)
>>> model.R
array([0.81873075, 0.63762815, 0.45688054, 0.27711205, 0.10194383])

class surpyval.nonparametric.turnbull.Turnbull_
Bases: surpyval.nonparametric.nonparametric_fitter.NonParametricFitter

Turnbull estimator class. Returns a NonParametric object from method fit(). Calculates the Non-Parametric
estimate of the survival function using the Turnbull NPMLE

Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import Turnbull
>>> x = np.array([[1, 5], [2, 3], [3, 6], [1, 8], [9, 10]])
>>> model = Turnbull.fit(x)
>>> model.R
array([1. , 0.59999999, 0.20000002, 0.2 , 0.2 ,

0.2 , 0. , 0. ])

surpyval.nonparametric.success_run.success_run(n, confidence=0.95, alpha=None)
Function that can be used to estimte the confidence given n samples all survive a test.

surpyval.nonparametric.plotting_positions.plotting_positions(x, c=None,
n=None, t=None,
heuristic=’Blom’,
turnbull_estimator=’Fleming-
Harrington’)

This function takes in data in the xcnt format and outputs an approximation of the CDF. This function can be
used to produce estimates of F using the Nelson-Aalen, Kaplan-Meier, Fleming-Harrington, and the Turnbull
estimates. Additionally, it can be used to create ‘plotting heuristics.’
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Plotting heuristics are the values that are used to plot on probability paper and can be used to estiamte the
parameters of a distribution. The use of probability plots is one of the traditional ways to estimate the parameters
of a distribution.

If right censored data can be used by the regular plotting positions. If there is right censored data this method
adjusts the ranks of the values using the mean order number.

Parameters

• x (array like, optional) – Array of observations of the random variables. If x is
None, xl and xr must be provided.

• c (array like, optional) – Array of censoring flag. -1 is left censored, 0 is ob-
served, 1 is right censored, and 2 is intervally censored. If not provided will assume all
values are observed.

• n (array like, optional) – Array of counts for each x. If data is proivded as counts,
then this can be provided. If None will assume each observation is 1.

• t (2D-array like, optional) – 2D array like of the left and right values at which
the respective observation was truncated. If not provided it assumes that no truncation oc-
curs.

• heuristic (("Blom", "Median", "ECDF", "ECDF_Adj", "Modal",
"Midpoint", "Mean", "Weibull", "Benard", "Beard", "Hazen",
"Gringorten", "None", "Larsen", "Tukey", "DPW"), str,
optional) – Method to use to compute the heuristic of F. See details of each heur-
sitic in the probability plotting section.

• turnbull_estimator (('Nelson-Aalen', 'Kaplan-Meier'), str,
optional) – If using the Turnbull heuristic, you can elect to use the NA or KM method
to compute R with the Turnbull estimates of the risk and deat sets.

Returns

• x (numpy array) – x values for the plotting points

• r (numpy array) – risk set at each x

• d (numpy array) – death set at each x

• F (numpy array) – estimate of F to use in plotting positions.

Examples

>>> from surpyval.nonparametric import plotting_positions
>>> import numpy as np
>>> x = np.array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8])
>>> x, r, d, F = plotting_positions(x, heuristic="Filliben")
>>> F
array([0.08299596, 0.20113568, 0.32068141, 0.44022714, 0.55977286,

0.67931859, 0.79886432, 0.91700404])

1.10.2 Parametric

Distribution Classes
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Exponential

class surpyval.parametric.exponential.Exponential_(name)
Bases: surpyval.parametric.parametric_fitter.ParametricFitter

Class used to generate the Exponential class.

from surpyval import Exponential

Hf(x, failure_rate)
Cumulative hazard rate for the Exponential Distribution.

𝑓(𝑥) = 𝜆𝑥

Parameters

• x (numpy array or scalar) – The values at which the function will be calculated

• failure_rate (numpy array or scalar) – The scale parameter for the Expo-
nential distribution

Returns hf – The cumulative hazard rate of the Exponential distribution for each value of x.

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import Exponential
>>> x = np.array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
>>> Exponential.Hf(x, 3)
array([ 3, 6, 9, 12, 15])

cs(x, X, failure_rate)
Conditional survival function for the Exponential Distribution:

𝑅(𝑥) = 𝑒−𝜆𝑥

The Exponential distribution is memoryless, and hence is the same as the regular survival distribution.

Parameters

• x (numpy array or scalar) – The value(s) at which the function will be calculated

• X (numpy array or scalar) – The value(s) at which each value(s) in x was known
to have survived

• failure_rate (numpy array or scalar) – The scale parameter for the Expo-
nential distribution

Returns cs – the conditional survival probability.

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples
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>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import Exponential
>>> x = np.array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
>>> Exponential.cs(x, 5, 3)
array([4.97870684e-02, 2.47875218e-03, 1.23409804e-04, 6.14421235e-06,

3.05902321e-07])

df(x, failure_rate)
Density function for the Exponential Distribution:

𝑓(𝑥) = 𝜆𝑒−𝜆𝑥

Parameters

• x (numpy array or scalar) – The values at which the function will be calculated

• failure_rate (numpy array or scalar) – The scale parameter for the Expo-
nential distribution

Returns df – The density of the Exponential distribution for each value of x.

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import Exponential
>>> x = np.array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
>>> Exponential.df(x, 3)
array([1.49361205e-01, 7.43625653e-03, 3.70229412e-04, 1.84326371e-05,

9.17706962e-07])

entropy(failure_rate)
Calculates the entropy of the Exponential distribution.

𝑆 = 1 − ln (𝜆)

Parameters failure_rate (numpy array or scalar) – The scale parameter for the
Exponential distribution

Returns entropy – The entropy(ies) of the Exponential distribution

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> from surpyval import Exponential
>>> Exponential.entropy(3)
-0.09861228866810978

ff(x, failure_rate)
CDF (or unreliability or failure) function for the Exponential Distribution:

𝐹 (𝑥) = 1 − 𝑒−𝜆𝑥

Parameters
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• x (numpy array or scalar) – The values at which the function will be calculated

• failure_rate (numpy array or scalar) – The scale parameter for the Expo-
nential distribution

Returns ff – The value(s) of the CDF for each value of x.

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import Exponential
>>> x = np.array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
>>> Exponential.ff(x, 3)
array([0.95021293, 0.99752125, 0.99987659, 0.99999386, 0.99999969])

fit(x=None, c=None, n=None, t=None, how=’MLE’, offset=False, zi=False, lfp=False, tl=None,
tr=None, xl=None, xr=None, fixed=None, heuristic=’Turnbull’, init=[], rr=’y’, on_d_is_0=False,
turnbull_estimator=’Fleming-Harrington’)
The central feature to SurPyval’s capability. This function aimed to have an API to mimic the simplicity
of the scipy API. That is, to use a simple fit() call, with as many or as few parameters as is needed.

Parameters

• x (array like, optional) – Array of observations of the random variables. If x is
None, xl and xr must be provided.

• c (array like, optional) – Array of censoring flag. -1 is left censored, 0 is ob-
served, 1 is right censored, and 2 is intervally censored. If not provided will assume all
values are observed.

• n (array like, optional) – Array of counts for each x. If data is proivded as
counts, then this can be provided. If None will assume each observation is 1.

• t (2D-array like, optional) – 2D array like of the left and right values at which
the respective observation was truncated. If not provided it assumes that no truncation
occurs.

• how ({'MLE', 'MPP', 'MOM', 'MSE', 'MPS'}, optional) – Method to
estimate parameters, these are:

– MLE : Maximum Likelihood Estimation

– MPP : Method of Probability Plotting

– MOM : Method of Moments

– MSE : Mean Square Error

– MPS : Maximum Product Spacing

• offset (boolean, optional) – If True finds the shifted distribution. If not pro-
vided assumes not a shifted distribution. Only works with distributions that are supported
on the half-real line.

• tl (array like or scalar, optional) – Values of left truncation for observa-
tions. If it is a scalar value assumes each observation is left truncated at the value. If an
array, it is the respective ‘late entry’ of the observation
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• tr (array like or scalar, optional) – Values of right truncation for obser-
vations. If it is a scalar value assumes each observation is right truncated at the value. If
an array, it is the respective right truncation value for each observation

• xl (array like, optional) – Array like of the left array for 2-dimensional input
of x. This is useful for data that is all intervally censored. Must be used with the xr input.

• xr (array like, optional) – Array like of the right array for 2-dimensional input
of x. This is useful for data that is all intervally censored. Must be used with the xl input.

• fixed (dict, optional) – Dictionary of parameters and their values to fix. Fixes
parameter by name.

• heuristic ({'"Blom", "Median", "ECDF", "Modal",
"Midpoint", "Mean", "Weibull", "Benard", "Beard", "Hazen",
"Gringorten", "None", "Tukey", "DPW", "Fleming-Harrington",
"Kaplan-Meier", "Nelson-Aalen", "Filliben", "Larsen",
"Turnbull"}) – Plotting method to use, if using the probability plotting, MPP,
method.

• init (array like, optional) – initial guess of parameters. Useful if method is
failing.

• rr (('y', 'x')) – The dimension on which to minimise the spacing between the line
and the observation. If ‘y’ the mean square error between the line and vertical distance
to each point is minimised. If ‘x’ the mean square error between the line and horizontal
distance to each point is minimised.

• on_d_is_0 (boolean, optional) – For the case when using MPP and the highest
value is right censored, you can choosed to include this value into the regression analysis
or not. That is, if False, all values where there are 0 deaths are excluded from the
regression. If True all values regardless of whether there is a death or not are included in
the regression.

• turnbull_estimator (('Nelson-Aalen', 'Kaplan-Meier', or
'Fleming-Harrington'), str, optional) – If using the Turnbull heuristic,
you can elect to use either the KM, NA, or FH estimator with the Turnbull estimates of r,
and d. Defaults to FH.

Returns model – A parametric model with the fitted parameters and methods for all functions
of the distribution using the fitted parameters.

Return type Parametric

Examples

>>> from surpyval import Weibull
>>> import numpy as np
>>> x = Weibull.random(100, 10, 4)
>>> model = Weibull.fit(x)
>>> print(model)
Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : MLE
Parameters :

alpha: 10.551521182640098
beta: 3.792549834495306

(continues on next page)
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>>> Weibull.fit(x, how='MPS', fixed={'alpha' : 10})
Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : MPS
Parameters :

alpha: 10.0
beta: 3.4314657446866836

>>> Weibull.fit(xl=x-1, xr=x+1, how='MPP')
Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : MPP
Parameters :

alpha: 9.943092756713078
beta: 8.613016934518258

>>> c = np.zeros_like(x)
>>> c[x > 13] = 1
>>> x[x > 13] = 13
>>> c = c[x > 6]
>>> x = x[x > 6]
>>> Weibull.fit(x=x, c=c, tl=6)
Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : MLE
Parameters :

alpha: 10.363725328793413
beta: 4.9886821457305865

fit_from_df(df, x=None, c=None, n=None, xl=None, xr=None, tl=None, tr=None, **fit_options)
The central feature to SurPyval’s capability. This function aimed to have an API to mimic the simplicity
of the scipy API. That is, to use a simple fit() call, with as many or as few parameters as is needed.

Parameters

• df (DataFrame) – DataFrame of data to be used to create surpyval model

• x (string, optional) – column name for the column in df containing the variable
data. If not provided must provide both xl and xr

• c (string, optional) – column name for the column in df containing the censor
flag of x. If not provided assumes all values of x are observed.

• n (string, optional) – column name in for the column in df containing the counts
of x. If not provided assumes each x is one observation.

• tl (string or scalar, optional) – If string, column name in for the column
in df containing the left truncation data. If scalar assumes each x is left truncated by that
value. If not provided assumes x is not left truncated.

• tr (string or scalar, optional) – If string, column name in for the column in
df containing the right truncation data. If scalar assumes each x is right truncated by that
value. If not provided assumes x is not right truncated.

• xl (string, optional) – column name for the column in df containing the left in-
terval for interval censored data. If left interval is -Inf, assumes left censored. If xl[i] ==
xr[i] assumes observed. Cannot be provided with x, must be provided with xr.
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• xr (string, optional) – column name for the column in df containing the right
interval for interval censored data. If right interval is Inf, assumes right censored. If xl[i]
== xr[i] assumes observed. Cannot be provided with x, must be provided with xl.

• fit_options (dict, optional) – dictionary of fit options that will be passed to
the fit method, see that method for options.

Returns model – A parametric model with the fitted parameters and methods for all functions
of the distribution using the fitted parameters.

Return type Parametric

Examples

>>> import surpyval as surv
>>> df = surv.datasets.BoforsSteel.df
>>> model = surv.Weibull.fit_from_df(df, x='x', n='n', offset=True)
>>> print(model)
Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : MLE
Offset (gamma) : 39.76562962867477
Parameters :

alpha: 7.141925216146524
beta: 2.6204524040137844

from_params(params, gamma=None, p=None, f0=None)
Creating a SurPyval Parametric class with provided parameters.

Parameters

• params (array like) – array of the parameters of the distribution.

• gamma (scalar, optional) – offset value for the distribution. If not provided will
fit a regular, unshifted/not offset, distribution.

Returns model – A parametric model with the fitted parameters and methods for all functions
of the distribution using the fitted parameters.

Return type Parametric

Examples

>>> from surpyval import Weibull
>>> model = Weibull.from_params([10, 4])
>>> print(model)
Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : given parameters
Parameters :

alpha: 10
beta: 4

>>> model = Weibull.from_params([10, 4], gamma=2)
>>> print(model)
Parametric SurPyval Model

(continues on next page)
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=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : given parameters
Offset (gamma) : 2
Parameters :

alpha: 10
beta: 4

hf(x, failure_rate)
Instantaneous hazard rate for the Exponential Distribution.

𝑓(𝑥) = 𝜆

The failure rate for the exponential distribution is constant. So this function only returns the input failure
rate in the same shape as x.

Parameters

• x (numpy array or scalar) – The values at which the function will be calculated

• failure_rate (numpy array or scalar) – The scale parameter for the Expo-
nential distribution

Returns hf – The instantaneous hazard rate of the Exponential distribution for each value of x.

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import Exponential
>>> x = np.array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
>>> Exponential.hf(x, 3)
array([3, 3, 3, 3, 3])

mean(failure_rate)
Calculates the mean of the Exponential distribution with given parameters.

𝐸 =
1

𝜆

Parameters failure_rate (numpy array or scalar) – The scale parameter for the
Exponential distribution

Returns mean – The mean(s) of the Exponential distribution

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> from surpyval import Exponential
>>> Exponential.mean(3)
0.3333333333333333

moment(n, failure_rate)
Calculates the n-th moment of the Exponential distribution.

𝐸 =
𝑛!

𝜆𝑛
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Parameters

• n (integer or numpy array of integers) – The ordinal of the moment to
calculate

• failure_rate (numpy array or scalar) – The scale parameter for the Expo-
nential distribution

Returns moment – The moment(s) of the Exponential distribution

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> from surpyval import Exponential
>>> Exponential.moment(2, 3)
0.2222222222222222

qf(p, failure_rate)
Quantile function for the Exponential Distribution:

𝑞(𝑝) =
− ln (𝑝)

𝜆

Parameters

• p (numpy array or scalar) – The percentiles at which the quantile will be calcu-
lated

• failure_rate (numpy array or scalar) – The scale parameter for the Expo-
nential distribution

Returns q – The quantiles for the Exponential distribution at each value p.

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import Exponential
>>> p = np.array([.1, .2, .3, .4, .5])
>>> Exponential.qf(p, 3)
array([0.76752836, 0.5364793 , 0.40132427, 0.30543024, 0.23104906])

random(size, failure_rate)
Draws random samples from the distribution in shape size

Parameters

• size (integer or tuple of positive integers) – Shape or size of the
random draw

• failure_rate (numpy array or scalar) – The scale parameter for the Expo-
nential distribution

Returns random – Random values drawn from the distribution in shape size

Return type scalar or numpy array
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Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import Exponential
>>> Exponential.random(10, 3)
array([0.32480264, 0.03186663, 0.41807108, 0.74221745, 0.06133774,

0.2128422 , 0.36299424, 0.12250138, 0.61431089, 0.02266754])
>>> Exponential.random((5, 5), 3)
array([[0.25425552, 0.16867629, 0.21692401, 0.07020826, 0.03676643],

[0.65528908, 0.20774767, 0.00625475, 0.04122388, 0.07089254],
[1.22844679, 0.36199751, 0.564159 , 1.86811492, 0.08132478],
[0.33541878, 0.38614518, 0.09285907, 0.33422975, 0.32515494],
[0.03529228, 0.63134988, 0.45528738, 0.05037512, 0.7338039 ]])

sf(x, failure_rate)
Surival (or Reliability) function for the Exponential Distribution:

𝑅(𝑥) = 𝑒−𝜆𝑥

Parameters

• x (numpy array or scalar) – The values at which the function will be calculated

• failure_rate (numpy array or scalar) – The scale parameter for the Expo-
nential distribution

Returns sf – The scalar value of the survival function of the distribution if a scalar was passed. If
an array like object was passed then a numpy array is returned with the value of the survival
function at each corresponding value in the input array.

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import Exponential
>>> x = np.array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
>>> Exponential.sf(x, 3)
array([4.97870684e-02, 2.47875218e-03, 1.23409804e-04, 6.14421235e-06,

3.05902321e-07])

Gamma

class surpyval.parametric.gamma.Gamma_(name)
Bases: surpyval.parametric.parametric_fitter.ParametricFitter

Class used to generate the Gamma class.

from surpyval import Gamma

Hf(x, alpha, beta)
Cumulative hazard rate for the Gamma Distribution:

𝐻(𝑥) = − ln(1 − 𝛾 (𝛼, 𝛽𝑥)

Γ (𝛼)
)

Parameters
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• x (numpy array or scalar) – The values at which the function will be calculated

• alpha (numpy array or scalar) – The shape parameter for the Gamma distribu-
tion

• beta (numpy array or scalar) – The scale parameter for the Gamma distribution

Returns Hf – The cumulative hazard rate of the distribution at each x

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import Gamma
>>> x = np.array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
>>> Gamma.Hf(x, 3, 2)
array([0.39056209, 1.43505064, 2.78112418, 4.28642793, 5.88912614])

cs(x, X, alpha, beta)
Conditional survival function for the Gamma Distribution:

𝑅(𝑥) = 𝑒−𝜆𝑥

Parameters

• x (numpy array or scalar) – The value(s) at which the function will be calculated

• X (numpy array or scalar) – The value(s) at which each value(s) in x was known
to have survived

• alpha (numpy array or scalar) – The shape parameter for the Gamma distribu-
tion

• beta (numpy array or scalar) – The scale parameter for the Gamma distribution

Returns cs – the conditional survival probability.

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import Gamma
>>> x = np.array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
>>> Gamma.cs(x, 5, 3, 4)
array([2.59402488e-02, 6.39048747e-04, 1.51519143e-05, 3.48776510e-07,

7.79933496e-09])

df(x, alpha, beta)
Density function for the Gamma Distribution:

𝑓(𝑥) =
𝛽𝛼

Γ (𝛼)
𝑥𝛼−1𝑒−𝛽𝑥

Parameters

• x (numpy array or scalar) – The values at which the function will be calculated
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• alpha (numpy array or scalar) – The shape parameter for the Gamma distribu-
tion

• beta (numpy array or scalar) – The scale parameter for the Gamma distribution

Returns df – The density of the distribution at each x

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import Gamma
>>> x = np.array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
>>> Gamma.df(x, 3, 2)
array([0.54134113, 0.29305022, 0.08923508, 0.02146961, 0.00453999])

ff(x, alpha, beta)
CDF (or unreliability or failure) function for the Gamma Distribution:

𝐹 (𝑥) =
𝛾 (𝛼, 𝛽𝑥)

Γ (𝛼)

Parameters

• x (numpy array or scalar) – The values at which the function will be calculated

• alpha (numpy array or scalar) – The shape parameter for the Gamma distribu-
tion

• beta (numpy array or scalar) – The scale parameter for the Gamma distribution

Returns ff – The value(s) for the CDF at each x

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import Gamma
>>> x = np.array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
>>> Gamma.ff(x, 3, 2)
array([0.32332358, 0.76189669, 0.9380312 , 0.98624603, 0.9972306 ])

fit(x=None, c=None, n=None, t=None, how=’MLE’, offset=False, zi=False, lfp=False, tl=None,
tr=None, xl=None, xr=None, fixed=None, heuristic=’Turnbull’, init=[], rr=’y’, on_d_is_0=False,
turnbull_estimator=’Fleming-Harrington’)
The central feature to SurPyval’s capability. This function aimed to have an API to mimic the simplicity
of the scipy API. That is, to use a simple fit() call, with as many or as few parameters as is needed.

Parameters

• x (array like, optional) – Array of observations of the random variables. If x is
None, xl and xr must be provided.

• c (array like, optional) – Array of censoring flag. -1 is left censored, 0 is ob-
served, 1 is right censored, and 2 is intervally censored. If not provided will assume all
values are observed.
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• n (array like, optional) – Array of counts for each x. If data is proivded as
counts, then this can be provided. If None will assume each observation is 1.

• t (2D-array like, optional) – 2D array like of the left and right values at which
the respective observation was truncated. If not provided it assumes that no truncation
occurs.

• how ({'MLE', 'MPP', 'MOM', 'MSE', 'MPS'}, optional) – Method to
estimate parameters, these are:

– MLE : Maximum Likelihood Estimation

– MPP : Method of Probability Plotting

– MOM : Method of Moments

– MSE : Mean Square Error

– MPS : Maximum Product Spacing

• offset (boolean, optional) – If True finds the shifted distribution. If not pro-
vided assumes not a shifted distribution. Only works with distributions that are supported
on the half-real line.

• tl (array like or scalar, optional) – Values of left truncation for observa-
tions. If it is a scalar value assumes each observation is left truncated at the value. If an
array, it is the respective ‘late entry’ of the observation

• tr (array like or scalar, optional) – Values of right truncation for obser-
vations. If it is a scalar value assumes each observation is right truncated at the value. If
an array, it is the respective right truncation value for each observation

• xl (array like, optional) – Array like of the left array for 2-dimensional input
of x. This is useful for data that is all intervally censored. Must be used with the xr input.

• xr (array like, optional) – Array like of the right array for 2-dimensional input
of x. This is useful for data that is all intervally censored. Must be used with the xl input.

• fixed (dict, optional) – Dictionary of parameters and their values to fix. Fixes
parameter by name.

• heuristic ({'"Blom", "Median", "ECDF", "Modal",
"Midpoint", "Mean", "Weibull", "Benard", "Beard", "Hazen",
"Gringorten", "None", "Tukey", "DPW", "Fleming-Harrington",
"Kaplan-Meier", "Nelson-Aalen", "Filliben", "Larsen",
"Turnbull"}) – Plotting method to use, if using the probability plotting, MPP,
method.

• init (array like, optional) – initial guess of parameters. Useful if method is
failing.

• rr (('y', 'x')) – The dimension on which to minimise the spacing between the line
and the observation. If ‘y’ the mean square error between the line and vertical distance
to each point is minimised. If ‘x’ the mean square error between the line and horizontal
distance to each point is minimised.

• on_d_is_0 (boolean, optional) – For the case when using MPP and the highest
value is right censored, you can choosed to include this value into the regression analysis
or not. That is, if False, all values where there are 0 deaths are excluded from the
regression. If True all values regardless of whether there is a death or not are included in
the regression.
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• turnbull_estimator (('Nelson-Aalen', 'Kaplan-Meier', or
'Fleming-Harrington'), str, optional) – If using the Turnbull heuristic,
you can elect to use either the KM, NA, or FH estimator with the Turnbull estimates of r,
and d. Defaults to FH.

Returns model – A parametric model with the fitted parameters and methods for all functions
of the distribution using the fitted parameters.

Return type Parametric

Examples

>>> from surpyval import Weibull
>>> import numpy as np
>>> x = Weibull.random(100, 10, 4)
>>> model = Weibull.fit(x)
>>> print(model)
Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : MLE
Parameters :

alpha: 10.551521182640098
beta: 3.792549834495306

>>> Weibull.fit(x, how='MPS', fixed={'alpha' : 10})
Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : MPS
Parameters :

alpha: 10.0
beta: 3.4314657446866836

>>> Weibull.fit(xl=x-1, xr=x+1, how='MPP')
Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : MPP
Parameters :

alpha: 9.943092756713078
beta: 8.613016934518258

>>> c = np.zeros_like(x)
>>> c[x > 13] = 1
>>> x[x > 13] = 13
>>> c = c[x > 6]
>>> x = x[x > 6]
>>> Weibull.fit(x=x, c=c, tl=6)
Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : MLE
Parameters :

alpha: 10.363725328793413
beta: 4.9886821457305865

fit_from_df(df, x=None, c=None, n=None, xl=None, xr=None, tl=None, tr=None, **fit_options)
The central feature to SurPyval’s capability. This function aimed to have an API to mimic the simplicity
of the scipy API. That is, to use a simple fit() call, with as many or as few parameters as is needed.
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Parameters

• df (DataFrame) – DataFrame of data to be used to create surpyval model

• x (string, optional) – column name for the column in df containing the variable
data. If not provided must provide both xl and xr

• c (string, optional) – column name for the column in df containing the censor
flag of x. If not provided assumes all values of x are observed.

• n (string, optional) – column name in for the column in df containing the counts
of x. If not provided assumes each x is one observation.

• tl (string or scalar, optional) – If string, column name in for the column
in df containing the left truncation data. If scalar assumes each x is left truncated by that
value. If not provided assumes x is not left truncated.

• tr (string or scalar, optional) – If string, column name in for the column in
df containing the right truncation data. If scalar assumes each x is right truncated by that
value. If not provided assumes x is not right truncated.

• xl (string, optional) – column name for the column in df containing the left in-
terval for interval censored data. If left interval is -Inf, assumes left censored. If xl[i] ==
xr[i] assumes observed. Cannot be provided with x, must be provided with xr.

• xr (string, optional) – column name for the column in df containing the right
interval for interval censored data. If right interval is Inf, assumes right censored. If xl[i]
== xr[i] assumes observed. Cannot be provided with x, must be provided with xl.

• fit_options (dict, optional) – dictionary of fit options that will be passed to
the fit method, see that method for options.

Returns model – A parametric model with the fitted parameters and methods for all functions
of the distribution using the fitted parameters.

Return type Parametric

Examples

>>> import surpyval as surv
>>> df = surv.datasets.BoforsSteel.df
>>> model = surv.Weibull.fit_from_df(df, x='x', n='n', offset=True)
>>> print(model)
Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : MLE
Offset (gamma) : 39.76562962867477
Parameters :

alpha: 7.141925216146524
beta: 2.6204524040137844

from_params(params, gamma=None, p=None, f0=None)
Creating a SurPyval Parametric class with provided parameters.

Parameters

• params (array like) – array of the parameters of the distribution.

• gamma (scalar, optional) – offset value for the distribution. If not provided will
fit a regular, unshifted/not offset, distribution.
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Returns model – A parametric model with the fitted parameters and methods for all functions
of the distribution using the fitted parameters.

Return type Parametric

Examples

>>> from surpyval import Weibull
>>> model = Weibull.from_params([10, 4])
>>> print(model)
Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : given parameters
Parameters :

alpha: 10
beta: 4

>>> model = Weibull.from_params([10, 4], gamma=2)
>>> print(model)
Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : given parameters
Offset (gamma) : 2
Parameters :

alpha: 10
beta: 4

hf(x, alpha, beta)
Instantaneous hazard rate for the Gamma Distribution:

ℎ(𝑥) =

𝛽𝛼

Γ(𝛼)𝑥
𝛼−1𝑒−𝛽𝑥

1 − 𝛾(𝛼,𝛽𝑥)
Γ(𝛼)

Parameters

• x (numpy array or scalar) – The values at which the function will be calculated

• alpha (numpy array or scalar) – The shape parameter for the Gamma distribu-
tion

• beta (numpy array or scalar) – The scale parameter for the Gamma distribution

Returns Hf – The instantaneous hazard rate of the distribution at each x

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import Gamma
>>> x = np.array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
>>> Gamma.hf(x, 3, 2)
array([0.8 , 1.23076923, 1.44 , 1.56097561, 1.63934426])
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mean(alpha, beta)
Calculates the mean of the Gamma distribution with given parameters.

𝐸 =
𝛼

𝛽

Parameters

• alpha (numpy array or scalar) – The shape parameter for the Gamma distribu-
tion

• beta (numpy array or scalar) – The scale parameter for the Gamma distribution

Returns mean – The mean(s) of the Gamma distribution

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> from surpyval import Gamma
>>> Gamma.mean(3, 4)
0.75

moment(n, alpha, beta)
Calculates the n-th moment of the Gamma distribution with given parameters.

𝐸 =
Γ (𝑛 + 𝛼)

𝛽𝑛Γ (𝛼)

Parameters

• n (integer or numpy array of integers) – The ordinal of the moment to
calculate

• alpha (numpy array or scalar) – The shape parameter for the Gamma distribu-
tion

• beta (numpy array or scalar) – The scale parameter for the Gamma distribution

Returns mean – The moment(s) of the Gamma distribution

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> from surpyval import Gamma
>>> Gamma.moment(3, 3, 4)
0.9375

qf(p, alpha, beta)
Quantile function for the Gamma Distribution:

𝑞(𝑝) =
− ln (𝑝)

𝜆

Parameters

• p (numpy array or scalar) – The percentiles at which the quantile will be calcu-
lated
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• alpha (numpy array or scalar) – The shape parameter for the Gamma distribu-
tion

• beta (numpy array or scalar) – The scale parameter for the Gamma distribution

Returns q – The quantiles for the Gamma distribution at each value p.

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import Gamma
>>> p = np.array([.1, .2, .3, .4, .5])
>>> Gamma.qf(p, 3, 4)
array([0.27551633, 0.38376105, 0.47844395, 0.57126923, 0.66851508])

random(size, alpha, beta)
Draws random samples from the Gamma distribution in shape size

Parameters

• alpha (numpy array or scalar) – The shape parameter for the Gamma distribu-
tion

• beta (numpy array or scalar) – The scale parameter for the Gamma distribution

Returns random – Random values drawn from the distribution in shape size

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import Gamma
>>> Gamma.random(10, 3, 4)
array([0.22856155, 1.69542468, 0.70894789, 0.75552168, 0.76634128,

0.58624638, 1.03288812, 0.85768925, 0.75071764, 0.91979151])
>>> Gamma.random((5, 5), 3, 4)
array([[0.55481976, 1.02867642, 1.25525161, 0.5141736 , 0.7227451 ],

[1.59192864, 1.22897457, 0.80820007, 0.39872068, 0.53656654],
[0.80703614, 0.75406597, 0.87307426, 1.88748737, 0.78115455],
[1.3233755 , 0.29908068, 1.88304902, 2.65690385, 0.51018073],
[0.36070265, 0.48834586, 0.45623895, 0.30104303, 0.49942908]])

sf(x, alpha, beta)
Surival (or Reliability) function for the Gamma Distribution:

𝑅(𝑥) = 1 − 𝛾 (𝛼, 𝛽𝑥)

Γ (𝛼)

Parameters

• x (numpy array or scalar) – The values at which the function will be calculated

• alpha (numpy array or scalar) – The shape parameter for the Gamma distribu-
tion

• beta (numpy array or scalar) – The scale parameter for the Gamma distribution
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Returns sf – The value(s) for the survival function at each x

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import Gamma
>>> x = np.array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
>>> Gamma.sf(x, 3, 2)
array([0.67667642, 0.23810331, 0.0619688 , 0.01375397, 0.0027694 ])

Gumbel

class surpyval.parametric.gumbel.Gumbel_(name)
Bases: surpyval.parametric.parametric_fitter.ParametricFitter

Hf(x, mu, sigma)
Cumulative hazard rate for the Gumbel Distribution:

𝐻(𝑥) = 𝑒
𝑥−𝜇
𝜎

Parameters

• x (numpy array or scalar) – The values of the random variables at which the
survival function will be calculated

• mu (numpy array like or scalar) – The location parameter of the distribution

• sigma (numpy array like or scalar) – The scale parameter of the distribution

Returns Hf – The value(s) for the cumulative hazard rate for the Gumbel distribution.

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import Gumbel
>>> x = np.array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
>>> Gumbel.Hf(x, 3, 2)
array([0.36787944, 0.60653066, 1. , 1.64872127, 2.71828183])

df(x, mu, sigma)
Density function (pdf) for the Gumbel Distribution:

𝑓(𝑥) =
1

𝜎
𝑒

(︂
𝑥−𝜇
𝜎 −𝑒

𝑥−𝜇
𝜎

)︂

Parameters

• x (numpy array or scalar) – The values of the random variables at which the
survival function will be calculated

• mu (numpy array like or scalar) – The location parameter of the distribution

• sigma (numpy array like or scalar) – The scale parameter of the distribution
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Returns df – The scalar value of the density of the distribution if a scalar was passed. If an array
like object was passed then a numpy array is returned with the value of the density at each
corresponding value in the input array.

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import Gumbel
>>> x = np.array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
>>> Gumbel.df(x, 3, 2)
array([0.12732319, 0.16535215, 0.18393972, 0.15852096, 0.08968704])

ff(x, mu, sigma)
CDF (or Failure) function for the Gumbel Distribution:

𝐹 (𝑥) = 𝑒𝑒
−(𝑥−𝜇)/𝜎

Parameters

• x (numpy array or scalar) – The values of the random variables at which the
survival function will be calculated

• mu (numpy array like or scalar) – The location parameter of the distribution

• sigma (numpy array like or scalar) – The scale parameter of the distribution

Returns ff – The scalar value of the failure function of the distribution if a scalar was passed. If
an array like object was passed then a numpy array is returned with the value of the failure
function at each corresponding value in the input array.

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import Gumbel
>>> x = np.array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
>>> Gumbel.ff(x, 3, 2)
array([0.30779937, 0.45476079, 0.63212056, 0.80770435, 0.93401196])

fit(x=None, c=None, n=None, t=None, how=’MLE’, offset=False, zi=False, lfp=False, tl=None,
tr=None, xl=None, xr=None, fixed=None, heuristic=’Turnbull’, init=[], rr=’y’, on_d_is_0=False,
turnbull_estimator=’Fleming-Harrington’)
The central feature to SurPyval’s capability. This function aimed to have an API to mimic the simplicity
of the scipy API. That is, to use a simple fit() call, with as many or as few parameters as is needed.

Parameters

• x (array like, optional) – Array of observations of the random variables. If x is
None, xl and xr must be provided.

• c (array like, optional) – Array of censoring flag. -1 is left censored, 0 is ob-
served, 1 is right censored, and 2 is intervally censored. If not provided will assume all
values are observed.

• n (array like, optional) – Array of counts for each x. If data is proivded as
counts, then this can be provided. If None will assume each observation is 1.
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• t (2D-array like, optional) – 2D array like of the left and right values at which
the respective observation was truncated. If not provided it assumes that no truncation
occurs.

• how ({'MLE', 'MPP', 'MOM', 'MSE', 'MPS'}, optional) – Method to
estimate parameters, these are:

– MLE : Maximum Likelihood Estimation

– MPP : Method of Probability Plotting

– MOM : Method of Moments

– MSE : Mean Square Error

– MPS : Maximum Product Spacing

• offset (boolean, optional) – If True finds the shifted distribution. If not pro-
vided assumes not a shifted distribution. Only works with distributions that are supported
on the half-real line.

• tl (array like or scalar, optional) – Values of left truncation for observa-
tions. If it is a scalar value assumes each observation is left truncated at the value. If an
array, it is the respective ‘late entry’ of the observation

• tr (array like or scalar, optional) – Values of right truncation for obser-
vations. If it is a scalar value assumes each observation is right truncated at the value. If
an array, it is the respective right truncation value for each observation

• xl (array like, optional) – Array like of the left array for 2-dimensional input
of x. This is useful for data that is all intervally censored. Must be used with the xr input.

• xr (array like, optional) – Array like of the right array for 2-dimensional input
of x. This is useful for data that is all intervally censored. Must be used with the xl input.

• fixed (dict, optional) – Dictionary of parameters and their values to fix. Fixes
parameter by name.

• heuristic ({'"Blom", "Median", "ECDF", "Modal",
"Midpoint", "Mean", "Weibull", "Benard", "Beard", "Hazen",
"Gringorten", "None", "Tukey", "DPW", "Fleming-Harrington",
"Kaplan-Meier", "Nelson-Aalen", "Filliben", "Larsen",
"Turnbull"}) – Plotting method to use, if using the probability plotting, MPP,
method.

• init (array like, optional) – initial guess of parameters. Useful if method is
failing.

• rr (('y', 'x')) – The dimension on which to minimise the spacing between the line
and the observation. If ‘y’ the mean square error between the line and vertical distance
to each point is minimised. If ‘x’ the mean square error between the line and horizontal
distance to each point is minimised.

• on_d_is_0 (boolean, optional) – For the case when using MPP and the highest
value is right censored, you can choosed to include this value into the regression analysis
or not. That is, if False, all values where there are 0 deaths are excluded from the
regression. If True all values regardless of whether there is a death or not are included in
the regression.

• turnbull_estimator (('Nelson-Aalen', 'Kaplan-Meier', or
'Fleming-Harrington'), str, optional) – If using the Turnbull heuristic,
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you can elect to use either the KM, NA, or FH estimator with the Turnbull estimates of r,
and d. Defaults to FH.

Returns model – A parametric model with the fitted parameters and methods for all functions
of the distribution using the fitted parameters.

Return type Parametric

Examples

>>> from surpyval import Weibull
>>> import numpy as np
>>> x = Weibull.random(100, 10, 4)
>>> model = Weibull.fit(x)
>>> print(model)
Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : MLE
Parameters :

alpha: 10.551521182640098
beta: 3.792549834495306

>>> Weibull.fit(x, how='MPS', fixed={'alpha' : 10})
Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : MPS
Parameters :

alpha: 10.0
beta: 3.4314657446866836

>>> Weibull.fit(xl=x-1, xr=x+1, how='MPP')
Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : MPP
Parameters :

alpha: 9.943092756713078
beta: 8.613016934518258

>>> c = np.zeros_like(x)
>>> c[x > 13] = 1
>>> x[x > 13] = 13
>>> c = c[x > 6]
>>> x = x[x > 6]
>>> Weibull.fit(x=x, c=c, tl=6)
Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : MLE
Parameters :

alpha: 10.363725328793413
beta: 4.9886821457305865

fit_from_df(df, x=None, c=None, n=None, xl=None, xr=None, tl=None, tr=None, **fit_options)
The central feature to SurPyval’s capability. This function aimed to have an API to mimic the simplicity
of the scipy API. That is, to use a simple fit() call, with as many or as few parameters as is needed.

Parameters
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• df (DataFrame) – DataFrame of data to be used to create surpyval model

• x (string, optional) – column name for the column in df containing the variable
data. If not provided must provide both xl and xr

• c (string, optional) – column name for the column in df containing the censor
flag of x. If not provided assumes all values of x are observed.

• n (string, optional) – column name in for the column in df containing the counts
of x. If not provided assumes each x is one observation.

• tl (string or scalar, optional) – If string, column name in for the column
in df containing the left truncation data. If scalar assumes each x is left truncated by that
value. If not provided assumes x is not left truncated.

• tr (string or scalar, optional) – If string, column name in for the column in
df containing the right truncation data. If scalar assumes each x is right truncated by that
value. If not provided assumes x is not right truncated.

• xl (string, optional) – column name for the column in df containing the left in-
terval for interval censored data. If left interval is -Inf, assumes left censored. If xl[i] ==
xr[i] assumes observed. Cannot be provided with x, must be provided with xr.

• xr (string, optional) – column name for the column in df containing the right
interval for interval censored data. If right interval is Inf, assumes right censored. If xl[i]
== xr[i] assumes observed. Cannot be provided with x, must be provided with xl.

• fit_options (dict, optional) – dictionary of fit options that will be passed to
the fit method, see that method for options.

Returns model – A parametric model with the fitted parameters and methods for all functions
of the distribution using the fitted parameters.

Return type Parametric

Examples

>>> import surpyval as surv
>>> df = surv.datasets.BoforsSteel.df
>>> model = surv.Weibull.fit_from_df(df, x='x', n='n', offset=True)
>>> print(model)
Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : MLE
Offset (gamma) : 39.76562962867477
Parameters :

alpha: 7.141925216146524
beta: 2.6204524040137844

from_params(params, gamma=None, p=None, f0=None)
Creating a SurPyval Parametric class with provided parameters.

Parameters

• params (array like) – array of the parameters of the distribution.

• gamma (scalar, optional) – offset value for the distribution. If not provided will
fit a regular, unshifted/not offset, distribution.
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Returns model – A parametric model with the fitted parameters and methods for all functions
of the distribution using the fitted parameters.

Return type Parametric

Examples

>>> from surpyval import Weibull
>>> model = Weibull.from_params([10, 4])
>>> print(model)
Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : given parameters
Parameters :

alpha: 10
beta: 4

>>> model = Weibull.from_params([10, 4], gamma=2)
>>> print(model)
Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : given parameters
Offset (gamma) : 2
Parameters :

alpha: 10
beta: 4

hf(x, mu, sigma)
Instantaneous hazard rate for the Gumbel Distribution:

ℎ(𝑥) =
1

𝜎
𝑒

𝑥−𝜇
𝜎

Parameters

• x (numpy array or scalar) – The values of the random variables at which the
survival function will be calculated

• mu (numpy array like or scalar) – The location parameter of the distribution

• sigma (numpy array like or scalar) – The scale parameter of the distribution

Returns hf – The value(s) for the instantaneous hazard rate for the Gumbel distribution.

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import Gumbel
>>> x = np.array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
>>> Gumbel.hf(x, 3, 2)
array([0.18393972, 0.30326533, 0.5 , 0.82436064, 1.35914091])

mean(mu, sigma)
Calculates the mean of the Gumbel distribution with given parameters.

𝐸 = 𝜇 + 𝜎𝛾
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Where gamma is the Euler-Mascheroni constant

Parameters

• mu (numpy array like or scalar) – The location parameter(s) of the distribu-
tion

• sigma (numpy array like or scalar) – The scale parameter(s) of the distribu-
tion

Returns mean – The mean(s) of the Gumbel distribution

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> from surpyval import Gumbel
>>> Gumbel.mean(3, 2)
4.1544313298030655

qf(p, mu, sigma)
Quantile function for the Gumbel Distribution:

𝑞(𝑝) = 𝜇 + 𝜎 ln (− ln (1 − 𝑝))

Parameters

• p (numpy array or scalar) – The percentiles at which the quantile will be calcu-
lated

• mu (numpy array like or scalar) – The location parameter(s) of the distribu-
tion

• sigma (numpy array like or scalar) – The scale parameter(s) of the distribu-
tion

Returns q – The quantiles for the Gumbel distribution at each value p.

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import Gumbel
>>> p = np.array([.1, .2, .3, .4, .5])
>>> Gumbel.qf(p, 3, 2)
array([-1.50073465e+00, 1.20026481e-04, 9.38139134e-01, 1.65654602e+00,
2.26697416e+00])

random(size, mu, sigma)
Draws random samples from the distribution in shape size

Parameters

• size (integer or tuple of positive integers) – Shape or size of the
random draw

• mu (numpy array like or scalar) – The location parameter(s) of the distribu-
tion
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• sigma (numpy array like or scalar) – The scale parameter(s) of the distribu-
tion

Returns random – Random values drawn from the distribution in shape size

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import Gumbel
>>> Gumbel.random(10, 3, 2)
array([1.50706388, 3.3098799 , 4.32358009, 2.9914246 , 4.47216839,

3.56676358, 4.19781514, 4.49123942, 7.29849677, 6.32996653])
>>> Gumbel.random((5, 5), 3, 2)
array([[ 5.97265715, 5.89177067, 2.95883424, 2.46315557, 5.15250379],

[ 2.33808212, 7.42817091, 0.90560051, 8.05897841, 6.30714544],
[ 6.13076426, 6.31925048, 4.34031705, 3.01309504, -0.70053049],
[ 5.84888474, 5.95097491, 6.23960618, 6.24830057, 4.89655192],
[ 6.29507963, 4.21798292, 4.22835474, 5.23521822, 2.76053242]])

sf(x, mu, sigma)
Surival (or Reliability) function for the Gumbel Distribution:

𝑅(𝑥) = 1 − 𝑒𝑒
−(𝑥−𝜇)/𝜎

Parameters

• x (numpy array or scalar) – The values of the random variables at which the
survival function will be calculated

• mu (numpy array like or scalar) – The location parameter of the distribution

• sigma (numpy array like or scalar) – The scale parameter of the distribution

Returns sf – The scalar value of the survival function of the distribution if a scalar was passed. If
an array like object was passed then a numpy array is returned with the value of the survival
function at each corresponding value in the input array.

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import Gumbel
>>> x = np.array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
>>> Gumbel.sf(x, 3, 2)
array([0.69220063, 0.54523921, 0.36787944, 0.19229565, 0.06598804])

Logistic

class surpyval.parametric.logistic.Logistic_(name)
Bases: surpyval.parametric.parametric_fitter.ParametricFitter
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Hf(x, mu, sigma)
Cumulative hazard rate for the Logistic distribution:

ℎ(𝑥) = − ln (𝑅(𝑥))

Parameters

• x (numpy array or scalar) – The values at which the function will be calculated

• mu (numpy array or scalar) – The location parameter for the Logistic distribu-
tion

• sigma (numpy array or scalar) – The scale parameter for the Logistic distribu-
tion

Returns hf – The value(s) of the cumulative hazard rate at x.

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import Logistic
>>> x = np.array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
>>> Logistic.Hf(x, 3, 4)
array([0.47407698, 0.57593942, 0.69314718, 0.82593942, 0.97407698])

df(x, mu, sigma)
Failure (CDF or unreliability) function for the Logistic Distribution:

𝑓(𝑥) =
𝑒−(𝑥−𝜇)/𝜎

𝜎
(︀
1 + 𝑒−(𝑥−𝜇)/𝜎

)︀2
Parameters

• x (numpy array or scalar) – The values at which the function will be calculated

• mu (numpy array or scalar) – The location parameter for the Logistic distribu-
tion

• sigma (numpy array or scalar) – The scale parameter for the Logistic distribu-
tion

Returns df – The value(s) of the density function at x.

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import Logistic
>>> x = np.array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
>>> Logistic.df(x, 3, 4)
array([0.05875093, 0.06153352, 0.0625 , 0.06153352, 0.05875093])

ff(x, mu, sigma)
Failure (CDF or unreliability) function for the Logistic Distribution:

𝐹 (𝑥) =
1

1 + 𝑒−(𝑥−𝜇)/𝜎
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Parameters

• x (numpy array or scalar) – The values at which the function will be calculated

• mu (numpy array or scalar) – The location parameter for the Logistic distribu-
tion

• sigma (numpy array or scalar) – The scale parameter for the Logistic distribu-
tion

Returns ff – The value(s) of the failure function at x.

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import Logistic
>>> x = np.array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
>>> Logistic.ff(x, 3, 4)
array([0.37754067, 0.4378235 , 0.5 , 0.5621765 , 0.62245933])

fit(x=None, c=None, n=None, t=None, how=’MLE’, offset=False, zi=False, lfp=False, tl=None,
tr=None, xl=None, xr=None, fixed=None, heuristic=’Turnbull’, init=[], rr=’y’, on_d_is_0=False,
turnbull_estimator=’Fleming-Harrington’)
The central feature to SurPyval’s capability. This function aimed to have an API to mimic the simplicity
of the scipy API. That is, to use a simple fit() call, with as many or as few parameters as is needed.

Parameters

• x (array like, optional) – Array of observations of the random variables. If x is
None, xl and xr must be provided.

• c (array like, optional) – Array of censoring flag. -1 is left censored, 0 is ob-
served, 1 is right censored, and 2 is intervally censored. If not provided will assume all
values are observed.

• n (array like, optional) – Array of counts for each x. If data is proivded as
counts, then this can be provided. If None will assume each observation is 1.

• t (2D-array like, optional) – 2D array like of the left and right values at which
the respective observation was truncated. If not provided it assumes that no truncation
occurs.

• how ({'MLE', 'MPP', 'MOM', 'MSE', 'MPS'}, optional) – Method to
estimate parameters, these are:

– MLE : Maximum Likelihood Estimation

– MPP : Method of Probability Plotting

– MOM : Method of Moments

– MSE : Mean Square Error

– MPS : Maximum Product Spacing

• offset (boolean, optional) – If True finds the shifted distribution. If not pro-
vided assumes not a shifted distribution. Only works with distributions that are supported
on the half-real line.
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• tl (array like or scalar, optional) – Values of left truncation for observa-
tions. If it is a scalar value assumes each observation is left truncated at the value. If an
array, it is the respective ‘late entry’ of the observation

• tr (array like or scalar, optional) – Values of right truncation for obser-
vations. If it is a scalar value assumes each observation is right truncated at the value. If
an array, it is the respective right truncation value for each observation

• xl (array like, optional) – Array like of the left array for 2-dimensional input
of x. This is useful for data that is all intervally censored. Must be used with the xr input.

• xr (array like, optional) – Array like of the right array for 2-dimensional input
of x. This is useful for data that is all intervally censored. Must be used with the xl input.

• fixed (dict, optional) – Dictionary of parameters and their values to fix. Fixes
parameter by name.

• heuristic ({'"Blom", "Median", "ECDF", "Modal",
"Midpoint", "Mean", "Weibull", "Benard", "Beard", "Hazen",
"Gringorten", "None", "Tukey", "DPW", "Fleming-Harrington",
"Kaplan-Meier", "Nelson-Aalen", "Filliben", "Larsen",
"Turnbull"}) – Plotting method to use, if using the probability plotting, MPP,
method.

• init (array like, optional) – initial guess of parameters. Useful if method is
failing.

• rr (('y', 'x')) – The dimension on which to minimise the spacing between the line
and the observation. If ‘y’ the mean square error between the line and vertical distance
to each point is minimised. If ‘x’ the mean square error between the line and horizontal
distance to each point is minimised.

• on_d_is_0 (boolean, optional) – For the case when using MPP and the highest
value is right censored, you can choosed to include this value into the regression analysis
or not. That is, if False, all values where there are 0 deaths are excluded from the
regression. If True all values regardless of whether there is a death or not are included in
the regression.

• turnbull_estimator (('Nelson-Aalen', 'Kaplan-Meier', or
'Fleming-Harrington'), str, optional) – If using the Turnbull heuristic,
you can elect to use either the KM, NA, or FH estimator with the Turnbull estimates of r,
and d. Defaults to FH.

Returns model – A parametric model with the fitted parameters and methods for all functions
of the distribution using the fitted parameters.

Return type Parametric

Examples

>>> from surpyval import Weibull
>>> import numpy as np
>>> x = Weibull.random(100, 10, 4)
>>> model = Weibull.fit(x)
>>> print(model)
Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull

(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

Fitted by : MLE
Parameters :

alpha: 10.551521182640098
beta: 3.792549834495306

>>> Weibull.fit(x, how='MPS', fixed={'alpha' : 10})
Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : MPS
Parameters :

alpha: 10.0
beta: 3.4314657446866836

>>> Weibull.fit(xl=x-1, xr=x+1, how='MPP')
Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : MPP
Parameters :

alpha: 9.943092756713078
beta: 8.613016934518258

>>> c = np.zeros_like(x)
>>> c[x > 13] = 1
>>> x[x > 13] = 13
>>> c = c[x > 6]
>>> x = x[x > 6]
>>> Weibull.fit(x=x, c=c, tl=6)
Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : MLE
Parameters :

alpha: 10.363725328793413
beta: 4.9886821457305865

fit_from_df(df, x=None, c=None, n=None, xl=None, xr=None, tl=None, tr=None, **fit_options)
The central feature to SurPyval’s capability. This function aimed to have an API to mimic the simplicity
of the scipy API. That is, to use a simple fit() call, with as many or as few parameters as is needed.

Parameters

• df (DataFrame) – DataFrame of data to be used to create surpyval model

• x (string, optional) – column name for the column in df containing the variable
data. If not provided must provide both xl and xr

• c (string, optional) – column name for the column in df containing the censor
flag of x. If not provided assumes all values of x are observed.

• n (string, optional) – column name in for the column in df containing the counts
of x. If not provided assumes each x is one observation.

• tl (string or scalar, optional) – If string, column name in for the column
in df containing the left truncation data. If scalar assumes each x is left truncated by that
value. If not provided assumes x is not left truncated.

• tr (string or scalar, optional) – If string, column name in for the column in
df containing the right truncation data. If scalar assumes each x is right truncated by that
value. If not provided assumes x is not right truncated.
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• xl (string, optional) – column name for the column in df containing the left in-
terval for interval censored data. If left interval is -Inf, assumes left censored. If xl[i] ==
xr[i] assumes observed. Cannot be provided with x, must be provided with xr.

• xr (string, optional) – column name for the column in df containing the right
interval for interval censored data. If right interval is Inf, assumes right censored. If xl[i]
== xr[i] assumes observed. Cannot be provided with x, must be provided with xl.

• fit_options (dict, optional) – dictionary of fit options that will be passed to
the fit method, see that method for options.

Returns model – A parametric model with the fitted parameters and methods for all functions
of the distribution using the fitted parameters.

Return type Parametric

Examples

>>> import surpyval as surv
>>> df = surv.datasets.BoforsSteel.df
>>> model = surv.Weibull.fit_from_df(df, x='x', n='n', offset=True)
>>> print(model)
Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : MLE
Offset (gamma) : 39.76562962867477
Parameters :

alpha: 7.141925216146524
beta: 2.6204524040137844

from_params(params, gamma=None, p=None, f0=None)
Creating a SurPyval Parametric class with provided parameters.

Parameters

• params (array like) – array of the parameters of the distribution.

• gamma (scalar, optional) – offset value for the distribution. If not provided will
fit a regular, unshifted/not offset, distribution.

Returns model – A parametric model with the fitted parameters and methods for all functions
of the distribution using the fitted parameters.

Return type Parametric

Examples

>>> from surpyval import Weibull
>>> model = Weibull.from_params([10, 4])
>>> print(model)
Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : given parameters
Parameters :

alpha: 10

(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

beta: 4
>>> model = Weibull.from_params([10, 4], gamma=2)
>>> print(model)
Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : given parameters
Offset (gamma) : 2
Parameters :

alpha: 10
beta: 4

hf(x, mu, sigma)
Instantaneous hazard rate for the Logistic Distribution:

ℎ(𝑥) =
𝑓(𝑥)

𝑅(𝑥)

Parameters

• x (numpy array or scalar) – The values at which the function will be calculated

• mu (numpy array or scalar) – The location parameter for the Logistic distribu-
tion

• sigma (numpy array or scalar) – The scale parameter for the Logistic distribu-
tion

Returns hf – The value(s) of the instantaneous hazard rate at x.

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import Logistic
>>> x = np.array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
>>> Logistic.hf(x, 3, 4)
array([0.09438517, 0.10945587, 0.125 , 0.14054413, 0.15561483])

mean(mu, sigma)
Mean of the Logistic distribution

𝐸 = 𝜇

Parameters

• mu (numpy array or scalar) – The location parameter for the Logistic distribu-
tion

• sigma (numpy array or scalar) – The scale parameter for the Logistic distribu-
tion

Returns mu – The mean(s) of the Logistic distribution

Return type scalar or numpy array
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Examples

>>> from surpyval import Logistic
>>> Logistic.mean(3, 4)
3

qf(p, mu, sigma)
Quantile function for the Logistic distribution:

𝑞(𝑝) = 𝜇 + 𝜎 ln

(︂
𝑝

1 − 𝑝

)︂
Parameters

• p (numpy array or scalar) – The percentiles at which the quantile will be calcu-
lated

• mu (numpy array or scalar) – The location parameter for the Logistic distribu-
tion

• sigma (numpy array or scalar) – The scale parameter for the Logistic distribu-
tion

Returns q – The quantiles for the Logistic distribution at each value p

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import Logistic
>>> p = np.array([.1, .2, .3, .4, .5])
>>> Logistic.qf(p, 3, 4)
array([-5.78889831, -2.54517744, -0.38919144, 1.37813957, 3. ])

random(size, mu, sigma)
Draws random samples from the distribution in shape size

Parameters

• size (integer or tuple of positive integers) – Shape or size of the
random draw

• mu (numpy array or scalar) – The location parameter for the Logistic distribu-
tion

• sigma (numpy array or scalar) – The scale parameter for the Logistic distribu-
tion

Returns random – Random values drawn from the distribution in shape size

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples
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>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import Logistic
>>> Logistic.random(10, 3, 4)
array([-8.03085073, -1.69001847, 5.25971637, 4.49119392, 3.92027233,

-0.8320818 , -7.08778338, 5.01180405, 0.82373259, 8.51506487])
>>> Logistic.random((5, 5), 3, 4)
array([[ 7.11691946, 14.31662627, 8.5383889 , 1.26608344, 0.97633704],

[-7.11229405, 8.56748118, 1.5959416 , -3.89229554, -2.44623464],
[ 5.58805039, -0.11768336, -0.55000158, 8.5302643 , 6.92591024],
[-2.88281091, -9.79724128, -3.80713019, 1.74120972, 15.37924263],
[-4.42521443, -0.69577732, 3.54658395, 2.82310964, 3.95850831]])

sf(x, mu, sigma)
Survival (or reliability) function for the Logistic Distribution:

𝑅(𝑥) = 1 − 1

1 + 𝑒−(𝑥−𝜇)/𝜎

Parameters

• x (numpy array or scalar) – The values at which the function will be calculated

• mu (numpy array or scalar) – The location parameter for the Logistic distribu-
tion

• sigma (numpy array or scalar) – The scale parameter for the Logistic distribu-
tion

Returns sf – The value(s) of the reliability function at x.

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import Logistic
>>> x = np.array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
>>> Logistic.sf(x, 3, 4)
array([0.62245933, 0.5621765 , 0.5 , 0.4378235 , 0.37754067])

LogLogistic

class surpyval.parametric.loglogistic.LogLogistic_(name)
Bases: surpyval.parametric.parametric_fitter.ParametricFitter

Hf(x, alpha, beta)
Cumulative hazard rate for the LogLogistic Distribution:

𝐻(𝑥) = − ln (𝑅(𝑥))

Parameters

• x (numpy array or scalar) – The values at which the function will be calculated

• alpha (numpy array or scalar) – scale parameter for the LogLogistic distribu-
tion
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• beta (numpy array or scalar) – shape parameter for the LogLogistic distribu-
tion

Returns Hf – The value(s) of the cumulative hazard rate at x.

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import LogLogistic
>>> x = np.array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
>>> LogLogistic.Hf(x, 3, 4)
array([0.01227009, 0.18026182, 0.69314718, 1.42563378, 2.16516608])

cs(x, X, alpha, beta)
Conditional survival function for the LogLogistic Distribution:

𝑅(𝑥,𝑋) =
𝑅(𝑥 + 𝑋)

𝑅(𝑋)

Parameters

• x (numpy array or scalar) – The values at which the function will be calculated

• X (numpy array or scalar) – The value(s) at which each value(s) in x was known
to have survived

• alpha (numpy array or scalar) – scale parameter for the LogLogistic distribu-
tion

• beta (numpy array or scalar) – shape parameter for the LogLogistic distribu-
tion

Returns cs – The value(s) of the conditional survival function at x.

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import LogLogistic
>>> x = np.array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
>>> LogLogistic.cs(x, 5, 3, 4)
array([0.51270879, 0.28444803, 0.16902083, 0.10629329, 0.07003273])

df(x, alpha, beta)
Density function for the LogLogistic Distribution:

𝑓(𝑥) =
(𝛽/𝛼) (𝑥/𝛼)

𝛽−1(︁
1 + (𝑥/𝛼)

−𝛽
)︁2

Parameters

• x (numpy array or scalar) – The values at which the function will be calculated

• alpha (numpy array or scalar) – scale parameter for the LogLogistic distribu-
tion
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• beta (numpy array or scalar) – shape parameter for the LogLogistic distribu-
tion

Returns df – The value(s) of the failure function at x.

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import LogLogistic
>>> x = np.array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
>>> LogLogistic.df(x, 3, 4)
array([0.0481856 , 0.27548092, 0.33333333, 0.18258504, 0.08125416])

ff(x, alpha, beta)
Failure (CDF or unreliability) function for the LogLogistic Distribution:

𝐹 (𝑥) =
1

1 + (𝑥/𝛼)
−𝛽

Parameters

• x (numpy array or scalar) – The values at which the function will be calculated

• alpha (numpy array or scalar) – scale parameter for the LogLogistic distribu-
tion

• beta (numpy array or scalar) – shape parameter for the LogLogistic distribu-
tion

Returns ff – The value(s) of the failure function at x.

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import LogLogistic
>>> x = np.array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
>>> LogLogistic.ff(x, 3, 4)
array([0.01219512, 0.16494845, 0.5 , 0.75964392, 0.88526912])

fit(x=None, c=None, n=None, t=None, how=’MLE’, offset=False, zi=False, lfp=False, tl=None,
tr=None, xl=None, xr=None, fixed=None, heuristic=’Turnbull’, init=[], rr=’y’, on_d_is_0=False,
turnbull_estimator=’Fleming-Harrington’)
The central feature to SurPyval’s capability. This function aimed to have an API to mimic the simplicity
of the scipy API. That is, to use a simple fit() call, with as many or as few parameters as is needed.

Parameters

• x (array like, optional) – Array of observations of the random variables. If x is
None, xl and xr must be provided.

• c (array like, optional) – Array of censoring flag. -1 is left censored, 0 is ob-
served, 1 is right censored, and 2 is intervally censored. If not provided will assume all
values are observed.
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• n (array like, optional) – Array of counts for each x. If data is proivded as
counts, then this can be provided. If None will assume each observation is 1.

• t (2D-array like, optional) – 2D array like of the left and right values at which
the respective observation was truncated. If not provided it assumes that no truncation
occurs.

• how ({'MLE', 'MPP', 'MOM', 'MSE', 'MPS'}, optional) – Method to
estimate parameters, these are:

– MLE : Maximum Likelihood Estimation

– MPP : Method of Probability Plotting

– MOM : Method of Moments

– MSE : Mean Square Error

– MPS : Maximum Product Spacing

• offset (boolean, optional) – If True finds the shifted distribution. If not pro-
vided assumes not a shifted distribution. Only works with distributions that are supported
on the half-real line.

• tl (array like or scalar, optional) – Values of left truncation for observa-
tions. If it is a scalar value assumes each observation is left truncated at the value. If an
array, it is the respective ‘late entry’ of the observation

• tr (array like or scalar, optional) – Values of right truncation for obser-
vations. If it is a scalar value assumes each observation is right truncated at the value. If
an array, it is the respective right truncation value for each observation

• xl (array like, optional) – Array like of the left array for 2-dimensional input
of x. This is useful for data that is all intervally censored. Must be used with the xr input.

• xr (array like, optional) – Array like of the right array for 2-dimensional input
of x. This is useful for data that is all intervally censored. Must be used with the xl input.

• fixed (dict, optional) – Dictionary of parameters and their values to fix. Fixes
parameter by name.

• heuristic ({'"Blom", "Median", "ECDF", "Modal",
"Midpoint", "Mean", "Weibull", "Benard", "Beard", "Hazen",
"Gringorten", "None", "Tukey", "DPW", "Fleming-Harrington",
"Kaplan-Meier", "Nelson-Aalen", "Filliben", "Larsen",
"Turnbull"}) – Plotting method to use, if using the probability plotting, MPP,
method.

• init (array like, optional) – initial guess of parameters. Useful if method is
failing.

• rr (('y', 'x')) – The dimension on which to minimise the spacing between the line
and the observation. If ‘y’ the mean square error between the line and vertical distance
to each point is minimised. If ‘x’ the mean square error between the line and horizontal
distance to each point is minimised.

• on_d_is_0 (boolean, optional) – For the case when using MPP and the highest
value is right censored, you can choosed to include this value into the regression analysis
or not. That is, if False, all values where there are 0 deaths are excluded from the
regression. If True all values regardless of whether there is a death or not are included in
the regression.
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• turnbull_estimator (('Nelson-Aalen', 'Kaplan-Meier', or
'Fleming-Harrington'), str, optional) – If using the Turnbull heuristic,
you can elect to use either the KM, NA, or FH estimator with the Turnbull estimates of r,
and d. Defaults to FH.

Returns model – A parametric model with the fitted parameters and methods for all functions
of the distribution using the fitted parameters.

Return type Parametric

Examples

>>> from surpyval import Weibull
>>> import numpy as np
>>> x = Weibull.random(100, 10, 4)
>>> model = Weibull.fit(x)
>>> print(model)
Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : MLE
Parameters :

alpha: 10.551521182640098
beta: 3.792549834495306

>>> Weibull.fit(x, how='MPS', fixed={'alpha' : 10})
Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : MPS
Parameters :

alpha: 10.0
beta: 3.4314657446866836

>>> Weibull.fit(xl=x-1, xr=x+1, how='MPP')
Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : MPP
Parameters :

alpha: 9.943092756713078
beta: 8.613016934518258

>>> c = np.zeros_like(x)
>>> c[x > 13] = 1
>>> x[x > 13] = 13
>>> c = c[x > 6]
>>> x = x[x > 6]
>>> Weibull.fit(x=x, c=c, tl=6)
Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : MLE
Parameters :

alpha: 10.363725328793413
beta: 4.9886821457305865

fit_from_df(df, x=None, c=None, n=None, xl=None, xr=None, tl=None, tr=None, **fit_options)
The central feature to SurPyval’s capability. This function aimed to have an API to mimic the simplicity
of the scipy API. That is, to use a simple fit() call, with as many or as few parameters as is needed.
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Parameters

• df (DataFrame) – DataFrame of data to be used to create surpyval model

• x (string, optional) – column name for the column in df containing the variable
data. If not provided must provide both xl and xr

• c (string, optional) – column name for the column in df containing the censor
flag of x. If not provided assumes all values of x are observed.

• n (string, optional) – column name in for the column in df containing the counts
of x. If not provided assumes each x is one observation.

• tl (string or scalar, optional) – If string, column name in for the column
in df containing the left truncation data. If scalar assumes each x is left truncated by that
value. If not provided assumes x is not left truncated.

• tr (string or scalar, optional) – If string, column name in for the column in
df containing the right truncation data. If scalar assumes each x is right truncated by that
value. If not provided assumes x is not right truncated.

• xl (string, optional) – column name for the column in df containing the left in-
terval for interval censored data. If left interval is -Inf, assumes left censored. If xl[i] ==
xr[i] assumes observed. Cannot be provided with x, must be provided with xr.

• xr (string, optional) – column name for the column in df containing the right
interval for interval censored data. If right interval is Inf, assumes right censored. If xl[i]
== xr[i] assumes observed. Cannot be provided with x, must be provided with xl.

• fit_options (dict, optional) – dictionary of fit options that will be passed to
the fit method, see that method for options.

Returns model – A parametric model with the fitted parameters and methods for all functions
of the distribution using the fitted parameters.

Return type Parametric

Examples

>>> import surpyval as surv
>>> df = surv.datasets.BoforsSteel.df
>>> model = surv.Weibull.fit_from_df(df, x='x', n='n', offset=True)
>>> print(model)
Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : MLE
Offset (gamma) : 39.76562962867477
Parameters :

alpha: 7.141925216146524
beta: 2.6204524040137844

from_params(params, gamma=None, p=None, f0=None)
Creating a SurPyval Parametric class with provided parameters.

Parameters

• params (array like) – array of the parameters of the distribution.

• gamma (scalar, optional) – offset value for the distribution. If not provided will
fit a regular, unshifted/not offset, distribution.
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Returns model – A parametric model with the fitted parameters and methods for all functions
of the distribution using the fitted parameters.

Return type Parametric

Examples

>>> from surpyval import Weibull
>>> model = Weibull.from_params([10, 4])
>>> print(model)
Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : given parameters
Parameters :

alpha: 10
beta: 4

>>> model = Weibull.from_params([10, 4], gamma=2)
>>> print(model)
Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : given parameters
Offset (gamma) : 2
Parameters :

alpha: 10
beta: 4

hf(x, alpha, beta)
Instantaneous hazard rate for the LogLogistic Distribution:

ℎ(𝑥) =
𝑓(𝑥)

𝑅(𝑥)

Parameters

• x (numpy array or scalar) – The values at which the function will be calculated

• alpha (numpy array or scalar) – scale parameter for the LogLogistic distribu-
tion

• beta (numpy array or scalar) – shape parameter for the LogLogistic distribu-
tion

Returns hf – The value(s) of the instantaneous hazard rate at x.

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import LogLogistic
>>> x = np.array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
>>> LogLogistic.hf(x, 3, 4)
array([0.04878049, 0.32989691, 0.66666667, 0.75964392, 0.7082153 ])
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mean(alpha, beta)
Mean of the LogLogistic distribution

𝐸 =
𝛼𝜋/𝛽

𝑠𝑖𝑛 (𝜋/𝛽)

Parameters

• alpha (numpy array or scalar) – scale parameter for the LogLogistic distribu-
tion

• beta (numpy array or scalar) – shape parameter for the LogLogistic distribu-
tion

Returns mean – The mean(s) of the LogLogistic distribution

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> from surpyval import LogLogistic
>>> LogLogistic.mean(3, 4)
3

qf(p, alpha, beta)
Quantile function for the LogLogistic distribution:

𝑞(𝑝) = 𝛼

(︂
𝑝

1 − 𝑝

)︂ 1
𝛽

Parameters

• p (numpy array or scalar) – The percentiles at which the quantile will be calcu-
lated

• alpha (numpy array or scalar) – scale parameter for the LogLogistic distribu-
tion

• beta (numpy array or scalar) – shape parameter for the LogLogistic distribu-
tion

Returns q – The quantiles for the LogLogistic distribution at each value p

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import LogLogistic
>>> p = np.array([.1, .2, .3, .4, .5])
>>> LogLogistic.qf(p, 3, 4)
array([1.73205081, 2.12132034, 2.42732013, 2.71080601, 3. ])

random(size, alpha, beta)
Draws random samples from the distribution in shape size

Parameters
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• size (integer or tuple of positive integers) – Shape or size of the
random draw

• alpha (numpy array or scalar) – scale parameter for the LogLogistic distribu-
tion

• beta (numpy array or scalar) – shape parameter for the LogLogistic distribu-
tion

Returns random – Random values drawn from the distribution in shape size

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import LogLogistic
>>> LogLogistic.random(10, 3, 4)
array([4.46072122, 2.1336253 , 2.74159711, 2.90125715, 3.2390347 ,

5.45223664, 4.28281376, 2.7017541 , 3.023811 , 2.16225601])
>>> LogLogistic.random((5, 5), 3, 4)
array([[1.97744499, 4.02823921, 1.95761719, 1.20481591, 3.7166738 ],

[2.94863864, 3.02609811, 3.30563774, 2.39100075, 3.24937459],
[3.16102391, 1.77003533, 4.73831093, 0.36936215, 1.41566853],
[3.88505024, 2.88183095, 2.43977804, 2.62385959, 3.40881857],
[1.2349273 , 1.83914641, 3.68502568, 6.49834769, 8.62995574]])

sf(x, alpha, beta)
Survival (or reliability) function for the LogLogistic Distribution:

𝑅(𝑥) = 1 − 1

1 + (𝑥/𝛼)
−𝛽

Parameters

• x (numpy array or scalar) – The values at which the function will be calculated

• alpha (numpy array or scalar) – scale parameter for the LogLogistic distribu-
tion

• beta (numpy array or scalar) – shape parameter for the LogLogistic distribu-
tion

Returns sf – The value(s) of the reliability function at x.

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import LogLogistic
>>> x = np.array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
>>> LogLogistic.sf(x, 3, 4)
array([0.62245933, 0.5621765 , 0.5 , 0.4378235 , 0.37754067])
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LogNormal

class surpyval.parametric.lognormal.LogNormal_(name)
Bases: surpyval.parametric.parametric_fitter.ParametricFitter

Hf(x, mu, sigma)
Cumulative hazard rate for the LogNormal Distribution:

𝐻(𝑥) = − ln (𝑅(𝑥))

Parameters

• x (numpy array or scalar) – The values at which the function will be calculated

• mu (numpy array or scalar) – The location parameter for the LogNormal distri-
bution

• sigma (numpy array or scalar) – The scale parameter for the LogNormal dis-
tribution

Returns Hf – The value(s) of the cumulative hazard rate at x.

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import LogNormal
>>> x = np.array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
>>> LogNormal.Hf(x, 3, 4)
array([0.25699427, 0.33137848, 0.3816556 , 0.4205543 , 0.45264333])

cs(x, X, mu, sigma)
Conditional survival function for the LogNormal Distribution:

𝑅(𝑥,𝑋) =
𝑅(𝑥 + 𝑋)

𝑅(𝑋)

Parameters

• x (numpy array or scalar) – The value(s) at which the function will be calculated

• X (numpy array or scalar) – The value(s) at which each value(s) in x was known
to have survived

• mu (numpy array or scalar) – The location parameter for the LogNormal distri-
bution

• sigma (numpy array or scalar) – The scale parameter for the LogNormal dis-
tribution

Returns cs – the conditional survival probability at x

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples
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>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import LogNormal
>>> x = np.array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
>>> LogNormal.cs(x, 5, 3, 4)
array([0.97287811, 0.9496515 , 0.92933892, 0.91129122, 0.89505592])

df(x, mu, sigma)
Density function for the LogNormal Distribution:

𝑓(𝑥) =
1

𝑥𝜎
√

2𝜋
𝑒−

1
2 ( ln 𝑥−𝜇

𝜎 )
2

Parameters

• x (numpy array or scalar) – The values at which the function will be calculated

• mu (numpy array or scalar) – The location parameter for the LogNormal distri-
bution

• sigma (numpy array or scalar) – The scale parameter for the LogNormal dis-
tribution

Returns df – The value(s) of the density function at x.

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import LogNormal
>>> x = np.array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
>>> LogNormal.df(x, 3, 4)
array([0.07528436, 0.04222769, 0.02969364, 0.02298522, 0.01877747])

ff(x, mu, sigma)
Failure (CDF or unreliability) function for the LogNormal Distribution:

𝐹 (𝑥) = Φ

(︂
ln(𝑥) − 𝜇

𝜎

)︂
Parameters

• x (numpy array or scalar) – The values at which the function will be calculated

• mu (numpy array or scalar) – The location parameter for the LogNormal distri-
bution

• sigma (numpy array or scalar) – The scale parameter for the LogNormal dis-
tribution

Returns ff – The value(s) of the failure function at x.

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples
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>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import LogNormal
>>> x = np.array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
>>> LogNormal.ff(x, 3, 4)
array([0.22662735, 0.28206661, 0.31726986, 0.34331728, 0.36405509])

fit(x=None, c=None, n=None, t=None, how=’MLE’, offset=False, zi=False, lfp=False, tl=None,
tr=None, xl=None, xr=None, fixed=None, heuristic=’Turnbull’, init=[], rr=’y’, on_d_is_0=False,
turnbull_estimator=’Fleming-Harrington’)
The central feature to SurPyval’s capability. This function aimed to have an API to mimic the simplicity
of the scipy API. That is, to use a simple fit() call, with as many or as few parameters as is needed.

Parameters

• x (array like, optional) – Array of observations of the random variables. If x is
None, xl and xr must be provided.

• c (array like, optional) – Array of censoring flag. -1 is left censored, 0 is ob-
served, 1 is right censored, and 2 is intervally censored. If not provided will assume all
values are observed.

• n (array like, optional) – Array of counts for each x. If data is proivded as
counts, then this can be provided. If None will assume each observation is 1.

• t (2D-array like, optional) – 2D array like of the left and right values at which
the respective observation was truncated. If not provided it assumes that no truncation
occurs.

• how ({'MLE', 'MPP', 'MOM', 'MSE', 'MPS'}, optional) – Method to
estimate parameters, these are:

– MLE : Maximum Likelihood Estimation

– MPP : Method of Probability Plotting

– MOM : Method of Moments

– MSE : Mean Square Error

– MPS : Maximum Product Spacing

• offset (boolean, optional) – If True finds the shifted distribution. If not pro-
vided assumes not a shifted distribution. Only works with distributions that are supported
on the half-real line.

• tl (array like or scalar, optional) – Values of left truncation for observa-
tions. If it is a scalar value assumes each observation is left truncated at the value. If an
array, it is the respective ‘late entry’ of the observation

• tr (array like or scalar, optional) – Values of right truncation for obser-
vations. If it is a scalar value assumes each observation is right truncated at the value. If
an array, it is the respective right truncation value for each observation

• xl (array like, optional) – Array like of the left array for 2-dimensional input
of x. This is useful for data that is all intervally censored. Must be used with the xr input.

• xr (array like, optional) – Array like of the right array for 2-dimensional input
of x. This is useful for data that is all intervally censored. Must be used with the xl input.

• fixed (dict, optional) – Dictionary of parameters and their values to fix. Fixes
parameter by name.
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• heuristic ({'"Blom", "Median", "ECDF", "Modal",
"Midpoint", "Mean", "Weibull", "Benard", "Beard", "Hazen",
"Gringorten", "None", "Tukey", "DPW", "Fleming-Harrington",
"Kaplan-Meier", "Nelson-Aalen", "Filliben", "Larsen",
"Turnbull"}) – Plotting method to use, if using the probability plotting, MPP,
method.

• init (array like, optional) – initial guess of parameters. Useful if method is
failing.

• rr (('y', 'x')) – The dimension on which to minimise the spacing between the line
and the observation. If ‘y’ the mean square error between the line and vertical distance
to each point is minimised. If ‘x’ the mean square error between the line and horizontal
distance to each point is minimised.

• on_d_is_0 (boolean, optional) – For the case when using MPP and the highest
value is right censored, you can choosed to include this value into the regression analysis
or not. That is, if False, all values where there are 0 deaths are excluded from the
regression. If True all values regardless of whether there is a death or not are included in
the regression.

• turnbull_estimator (('Nelson-Aalen', 'Kaplan-Meier', or
'Fleming-Harrington'), str, optional) – If using the Turnbull heuristic,
you can elect to use either the KM, NA, or FH estimator with the Turnbull estimates of r,
and d. Defaults to FH.

Returns model – A parametric model with the fitted parameters and methods for all functions
of the distribution using the fitted parameters.

Return type Parametric

Examples

>>> from surpyval import Weibull
>>> import numpy as np
>>> x = Weibull.random(100, 10, 4)
>>> model = Weibull.fit(x)
>>> print(model)
Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : MLE
Parameters :

alpha: 10.551521182640098
beta: 3.792549834495306

>>> Weibull.fit(x, how='MPS', fixed={'alpha' : 10})
Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : MPS
Parameters :

alpha: 10.0
beta: 3.4314657446866836

>>> Weibull.fit(xl=x-1, xr=x+1, how='MPP')
Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull

(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

Fitted by : MPP
Parameters :

alpha: 9.943092756713078
beta: 8.613016934518258

>>> c = np.zeros_like(x)
>>> c[x > 13] = 1
>>> x[x > 13] = 13
>>> c = c[x > 6]
>>> x = x[x > 6]
>>> Weibull.fit(x=x, c=c, tl=6)
Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : MLE
Parameters :

alpha: 10.363725328793413
beta: 4.9886821457305865

fit_from_df(df, x=None, c=None, n=None, xl=None, xr=None, tl=None, tr=None, **fit_options)
The central feature to SurPyval’s capability. This function aimed to have an API to mimic the simplicity
of the scipy API. That is, to use a simple fit() call, with as many or as few parameters as is needed.

Parameters

• df (DataFrame) – DataFrame of data to be used to create surpyval model

• x (string, optional) – column name for the column in df containing the variable
data. If not provided must provide both xl and xr

• c (string, optional) – column name for the column in df containing the censor
flag of x. If not provided assumes all values of x are observed.

• n (string, optional) – column name in for the column in df containing the counts
of x. If not provided assumes each x is one observation.

• tl (string or scalar, optional) – If string, column name in for the column
in df containing the left truncation data. If scalar assumes each x is left truncated by that
value. If not provided assumes x is not left truncated.

• tr (string or scalar, optional) – If string, column name in for the column in
df containing the right truncation data. If scalar assumes each x is right truncated by that
value. If not provided assumes x is not right truncated.

• xl (string, optional) – column name for the column in df containing the left in-
terval for interval censored data. If left interval is -Inf, assumes left censored. If xl[i] ==
xr[i] assumes observed. Cannot be provided with x, must be provided with xr.

• xr (string, optional) – column name for the column in df containing the right
interval for interval censored data. If right interval is Inf, assumes right censored. If xl[i]
== xr[i] assumes observed. Cannot be provided with x, must be provided with xl.

• fit_options (dict, optional) – dictionary of fit options that will be passed to
the fit method, see that method for options.

Returns model – A parametric model with the fitted parameters and methods for all functions
of the distribution using the fitted parameters.

Return type Parametric
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Examples

>>> import surpyval as surv
>>> df = surv.datasets.BoforsSteel.df
>>> model = surv.Weibull.fit_from_df(df, x='x', n='n', offset=True)
>>> print(model)
Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : MLE
Offset (gamma) : 39.76562962867477
Parameters :

alpha: 7.141925216146524
beta: 2.6204524040137844

from_params(params, gamma=None, p=None, f0=None)
Creating a SurPyval Parametric class with provided parameters.

Parameters

• params (array like) – array of the parameters of the distribution.

• gamma (scalar, optional) – offset value for the distribution. If not provided will
fit a regular, unshifted/not offset, distribution.

Returns model – A parametric model with the fitted parameters and methods for all functions
of the distribution using the fitted parameters.

Return type Parametric

Examples

>>> from surpyval import Weibull
>>> model = Weibull.from_params([10, 4])
>>> print(model)
Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : given parameters
Parameters :

alpha: 10
beta: 4

>>> model = Weibull.from_params([10, 4], gamma=2)
>>> print(model)
Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : given parameters
Offset (gamma) : 2
Parameters :

alpha: 10
beta: 4

hf(x, mu, sigma)
Instantaneous hazard rate for the LogNormal Distribution:

ℎ(𝑥) =
𝑓(𝑥)

𝑅(𝑥)
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Parameters

• x (numpy array or scalar) – The values at which the function will be calculated

• mu (numpy array or scalar) – The location parameter for the LogNormal distri-
bution

• sigma (numpy array or scalar) – The scale parameter for the LogNormal dis-
tribution

Returns hf – The value(s) of the instantaneous hazard rate at x.

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import LogNormal
>>> x = np.array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
>>> LogNormal.hf(x, 3, 4)
array([0.09734551, 0.05881839, 0.04349249, 0.03500202, 0.02952687])

mean(mu, sigma)
Quantile function for the LogNormal Distribution:

𝐸 = 𝑒𝜇+
𝜎2

2

Parameters

• p (numpy array or scalar) – The percentiles at which the quantile will be calcu-
lated

• mu (numpy array or scalar) – The location parameter for the LogNormal distri-
bution

• sigma (numpy array or scalar) – The scale parameter for the LogNormal dis-
tribution

Returns q – The quantiles for the LogNormal distribution at each value p.

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> from surpyval import LogNormal
>>> LogNormal.mean(3, 4)
59874.14171519782

moment(n, mu, sigma)
n-th (non central) moment of the LogNormal distribution

𝐸 = ...𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑.

Parameters

• n (integer or numpy array of integers) – The ordinal of the moment to
calculate
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• mu (numpy array or scalar) – The location parameter for the LogNormal distri-
bution

• sigma (numpy array or scalar) – The scale parameter for the LogNormal dis-
tribution

Returns moment – The moment(s) of the LogNormal distribution

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> from surpyval import LogNormal
>>> LogNormal.moment(2, 3, 4)
3.1855931757113756e+16

qf(p, mu, sigma)
Quantile function for the LogNormal Distribution:

𝑞(𝑝) = 𝑒𝜇+𝜎Φ−1(𝑝)

Parameters

• p (numpy array or scalar) – The percentiles at which the quantile will be calcu-
lated

• mu (numpy array or scalar) – The location parameter for the LogNormal distri-
bution

• sigma (numpy array or scalar) – The scale parameter for the LogNormal dis-
tribution

Returns q – The quantiles for the LogNormal distribution at each value p.

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import LogNormal
>>> p = np.array([.1, .2, .3, .4, .5])
>>> LogNormal.qf(p, 3, 4)
array([ 0.11928899, 0.69316658, 2.46550819, 7.29078766, 20.08553692])

random(size, mu, sigma)
Draws random samples from the distribution in shape size

Parameters

• size (integer or tuple of positive integers) – Shape or size of the
random draw

• mu (numpy array or scalar) – The location parameter for the LogNormal distri-
bution

• sigma (numpy array or scalar) – The scale parameter for the LogNormal dis-
tribution

Returns random – Random values drawn from the distribution in shape size

Return type scalar or numpy array
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Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import LogNormal
>>> LogNormal.random(10, 3, 4)
array([1.74605298e+00, 1.90729963e+02, 1.90090366e+03, 2.59154042e-02,

3.71460694e-02, 3.38580771e+03, 7.58826512e+04, 7.23252303e+00,
1.21226718e+03, 4.15054624e+00])

>>> LogNormal.random((5, 5), 3, 4)
array([[4.59689256e+00, 2.91472936e-01, 4.66833783e+02, 9.88539048e+01,

3.88094471e+01],
[7.10705735e-01, 5.00788529e-02, 2.49032431e+01, 2.19196376e+01,
2.05043988e+02],

[1.32193999e+03, 7.38943238e-01, 5.16503535e-01, 9.09249819e+02,
2.69407879e+03],

[7.29473033e+00, 5.68246498e+03, 1.74464896e+00, 1.26043004e+00,
3.84009666e+03],

[1.47997384e+00, 2.21809242e+02, 1.32564564e+02, 8.06883052e-02,
1.05118538e+02]])

sf(x, mu, sigma)
Surival (or Reliability) function for the LogNormal Distribution:

𝑅(𝑥) = 1 − Φ

(︂
ln(𝑥) − 𝜇

𝜎

)︂
Parameters

• x (numpy array or scalar) – The values at which the function will be calculated

• mu (numpy array or scalar) – The location parameter for the LogNormal distri-
bution

• sigma (numpy array or scalar) – The scale parameter for the LogNormal dis-
tribution

Returns sf – The value(s) of the survival function at x.

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import LogNormal
>>> x = np.array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
>>> LogNormal.sf(x, 3, 4)
array([0.77337265, 0.71793339, 0.68273014, 0.65668272, 0.63594491])

Normal

class surpyval.parametric.normal.Normal_(name)
Bases: surpyval.parametric.parametric_fitter.ParametricFitter

Class used to generate the Normal (Gauss) class.
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from surpyval import Normal

Hf(x, mu, sigma)
Cumulative hazard rate for the Normal Distribution:

𝐻(𝑥) = − ln

(︂
1 − Φ

(︂
𝑥− 𝜇

𝜎

)︂)︂
Parameters

• x (numpy array or scalar) – The values at which the function will be calculated

• mu (numpy array or scalar) – The location parameter for the Normal distribution

• sigma (numpy array or scalar) – The scale parameter for the Normal distribu-
tion

Returns ff – The value(s) of the cumulative hazard rate function at x.

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import Normal
>>> x = np.array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
>>> Normal.Hf(x, 3, 4)
array([0.36894642, 0.51298408, 0.69314718, 0.91306176, 1.17591176])

cs(x, X, mu, sigma)
Conditional survival function for the Normal Distribution:

𝑅(𝑥,𝑋) =
𝑅(𝑥 + 𝑋)

𝑅(𝑋)

Parameters

• x (numpy array or scalar) – The value(s) at which the function will be calculated

• X (numpy array or scalar) – The value(s) at which each value(s) in x was known
to have survived

• mu (numpy array or scalar) – The location parameter for the Normal distribution

• sigma (numpy array or scalar) – The scale parameter for the Normal distribu-
tion

Returns cs – the conditional survival probability at x

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import Normal
>>> x = np.array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
>>> Normal.cs(x, 5, 3, 4)
array([0.73452116, 0.51421702, 0.34242113, 0.2165286 , 0.1298356 ])
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df(x, mu, sigma)
Density function for the Normal Distribution:

𝑓(𝑥) =
1

𝜎
√

2𝜋
𝑒−

1
2 ( 𝑥−𝜇

𝜎 )
2

Parameters

• x (numpy array or scalar) – The values at which the function will be calculated

• mu (numpy array or scalar) – The location parameter for the Normal distribution

• sigma (numpy array or scalar) – The scale parameter for the Normal distribu-
tion

Returns df – The value(s) of the density function at x.

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import Normal
>>> x = np.array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
>>> Normal.df(x, 3, 4)
array([0.08801633, 0.09666703, 0.09973557, 0.09666703, 0.08801633])

ff(x, mu, sigma)
CDF (or unreliability or failure) function for the Normal Distribution:

𝐹 (𝑥) = Φ

(︂
𝑥− 𝜇

𝜎

)︂
Parameters

• x (numpy array or scalar) – The values at which the function will be calculated

• mu (numpy array or scalar) – The location parameter for the Normal distribution

• sigma (numpy array or scalar) – The scale parameter for the Normal distribu-
tion

Returns ff – The value(s) of the failure function at x.

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import Normal
>>> x = np.array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
>>> Normal.ff(x, 3, 4)
array([0.30853754, 0.40129367, 0.5 , 0.59870633, 0.69146246])

fit(x=None, c=None, n=None, t=None, how=’MLE’, offset=False, zi=False, lfp=False, tl=None,
tr=None, xl=None, xr=None, fixed=None, heuristic=’Turnbull’, init=[], rr=’y’, on_d_is_0=False,
turnbull_estimator=’Fleming-Harrington’)
The central feature to SurPyval’s capability. This function aimed to have an API to mimic the simplicity
of the scipy API. That is, to use a simple fit() call, with as many or as few parameters as is needed.
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Parameters

• x (array like, optional) – Array of observations of the random variables. If x is
None, xl and xr must be provided.

• c (array like, optional) – Array of censoring flag. -1 is left censored, 0 is ob-
served, 1 is right censored, and 2 is intervally censored. If not provided will assume all
values are observed.

• n (array like, optional) – Array of counts for each x. If data is proivded as
counts, then this can be provided. If None will assume each observation is 1.

• t (2D-array like, optional) – 2D array like of the left and right values at which
the respective observation was truncated. If not provided it assumes that no truncation
occurs.

• how ({'MLE', 'MPP', 'MOM', 'MSE', 'MPS'}, optional) – Method to
estimate parameters, these are:

– MLE : Maximum Likelihood Estimation

– MPP : Method of Probability Plotting

– MOM : Method of Moments

– MSE : Mean Square Error

– MPS : Maximum Product Spacing

• offset (boolean, optional) – If True finds the shifted distribution. If not pro-
vided assumes not a shifted distribution. Only works with distributions that are supported
on the half-real line.

• tl (array like or scalar, optional) – Values of left truncation for observa-
tions. If it is a scalar value assumes each observation is left truncated at the value. If an
array, it is the respective ‘late entry’ of the observation

• tr (array like or scalar, optional) – Values of right truncation for obser-
vations. If it is a scalar value assumes each observation is right truncated at the value. If
an array, it is the respective right truncation value for each observation

• xl (array like, optional) – Array like of the left array for 2-dimensional input
of x. This is useful for data that is all intervally censored. Must be used with the xr input.

• xr (array like, optional) – Array like of the right array for 2-dimensional input
of x. This is useful for data that is all intervally censored. Must be used with the xl input.

• fixed (dict, optional) – Dictionary of parameters and their values to fix. Fixes
parameter by name.

• heuristic ({'"Blom", "Median", "ECDF", "Modal",
"Midpoint", "Mean", "Weibull", "Benard", "Beard", "Hazen",
"Gringorten", "None", "Tukey", "DPW", "Fleming-Harrington",
"Kaplan-Meier", "Nelson-Aalen", "Filliben", "Larsen",
"Turnbull"}) – Plotting method to use, if using the probability plotting, MPP,
method.

• init (array like, optional) – initial guess of parameters. Useful if method is
failing.

• rr (('y', 'x')) – The dimension on which to minimise the spacing between the line
and the observation. If ‘y’ the mean square error between the line and vertical distance
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to each point is minimised. If ‘x’ the mean square error between the line and horizontal
distance to each point is minimised.

• on_d_is_0 (boolean, optional) – For the case when using MPP and the highest
value is right censored, you can choosed to include this value into the regression analysis
or not. That is, if False, all values where there are 0 deaths are excluded from the
regression. If True all values regardless of whether there is a death or not are included in
the regression.

• turnbull_estimator (('Nelson-Aalen', 'Kaplan-Meier', or
'Fleming-Harrington'), str, optional) – If using the Turnbull heuristic,
you can elect to use either the KM, NA, or FH estimator with the Turnbull estimates of r,
and d. Defaults to FH.

Returns model – A parametric model with the fitted parameters and methods for all functions
of the distribution using the fitted parameters.

Return type Parametric

Examples

>>> from surpyval import Weibull
>>> import numpy as np
>>> x = Weibull.random(100, 10, 4)
>>> model = Weibull.fit(x)
>>> print(model)
Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : MLE
Parameters :

alpha: 10.551521182640098
beta: 3.792549834495306

>>> Weibull.fit(x, how='MPS', fixed={'alpha' : 10})
Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : MPS
Parameters :

alpha: 10.0
beta: 3.4314657446866836

>>> Weibull.fit(xl=x-1, xr=x+1, how='MPP')
Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : MPP
Parameters :

alpha: 9.943092756713078
beta: 8.613016934518258

>>> c = np.zeros_like(x)
>>> c[x > 13] = 1
>>> x[x > 13] = 13
>>> c = c[x > 6]
>>> x = x[x > 6]
>>> Weibull.fit(x=x, c=c, tl=6)
Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================

(continues on next page)
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Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : MLE
Parameters :

alpha: 10.363725328793413
beta: 4.9886821457305865

fit_from_df(df, x=None, c=None, n=None, xl=None, xr=None, tl=None, tr=None, **fit_options)
The central feature to SurPyval’s capability. This function aimed to have an API to mimic the simplicity
of the scipy API. That is, to use a simple fit() call, with as many or as few parameters as is needed.

Parameters

• df (DataFrame) – DataFrame of data to be used to create surpyval model

• x (string, optional) – column name for the column in df containing the variable
data. If not provided must provide both xl and xr

• c (string, optional) – column name for the column in df containing the censor
flag of x. If not provided assumes all values of x are observed.

• n (string, optional) – column name in for the column in df containing the counts
of x. If not provided assumes each x is one observation.

• tl (string or scalar, optional) – If string, column name in for the column
in df containing the left truncation data. If scalar assumes each x is left truncated by that
value. If not provided assumes x is not left truncated.

• tr (string or scalar, optional) – If string, column name in for the column in
df containing the right truncation data. If scalar assumes each x is right truncated by that
value. If not provided assumes x is not right truncated.

• xl (string, optional) – column name for the column in df containing the left in-
terval for interval censored data. If left interval is -Inf, assumes left censored. If xl[i] ==
xr[i] assumes observed. Cannot be provided with x, must be provided with xr.

• xr (string, optional) – column name for the column in df containing the right
interval for interval censored data. If right interval is Inf, assumes right censored. If xl[i]
== xr[i] assumes observed. Cannot be provided with x, must be provided with xl.

• fit_options (dict, optional) – dictionary of fit options that will be passed to
the fit method, see that method for options.

Returns model – A parametric model with the fitted parameters and methods for all functions
of the distribution using the fitted parameters.

Return type Parametric

Examples

>>> import surpyval as surv
>>> df = surv.datasets.BoforsSteel.df
>>> model = surv.Weibull.fit_from_df(df, x='x', n='n', offset=True)
>>> print(model)
Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : MLE
Offset (gamma) : 39.76562962867477

(continues on next page)
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Parameters :
alpha: 7.141925216146524
beta: 2.6204524040137844

from_params(params, gamma=None, p=None, f0=None)
Creating a SurPyval Parametric class with provided parameters.

Parameters

• params (array like) – array of the parameters of the distribution.

• gamma (scalar, optional) – offset value for the distribution. If not provided will
fit a regular, unshifted/not offset, distribution.

Returns model – A parametric model with the fitted parameters and methods for all functions
of the distribution using the fitted parameters.

Return type Parametric

Examples

>>> from surpyval import Weibull
>>> model = Weibull.from_params([10, 4])
>>> print(model)
Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : given parameters
Parameters :

alpha: 10
beta: 4

>>> model = Weibull.from_params([10, 4], gamma=2)
>>> print(model)
Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : given parameters
Offset (gamma) : 2
Parameters :

alpha: 10
beta: 4

hf(x, mu, sigma)
Instantaneous hazard rate for the Normal Distribution:

ℎ(𝑥) =

1
𝜎
√
2𝜋

𝑒−
1
2 ( 𝑥−𝜇

𝜎 )
2

1 − Φ
(︀
𝑥−𝜇
𝜎

)︀
Parameters

• x (numpy array or scalar) – The values at which the function will be calculated

• mu (numpy array or scalar) – The location parameter for the Normal distribution

• sigma (numpy array or scalar) – The scale parameter for the Normal distribu-
tion

Returns hf – The value(s) of the instantaneous hazard rate function at x.
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Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import Normal
>>> x = np.array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
>>> Normal.hf(x, 3, 4)
array([0.12729011, 0.16145984, 0.19947114, 0.24088849, 0.28526944])

mean(mu, sigma)
Mean of the Normal distribution

𝐸 = 𝜇

Parameters

• mu (numpy array or scalar) – The location parameter for the Normal distribution

• sigma (numpy array or scalar) – The scale parameter for the Normal distribu-
tion

Returns mu – The mean(s) of the Normal distribution

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> from surpyval import Normal
>>> Normal.mean(3, 4)
3

moment(n, mu, sigma)
n-th (non central) moment of the Normal distribution

𝐸 = ...𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑.

Parameters

• n (integer or numpy array of integers) – The ordinal of the moment to
calculate

• mu (numpy array or scalar) – The location parameter for the Normal distribution

• sigma (numpy array or scalar) – The scale parameter for the Normal distribu-
tion

Returns moment – The moment(s) of the Normal distribution

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> from surpyval import Normal
>>> Normal.moment(2, 3, 4)
25.0
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qf(p, mu, sigma)
Quantile function for the Normal Distribution:

𝑞(𝑝) = Φ−1 (𝑝)

Parameters

• p (numpy array or scalar) – The percentiles at which the quantile will be calcu-
lated

• mu (numpy array or scalar) – The location parameter for the Normal distribution

• sigma (numpy array or scalar) – The scale parameter for the Normal distribu-
tion

Returns q – The quantiles for the Normal distribution at each value p.

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import Normal
>>> p = np.array([.1, .2, .3, .4, .5])
>>> Normal.qf(p, 3, 4)
array([-2.12620626, -0.36648493, 0.90239795, 1.98661159, 3. ])

random(size, mu, sigma)
Draws random samples from the distribution in shape size

Parameters

• size (integer or tuple of positive integers) – Shape or size of the
random draw

• mu (numpy array or scalar) – The location parameter for the Normal distribution

• sigma (numpy array or scalar) – The scale parameter for the Normal distribu-
tion

Returns random – Random values drawn from the distribution in shape size

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import Normal
>>> Normal.random(10, 3, 4)
array([-1.28484969, -1.68138703, 0.13414348, 6.53416927, -1.95649712,

3.09951162, 6.90469836, 4.90063467, 1.11075072, 4.97841115])
>>> Normal.random((5, 5), 3, 4)
array([[ 1.57569952, 4.98472487, 3.19475597, 5.12581251, -0.98020861],

[ 6.73877217, 1.08561611, 3.07634125, 3.54656313, 13.32064634],
[-0.45094731, 2.52588422, -1.61414841, 8.39084564, -1.35261631],
[ 1.98090151, 8.22151826, 5.59184063, -2.62221656, 0.20879673],
[-2.0790734 , 2.67886095, 2.54115153, 5.49853925, 4.57056015]])
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sf(x, mu, sigma)
Surival (or Reliability) function for the Normal Distribution:

𝑅(𝑥) = 1 − Φ

(︂
𝑥− 𝜇

𝜎

)︂
Parameters

• x (numpy array or scalar) – The values at which the function will be calculated

• mu (numpy array or scalar) – The location parameter for the Normal distribution

• sigma (numpy array or scalar) – The scale parameter for the Normal distribu-
tion

Returns sf – The value(s) of the survival function at x.

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import Normal
>>> x = np.array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
>>> Normal.sf(x, 3, 4)
array([0.69146246, 0.59870633, 0.5 , 0.40129367, 0.30853754])

Uniform

class surpyval.parametric.uniform.Uniform_(name)
Bases: surpyval.parametric.parametric_fitter.ParametricFitter

Hf(x, a, b)
Instantaneous hazard rate for the Uniform Distribution:

𝐻(𝑥) = ln (𝑏− 𝑎) − ln (𝑏− 𝑥)

Parameters

• x (numpy array or scalar) – The values at which the function will be calculated

• a (numpy array or scalar) – The lower parameter for the Uniform distribution

• b (numpy array or scalar) – The upper parameter for the Uniform distribution

Returns hf – The value(s) of the instantaneous hazard rate at x.

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import Uniform
>>> x = np.array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
>>> Uniform.Hf(x, 0, 6)
array([0.18232156, 0.40546511, 0.69314718, 1.09861229, 1.79175947])
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cs(x, X, a, b)
Surival (or Reliability) function for the Uniform Distribution:

𝑅(𝑥,𝑋) =
𝑅(𝑥 + 𝑋)

𝑅(𝑋)

Parameters

• x (numpy array or scalar) – The values at which the function will be calculated

• a (numpy array or scalar) – The lower parameter for the Uniform distribution

• b (numpy array or scalar) – The upper parameter for the Uniform distribution

Returns cs – The value(s) of the conditional survival function at x.

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import Uniform
>>> x = np.array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
>>> Uniform.cs(x, 4, 0, 10)
array([0.83333333, 0.66666667, 0.5 , 0.33333333, 0.16666667])

df(x, a, b)
Failure (CDF or unreliability) function for the Uniform Distribution:

𝑓(𝑥) =
1

𝑏− 𝑎

Parameters

• x (numpy array or scalar) – The values at which the function will be calculated

• a (numpy array or scalar) – The lower parameter for the Uniform distribution

• b (numpy array or scalar) – The upper parameter for the Uniform distribution

Returns df – The value(s) of the density function at x.

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import Uniform
>>> x = np.array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
>>> Uniform.df(x, 0, 6)
array([0.16666667, 0.16666667, 0.16666667, 0.16666667, 0.16666667])

ff(x, a, b)
Failure (CDF or unreliability) function for the Uniform Distribution:

𝐹 (𝑥) =
𝑥− 𝑎

𝑏− 𝑎

Parameters

• x (numpy array or scalar) – The values at which the function will be calculated
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• a (numpy array or scalar) – The lower parameter for the Uniform distribution

• b (numpy array or scalar) – The upper parameter for the Uniform distribution

Returns ff – The value(s) of the failure function at x.

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import Uniform
>>> x = np.array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
>>> Uniform.sf(x, 0, 6)
array([0.16666667, 0.33333333, 0.5 , 0.66666667, 0.83333333])

fit(x=None, c=None, n=None, t=None, how=’MLE’, offset=False, zi=False, lfp=False, tl=None,
tr=None, xl=None, xr=None, fixed=None, heuristic=’Turnbull’, init=[], rr=’y’, on_d_is_0=False,
turnbull_estimator=’Fleming-Harrington’)
The central feature to SurPyval’s capability. This function aimed to have an API to mimic the simplicity
of the scipy API. That is, to use a simple fit() call, with as many or as few parameters as is needed.

Parameters

• x (array like, optional) – Array of observations of the random variables. If x is
None, xl and xr must be provided.

• c (array like, optional) – Array of censoring flag. -1 is left censored, 0 is ob-
served, 1 is right censored, and 2 is intervally censored. If not provided will assume all
values are observed.

• n (array like, optional) – Array of counts for each x. If data is proivded as
counts, then this can be provided. If None will assume each observation is 1.

• t (2D-array like, optional) – 2D array like of the left and right values at which
the respective observation was truncated. If not provided it assumes that no truncation
occurs.

• how ({'MLE', 'MPP', 'MOM', 'MSE', 'MPS'}, optional) – Method to
estimate parameters, these are:

– MLE : Maximum Likelihood Estimation

– MPP : Method of Probability Plotting

– MOM : Method of Moments

– MSE : Mean Square Error

– MPS : Maximum Product Spacing

• offset (boolean, optional) – If True finds the shifted distribution. If not pro-
vided assumes not a shifted distribution. Only works with distributions that are supported
on the half-real line.

• tl (array like or scalar, optional) – Values of left truncation for observa-
tions. If it is a scalar value assumes each observation is left truncated at the value. If an
array, it is the respective ‘late entry’ of the observation

• tr (array like or scalar, optional) – Values of right truncation for obser-
vations. If it is a scalar value assumes each observation is right truncated at the value. If
an array, it is the respective right truncation value for each observation
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• xl (array like, optional) – Array like of the left array for 2-dimensional input
of x. This is useful for data that is all intervally censored. Must be used with the xr input.

• xr (array like, optional) – Array like of the right array for 2-dimensional input
of x. This is useful for data that is all intervally censored. Must be used with the xl input.

• fixed (dict, optional) – Dictionary of parameters and their values to fix. Fixes
parameter by name.

• heuristic ({'"Blom", "Median", "ECDF", "Modal",
"Midpoint", "Mean", "Weibull", "Benard", "Beard", "Hazen",
"Gringorten", "None", "Tukey", "DPW", "Fleming-Harrington",
"Kaplan-Meier", "Nelson-Aalen", "Filliben", "Larsen",
"Turnbull"}) – Plotting method to use, if using the probability plotting, MPP,
method.

• init (array like, optional) – initial guess of parameters. Useful if method is
failing.

• rr (('y', 'x')) – The dimension on which to minimise the spacing between the line
and the observation. If ‘y’ the mean square error between the line and vertical distance
to each point is minimised. If ‘x’ the mean square error between the line and horizontal
distance to each point is minimised.

• on_d_is_0 (boolean, optional) – For the case when using MPP and the highest
value is right censored, you can choosed to include this value into the regression analysis
or not. That is, if False, all values where there are 0 deaths are excluded from the
regression. If True all values regardless of whether there is a death or not are included in
the regression.

• turnbull_estimator (('Nelson-Aalen', 'Kaplan-Meier', or
'Fleming-Harrington'), str, optional) – If using the Turnbull heuristic,
you can elect to use either the KM, NA, or FH estimator with the Turnbull estimates of r,
and d. Defaults to FH.

Returns model – A parametric model with the fitted parameters and methods for all functions
of the distribution using the fitted parameters.

Return type Parametric

Examples

>>> from surpyval import Weibull
>>> import numpy as np
>>> x = Weibull.random(100, 10, 4)
>>> model = Weibull.fit(x)
>>> print(model)
Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : MLE
Parameters :

alpha: 10.551521182640098
beta: 3.792549834495306

>>> Weibull.fit(x, how='MPS', fixed={'alpha' : 10})
Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull

(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

Fitted by : MPS
Parameters :

alpha: 10.0
beta: 3.4314657446866836

>>> Weibull.fit(xl=x-1, xr=x+1, how='MPP')
Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : MPP
Parameters :

alpha: 9.943092756713078
beta: 8.613016934518258

>>> c = np.zeros_like(x)
>>> c[x > 13] = 1
>>> x[x > 13] = 13
>>> c = c[x > 6]
>>> x = x[x > 6]
>>> Weibull.fit(x=x, c=c, tl=6)
Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : MLE
Parameters :

alpha: 10.363725328793413
beta: 4.9886821457305865

fit_from_df(df, x=None, c=None, n=None, xl=None, xr=None, tl=None, tr=None, **fit_options)
The central feature to SurPyval’s capability. This function aimed to have an API to mimic the simplicity
of the scipy API. That is, to use a simple fit() call, with as many or as few parameters as is needed.

Parameters

• df (DataFrame) – DataFrame of data to be used to create surpyval model

• x (string, optional) – column name for the column in df containing the variable
data. If not provided must provide both xl and xr

• c (string, optional) – column name for the column in df containing the censor
flag of x. If not provided assumes all values of x are observed.

• n (string, optional) – column name in for the column in df containing the counts
of x. If not provided assumes each x is one observation.

• tl (string or scalar, optional) – If string, column name in for the column
in df containing the left truncation data. If scalar assumes each x is left truncated by that
value. If not provided assumes x is not left truncated.

• tr (string or scalar, optional) – If string, column name in for the column in
df containing the right truncation data. If scalar assumes each x is right truncated by that
value. If not provided assumes x is not right truncated.

• xl (string, optional) – column name for the column in df containing the left in-
terval for interval censored data. If left interval is -Inf, assumes left censored. If xl[i] ==
xr[i] assumes observed. Cannot be provided with x, must be provided with xr.

• xr (string, optional) – column name for the column in df containing the right
interval for interval censored data. If right interval is Inf, assumes right censored. If xl[i]
== xr[i] assumes observed. Cannot be provided with x, must be provided with xl.
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• fit_options (dict, optional) – dictionary of fit options that will be passed to
the fit method, see that method for options.

Returns model – A parametric model with the fitted parameters and methods for all functions
of the distribution using the fitted parameters.

Return type Parametric

Examples

>>> import surpyval as surv
>>> df = surv.datasets.BoforsSteel.df
>>> model = surv.Weibull.fit_from_df(df, x='x', n='n', offset=True)
>>> print(model)
Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : MLE
Offset (gamma) : 39.76562962867477
Parameters :

alpha: 7.141925216146524
beta: 2.6204524040137844

from_params(params, gamma=None, p=None, f0=None)
Creating a SurPyval Parametric class with provided parameters.

Parameters

• params (array like) – array of the parameters of the distribution.

• gamma (scalar, optional) – offset value for the distribution. If not provided will
fit a regular, unshifted/not offset, distribution.

Returns model – A parametric model with the fitted parameters and methods for all functions
of the distribution using the fitted parameters.

Return type Parametric

Examples

>>> from surpyval import Weibull
>>> model = Weibull.from_params([10, 4])
>>> print(model)
Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : given parameters
Parameters :

alpha: 10
beta: 4

>>> model = Weibull.from_params([10, 4], gamma=2)
>>> print(model)
Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : given parameters
Offset (gamma) : 2

(continues on next page)
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Parameters :
alpha: 10
beta: 4

hf(x, a, b)
Instantaneous hazard rate for the Uniform Distribution:

ℎ(𝑥) =
1

𝑏− 𝑥

Parameters

• x (numpy array or scalar) – The values at which the function will be calculated

• a (numpy array or scalar) – The lower parameter for the Uniform distribution

• b (numpy array or scalar) – The upper parameter for the Uniform distribution

Returns hf – The value(s) of the instantaneous hazard rate at x.

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import Uniform
>>> x = np.array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
>>> Uniform.hf(x, 0, 6)
array([0.2 , 0.25 , 0.33333333, 0.5 , 1. ])

mean(a, b)
Mean of the Uniform distribution

𝐸 =
1

2
(𝑎 + 𝑏)

Parameters

• a (numpy array or scalar) – The lower parameter for the Uniform distribution

• b (numpy array or scalar) – The upper parameter for the Uniform distribution

Returns mean – The mean(s) of the Uniform distribution

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> from surpyval import Uniform
>>> Uniform.mean(0, 6)
3.0

moment(n, a, b)
n-th (non central) moment of the Uniform distribution

𝑀(𝑛) =
1

𝑛 + 1

𝑛∑︁
𝑖=0

𝑎𝑖𝑏𝑛−𝑖

Parameters
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• n (integer or numpy array of integers) – The ordinal of the moment to
calculate

• a (numpy array or scalar) – The lower parameter for the Uniform distribution

• b (numpy array or scalar) – The upper parameter for the Uniform distribution

Returns moment – The moment(s) of the Uniform distribution

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> from surpyval import Uniform
>>> Uniform.moment(2, 0, 6)
12.0

qf(p, a, b)
Quantile function for the Uniform Distribution:

𝑞(𝑝) = 𝑎 + 𝑝(𝑏− 𝑎)

Parameters

• p (numpy array or scalar) – The percentiles at which the quantile will be calcu-
lated

• a (numpy array or scalar) – The lower parameter for the Uniform distribution

• b (numpy array or scalar) – The upper parameter for the Uniform distribution

Returns q – The quantiles for the Uniform distribution at each value p.

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import Uniform
>>> p = np.array([.1, .2, .3, .4, .5])
>>> Uniform.qf(p, 0, 6)
array([0.6, 1.2, 1.8, 2.4, 3. ])

random(size, a, b)
Draws random samples from the distribution in shape size

Parameters

• size (integer or tuple of positive integers) – Shape or size of the
random draw

• a (numpy array or scalar) – The lower parameter for the Uniform distribution

• b (numpy array or scalar) – The upper parameter for the Uniform distribution

Returns random – Random values drawn from the distribution in shape size

Return type scalar or numpy array
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Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import Uniform
>>> Uniform.random(10, 0, 6)
array([3.50214341, 3.7978912 , 5.12238656, 4.27185221, 3.05507685,

2.71236199, 4.89311322, 1.11373047, 4.90549424, 1.76321338])
>>> Uniform.random((5, 5), 0, 6)
array([[4.76809829, 4.42155933, 2.59469997, 4.31525748, 5.53469545],

[0.06222942, 1.26267164, 1.74188626, 1.05235807, 0.92461476],
[2.06215303, 0.02184135, 0.97058002, 3.02219656, 3.22137982],
[2.14951891, 3.18096661, 2.37105309, 0.65710124, 0.68828779],
[0.58827207, 3.7633596 , 5.62330526, 5.24481753, 4.23162212]])

sf(x, a, b)
Surival (or Reliability) function for the Uniform Distribution:

𝑅(𝑥) =
𝑏− 𝑥

𝑏− 𝑎

Parameters

• x (numpy array or scalar) – The values at which the function will be calculated

• a (numpy array or scalar) – The lower parameter for the Uniform distribution

• b (numpy array or scalar) – The upper parameter for the Uniform distribution

Returns sf – The value(s) of the survival function at x.

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import Uniform
>>> x = np.array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
>>> Uniform.sf(x, 0, 6)
array([0.83333333, 0.66666667, 0.5 , 0.33333333, 0.16666667])

Weibull

class surpyval.parametric.weibull.Weibull_(name)
Bases: surpyval.parametric.parametric_fitter.ParametricFitter

Hf(x, alpha, beta)
Cumulative hazard rate for the Weibull Distribution:

ℎ(𝑥) =
𝑥

𝛼

𝛽

Parameters

• x (numpy array or scalar) – The values at which the function will be calculated

• alpha (numpy array or scalar) – scale parameter for the Weibull distribution

• beta (numpy array or scalar) – shape parameter for the Weibull distribution
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Returns df – The value(s) of the cumulative hazard rate at x.

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import Weibull
>>> x = np.array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
>>> Weibull.Hf(x, 3, 4)
array([0.01234568, 0.19753086, 1. , 3.16049383, 7.71604938])

cs(x, X, alpha, beta)
Conditional survival function for the Weibull Distribution:

𝑅(𝑥,𝑋) =
𝑅(𝑥 + 𝑋)

𝑅(𝑋)

Parameters

• x (numpy array or scalar) – The values at which the function will be calculated

• alpha (numpy array or scalar) – scale parameter for the Weibull distribution

• beta (numpy array or scalar) – shape parameter for the Weibull distribution

Returns cs – The value(s) of the conditional survival function at x.

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import Weibull
>>> x = np.array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
>>> Weibull.cs(x, 5, 3, 4)
array([2.21654222e+03, 1.84183662e+03, 8.25549630e+02, 9.51596070e+01,

1.00000000e+00])

df(x, alpha, beta)
Density function for the Weibull Distribution:

𝑓(𝑥) =
𝛽

𝛼

𝑥

𝛼

𝛽−1
𝑒−( 𝑥

𝛼 )
𝛽

Parameters

• x (numpy array or scalar) – The values at which the function will be calculated

• alpha (numpy array or scalar) – scale parameter for the Weibull distribution

• beta (numpy array or scalar) – shape parameter for the Weibull distribution

Returns df – The value(s) of the conditional survival function at x.

Return type scalar or numpy array
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Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import Weibull
>>> x = np.array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
>>> Weibull.df(x, 5, 3, 4)
array([0.0487768 , 0.32424881, 0.49050592, 0.13402009, 0.00275073])

ff(x, alpha, beta)
Failure (CDF or unreliability) function for the Weibull Distribution:

𝐹 (𝑥) = 1 − 𝑒−( 𝑥
𝛼 )

𝛽

Parameters

• x (numpy array or scalar) – The values at which the function will be calculated

• alpha (numpy array or scalar) – scale parameter for the Weibull distribution

• beta (numpy array or scalar) – shape parameter for the Weibull distribution

Returns sf – The value(s) of the failure function at x.

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import Weibull
>>> x = np.array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
>>> Weibull.ff(x, 3, 4)
array([0.01226978, 0.17924519, 0.63212056, 0.9575952 , 0.99955438])

fit(x=None, c=None, n=None, t=None, how=’MLE’, offset=False, zi=False, lfp=False, tl=None,
tr=None, xl=None, xr=None, fixed=None, heuristic=’Turnbull’, init=[], rr=’y’, on_d_is_0=False,
turnbull_estimator=’Fleming-Harrington’)
The central feature to SurPyval’s capability. This function aimed to have an API to mimic the simplicity
of the scipy API. That is, to use a simple fit() call, with as many or as few parameters as is needed.

Parameters

• x (array like, optional) – Array of observations of the random variables. If x is
None, xl and xr must be provided.

• c (array like, optional) – Array of censoring flag. -1 is left censored, 0 is ob-
served, 1 is right censored, and 2 is intervally censored. If not provided will assume all
values are observed.

• n (array like, optional) – Array of counts for each x. If data is proivded as
counts, then this can be provided. If None will assume each observation is 1.

• t (2D-array like, optional) – 2D array like of the left and right values at which
the respective observation was truncated. If not provided it assumes that no truncation
occurs.

• how ({'MLE', 'MPP', 'MOM', 'MSE', 'MPS'}, optional) – Method to
estimate parameters, these are:

– MLE : Maximum Likelihood Estimation
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– MPP : Method of Probability Plotting

– MOM : Method of Moments

– MSE : Mean Square Error

– MPS : Maximum Product Spacing

• offset (boolean, optional) – If True finds the shifted distribution. If not pro-
vided assumes not a shifted distribution. Only works with distributions that are supported
on the half-real line.

• tl (array like or scalar, optional) – Values of left truncation for observa-
tions. If it is a scalar value assumes each observation is left truncated at the value. If an
array, it is the respective ‘late entry’ of the observation

• tr (array like or scalar, optional) – Values of right truncation for obser-
vations. If it is a scalar value assumes each observation is right truncated at the value. If
an array, it is the respective right truncation value for each observation

• xl (array like, optional) – Array like of the left array for 2-dimensional input
of x. This is useful for data that is all intervally censored. Must be used with the xr input.

• xr (array like, optional) – Array like of the right array for 2-dimensional input
of x. This is useful for data that is all intervally censored. Must be used with the xl input.

• fixed (dict, optional) – Dictionary of parameters and their values to fix. Fixes
parameter by name.

• heuristic ({'"Blom", "Median", "ECDF", "Modal",
"Midpoint", "Mean", "Weibull", "Benard", "Beard", "Hazen",
"Gringorten", "None", "Tukey", "DPW", "Fleming-Harrington",
"Kaplan-Meier", "Nelson-Aalen", "Filliben", "Larsen",
"Turnbull"}) – Plotting method to use, if using the probability plotting, MPP,
method.

• init (array like, optional) – initial guess of parameters. Useful if method is
failing.

• rr (('y', 'x')) – The dimension on which to minimise the spacing between the line
and the observation. If ‘y’ the mean square error between the line and vertical distance
to each point is minimised. If ‘x’ the mean square error between the line and horizontal
distance to each point is minimised.

• on_d_is_0 (boolean, optional) – For the case when using MPP and the highest
value is right censored, you can choosed to include this value into the regression analysis
or not. That is, if False, all values where there are 0 deaths are excluded from the
regression. If True all values regardless of whether there is a death or not are included in
the regression.

• turnbull_estimator (('Nelson-Aalen', 'Kaplan-Meier', or
'Fleming-Harrington'), str, optional) – If using the Turnbull heuristic,
you can elect to use either the KM, NA, or FH estimator with the Turnbull estimates of r,
and d. Defaults to FH.

Returns model – A parametric model with the fitted parameters and methods for all functions
of the distribution using the fitted parameters.

Return type Parametric
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Examples

>>> from surpyval import Weibull
>>> import numpy as np
>>> x = Weibull.random(100, 10, 4)
>>> model = Weibull.fit(x)
>>> print(model)
Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : MLE
Parameters :

alpha: 10.551521182640098
beta: 3.792549834495306

>>> Weibull.fit(x, how='MPS', fixed={'alpha' : 10})
Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : MPS
Parameters :

alpha: 10.0
beta: 3.4314657446866836

>>> Weibull.fit(xl=x-1, xr=x+1, how='MPP')
Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : MPP
Parameters :

alpha: 9.943092756713078
beta: 8.613016934518258

>>> c = np.zeros_like(x)
>>> c[x > 13] = 1
>>> x[x > 13] = 13
>>> c = c[x > 6]
>>> x = x[x > 6]
>>> Weibull.fit(x=x, c=c, tl=6)
Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : MLE
Parameters :

alpha: 10.363725328793413
beta: 4.9886821457305865

fit_from_df(df, x=None, c=None, n=None, xl=None, xr=None, tl=None, tr=None, **fit_options)
The central feature to SurPyval’s capability. This function aimed to have an API to mimic the simplicity
of the scipy API. That is, to use a simple fit() call, with as many or as few parameters as is needed.

Parameters

• df (DataFrame) – DataFrame of data to be used to create surpyval model

• x (string, optional) – column name for the column in df containing the variable
data. If not provided must provide both xl and xr

• c (string, optional) – column name for the column in df containing the censor
flag of x. If not provided assumes all values of x are observed.

• n (string, optional) – column name in for the column in df containing the counts
of x. If not provided assumes each x is one observation.
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• tl (string or scalar, optional) – If string, column name in for the column
in df containing the left truncation data. If scalar assumes each x is left truncated by that
value. If not provided assumes x is not left truncated.

• tr (string or scalar, optional) – If string, column name in for the column in
df containing the right truncation data. If scalar assumes each x is right truncated by that
value. If not provided assumes x is not right truncated.

• xl (string, optional) – column name for the column in df containing the left in-
terval for interval censored data. If left interval is -Inf, assumes left censored. If xl[i] ==
xr[i] assumes observed. Cannot be provided with x, must be provided with xr.

• xr (string, optional) – column name for the column in df containing the right
interval for interval censored data. If right interval is Inf, assumes right censored. If xl[i]
== xr[i] assumes observed. Cannot be provided with x, must be provided with xl.

• fit_options (dict, optional) – dictionary of fit options that will be passed to
the fit method, see that method for options.

Returns model – A parametric model with the fitted parameters and methods for all functions
of the distribution using the fitted parameters.

Return type Parametric

Examples

>>> import surpyval as surv
>>> df = surv.datasets.BoforsSteel.df
>>> model = surv.Weibull.fit_from_df(df, x='x', n='n', offset=True)
>>> print(model)
Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : MLE
Offset (gamma) : 39.76562962867477
Parameters :

alpha: 7.141925216146524
beta: 2.6204524040137844

from_params(params, gamma=None, p=None, f0=None)
Creating a SurPyval Parametric class with provided parameters.

Parameters

• params (array like) – array of the parameters of the distribution.

• gamma (scalar, optional) – offset value for the distribution. If not provided will
fit a regular, unshifted/not offset, distribution.

Returns model – A parametric model with the fitted parameters and methods for all functions
of the distribution using the fitted parameters.

Return type Parametric

Examples
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>>> from surpyval import Weibull
>>> model = Weibull.from_params([10, 4])
>>> print(model)
Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : given parameters
Parameters :

alpha: 10
beta: 4

>>> model = Weibull.from_params([10, 4], gamma=2)
>>> print(model)
Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : given parameters
Offset (gamma) : 2
Parameters :

alpha: 10
beta: 4

hf(x, alpha, beta)
Instantaneous hazard rate for the Weibull Distribution:

ℎ(𝑥) =
𝛽

𝛼

(︁𝑥
𝛼

)︁𝛽−1

Parameters

• x (numpy array or scalar) – The values at which the function will be calculated

• alpha (numpy array or scalar) – scale parameter for the Weibull distribution

• beta (numpy array or scalar) – shape parameter for the Weibull distribution

Returns df – The value(s) of the instantaneous hazard rate at x.

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import Weibull
>>> x = np.array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
>>> Weibull.hf(x, 3, 4)
array([0.04938272, 0.39506173, 1.33333333, 3.16049383, 6.17283951])

mean(alpha, beta)
Mean of the Weibull distribution

𝐸 = 𝛼Γ

(︂
1 +

1

𝛽

)︂
Parameters

• alpha (numpy array or scalar) – scale parameter for the Weibull distribution

• beta (numpy array or scalar) – shape parameter for the Weibull distribution

Returns mean – The mean(s) of the Weibull distribution

Return type scalar or numpy array
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Examples

>>> from surpyval import Weibull
>>> Weibull.mean(3, 4)
2.7192074311664314

moment(n, alpha, beta)
n-th moment of the Weibull distribution

𝑀(𝑛) = 𝛼𝑛Γ

(︂
1 +

𝑛

𝛽

)︂
Parameters

• n (integer or numpy array of integers) – The ordinal of the moment to
calculate

• alpha (numpy array or scalar) – scale parameter for the Weibull distribution

• beta (numpy array or scalar) – shape parameter for the Weibull distribution

Returns mean – The moment(s) of the Weibull distribution

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> from surpyval import Weibull
>>> Weibull.moment(2, 3, 4)
7.976042329074821

qf(p, alpha, beta)
Quantile function for the Weibull distribution:

𝑞(𝑝) = 𝛼 (− ln (1 − 𝑝))
1/𝛽

Parameters

• p (numpy array or scalar) – The percentiles at which the quantile will be calcu-
lated

• alpha (numpy array or scalar) – scale parameter for the Weibull distribution

• beta (numpy array or scalar) – shape parameter for the Weibull distribution

Returns q – The quantiles for the Weibull distribution at each value p

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import Weibull
>>> p = np.array([.1, .2, .3, .4, .5])
>>> Weibull.qf(p, 3, 4)
array([1.70919151, 2.06189877, 2.31840554, 2.5362346 , 2.73733292])

random(size, alpha, beta)
Draws random samples from the distribution in shape size
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Parameters

• size (integer or tuple of positive integers) – Shape or size of the
random draw

• alpha (numpy array or scalar) – scale parameter for the Weibull distribution

• beta (numpy array or scalar) – shape parameter for the Weibull distribution

Returns random – Random values drawn from the distribution in shape size

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import Weibull
>>> Weibull.random(10, 3, 4)
array([1.79782451, 1.7143211 , 2.84778674, 3.12226231, 2.61000839,

3.05456332, 3.00280851, 2.61910071, 1.37991527, 4.17488394])
>>> Weibull.random((5, 5), 3, 4)
array([[1.64782514, 2.79157632, 1.85500681, 2.91908736, 2.46089933],

[1.85880127, 0.96787742, 2.29677031, 2.42394129, 2.63889601],
[2.14351859, 3.90677225, 2.24013855, 2.49467774, 3.43755278],
[3.24417396, 1.40775181, 2.49584969, 3.07603353, 2.54679499],
[1.98330076, 2.95002633, 3.35402601, 3.11429283, 3.45706789]])

sf(x, alpha, beta)
Survival (or reliability) function for the Weibull Distribution:

𝑅(𝑥) = 𝑒−( 𝑥
𝛼 )

𝛽

Parameters

• x (numpy array or scalar) – The values at which the function will be calculated

• alpha (numpy array or scalar) – scale parameter for the Weibull distribution

• beta (numpy array or scalar) – shape parameter for the Weibull distribution

Returns sf – The value(s) of the reliability function at x.

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import Weibull
>>> x = np.array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
>>> Weibull.sf(x, 3, 4)
array([9.87730216e-01, 8.20754808e-01, 3.67879441e-01, 4.24047953e-02,

4.45617596e-04])

Exponentiated Weibull

class surpyval.parametric.expo_weibull.ExpoWeibull_(name)
Bases: surpyval.parametric.parametric_fitter.ParametricFitter
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Hf(x, alpha, beta, mu)
Instantaneous hazard rate for the ExpoWeibull Distribution:

𝐻(𝑥) = − ln (𝑅(𝑥))

Parameters

• x (numpy array or scalar) – The values at which the function will be calculated

• alpha (numpy array or scalar) – scale parameter for the ExpoWeibull distribu-
tion

• beta (numpy array or scalar) – shape parameter for the ExpoWeibull distribu-
tion

• mu (numpy array or scalar) – shape parameter for the ExpoWeibull distribution

Returns Hf – The value(s) of the cumulative hazard rate at x.

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import ExpoWeibull
>>> x = np.array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
>>> ExpoWeibull.Hf(x, 3, 4, 1.2)
array([5.10166141e-03, 1.35931416e-01, 8.59705336e-01, 2.98247086e+00,

7.53377239e+00])

cs(x, X, alpha, beta, mu)
Conditional survival (or reliability) function for the ExpoWeibull Distribution:

𝑅(𝑥,𝑋) =
𝑅(𝑥 + 𝑋)

𝑅(𝑋)

Parameters

• x (numpy array or scalar) – The values at which the function will be calculated

• alpha (numpy array or scalar) – scale parameter for the ExpoWeibull distribu-
tion

• beta (numpy array or scalar) – shape parameter for the ExpoWeibull distribu-
tion

• mu (numpy array or scalar) – shape parameter for the ExpoWeibull distribution

Returns sf – The value(s) of the reliability function at x.

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import ExpoWeibull
>>> x = np.array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
>>> ExpoWeibull.sf(x, 1, 3, 4, 1.2)
array([8.77367129e-01, 4.25451775e-01, 5.09266354e-02, 5.37452200e-04,

1.35732908e-07])
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df(x, alpha, beta, mu)
Density function for the ExpoWeibull Distribution:

𝑓(𝑥) = 𝜇

(︂
𝛽

𝛼

)︂(︁𝑥
𝛼

)︁𝛽−1 [︁
1 − 𝑒−( 𝑥

𝛼 )
𝛽]︁𝜇−1

𝑒−( 𝑥
𝛼 )

𝛽

Parameters

• x (numpy array or scalar) – The values at which the function will be calculated

• alpha (numpy array or scalar) – scale parameter for the ExpoWeibull distribu-
tion

• beta (numpy array or scalar) – shape parameter for the ExpoWeibull distribu-
tion

• mu (numpy array or scalar) – shape parameter for the ExpoWeibull distribution

Returns df – The value(s) of the density function at x.

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import ExpoWeibull
>>> x = np.array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
>>> ExpoWeibull.df(x, 3, 4, 1.2)
array([0.02427515, 0.27589838, 0.53701385, 0.15943643, 0.00330058])

ff(x, alpha, beta, mu)
Failure (CDF or unreliability) function for the ExpoWeibull Distribution:

𝐹 (𝑥) =
[︁
1 − 𝑒−( 𝑥

𝛼 )
𝛽]︁𝜇

Parameters

• x (numpy array or scalar) – The values at which the function will be calculated

• alpha (numpy array or scalar) – scale parameter for the ExpoWeibull distribu-
tion

• beta (numpy array or scalar) – shape parameter for the ExpoWeibull distribu-
tion

• mu (numpy array or scalar) – shape parameter for the ExpoWeibull distribution

Returns sf – The value(s) of the failure function at x.

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import ExpoWeibull
>>> x = np.array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
>>> ExpoWeibull.ff(x, 3, 4, 1.2)
array([0.00508867, 0.1270975 , 0.57671321, 0.94933251, 0.99946528])
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fit(x=None, c=None, n=None, t=None, how=’MLE’, offset=False, zi=False, lfp=False, tl=None,
tr=None, xl=None, xr=None, fixed=None, heuristic=’Turnbull’, init=[], rr=’y’, on_d_is_0=False,
turnbull_estimator=’Fleming-Harrington’)
The central feature to SurPyval’s capability. This function aimed to have an API to mimic the simplicity
of the scipy API. That is, to use a simple fit() call, with as many or as few parameters as is needed.

Parameters

• x (array like, optional) – Array of observations of the random variables. If x is
None, xl and xr must be provided.

• c (array like, optional) – Array of censoring flag. -1 is left censored, 0 is ob-
served, 1 is right censored, and 2 is intervally censored. If not provided will assume all
values are observed.

• n (array like, optional) – Array of counts for each x. If data is proivded as
counts, then this can be provided. If None will assume each observation is 1.

• t (2D-array like, optional) – 2D array like of the left and right values at which
the respective observation was truncated. If not provided it assumes that no truncation
occurs.

• how ({'MLE', 'MPP', 'MOM', 'MSE', 'MPS'}, optional) – Method to
estimate parameters, these are:

– MLE : Maximum Likelihood Estimation

– MPP : Method of Probability Plotting

– MOM : Method of Moments

– MSE : Mean Square Error

– MPS : Maximum Product Spacing

• offset (boolean, optional) – If True finds the shifted distribution. If not pro-
vided assumes not a shifted distribution. Only works with distributions that are supported
on the half-real line.

• tl (array like or scalar, optional) – Values of left truncation for observa-
tions. If it is a scalar value assumes each observation is left truncated at the value. If an
array, it is the respective ‘late entry’ of the observation

• tr (array like or scalar, optional) – Values of right truncation for obser-
vations. If it is a scalar value assumes each observation is right truncated at the value. If
an array, it is the respective right truncation value for each observation

• xl (array like, optional) – Array like of the left array for 2-dimensional input
of x. This is useful for data that is all intervally censored. Must be used with the xr input.

• xr (array like, optional) – Array like of the right array for 2-dimensional input
of x. This is useful for data that is all intervally censored. Must be used with the xl input.

• fixed (dict, optional) – Dictionary of parameters and their values to fix. Fixes
parameter by name.

• heuristic ({'"Blom", "Median", "ECDF", "Modal",
"Midpoint", "Mean", "Weibull", "Benard", "Beard", "Hazen",
"Gringorten", "None", "Tukey", "DPW", "Fleming-Harrington",
"Kaplan-Meier", "Nelson-Aalen", "Filliben", "Larsen",
"Turnbull"}) – Plotting method to use, if using the probability plotting, MPP,
method.
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• init (array like, optional) – initial guess of parameters. Useful if method is
failing.

• rr (('y', 'x')) – The dimension on which to minimise the spacing between the line
and the observation. If ‘y’ the mean square error between the line and vertical distance
to each point is minimised. If ‘x’ the mean square error between the line and horizontal
distance to each point is minimised.

• on_d_is_0 (boolean, optional) – For the case when using MPP and the highest
value is right censored, you can choosed to include this value into the regression analysis
or not. That is, if False, all values where there are 0 deaths are excluded from the
regression. If True all values regardless of whether there is a death or not are included in
the regression.

• turnbull_estimator (('Nelson-Aalen', 'Kaplan-Meier', or
'Fleming-Harrington'), str, optional) – If using the Turnbull heuristic,
you can elect to use either the KM, NA, or FH estimator with the Turnbull estimates of r,
and d. Defaults to FH.

Returns model – A parametric model with the fitted parameters and methods for all functions
of the distribution using the fitted parameters.

Return type Parametric

Examples

>>> from surpyval import Weibull
>>> import numpy as np
>>> x = Weibull.random(100, 10, 4)
>>> model = Weibull.fit(x)
>>> print(model)
Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : MLE
Parameters :

alpha: 10.551521182640098
beta: 3.792549834495306

>>> Weibull.fit(x, how='MPS', fixed={'alpha' : 10})
Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : MPS
Parameters :

alpha: 10.0
beta: 3.4314657446866836

>>> Weibull.fit(xl=x-1, xr=x+1, how='MPP')
Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : MPP
Parameters :

alpha: 9.943092756713078
beta: 8.613016934518258

>>> c = np.zeros_like(x)
>>> c[x > 13] = 1
>>> x[x > 13] = 13

(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

>>> c = c[x > 6]
>>> x = x[x > 6]
>>> Weibull.fit(x=x, c=c, tl=6)
Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : MLE
Parameters :

alpha: 10.363725328793413
beta: 4.9886821457305865

fit_from_df(df, x=None, c=None, n=None, xl=None, xr=None, tl=None, tr=None, **fit_options)
The central feature to SurPyval’s capability. This function aimed to have an API to mimic the simplicity
of the scipy API. That is, to use a simple fit() call, with as many or as few parameters as is needed.

Parameters

• df (DataFrame) – DataFrame of data to be used to create surpyval model

• x (string, optional) – column name for the column in df containing the variable
data. If not provided must provide both xl and xr

• c (string, optional) – column name for the column in df containing the censor
flag of x. If not provided assumes all values of x are observed.

• n (string, optional) – column name in for the column in df containing the counts
of x. If not provided assumes each x is one observation.

• tl (string or scalar, optional) – If string, column name in for the column
in df containing the left truncation data. If scalar assumes each x is left truncated by that
value. If not provided assumes x is not left truncated.

• tr (string or scalar, optional) – If string, column name in for the column in
df containing the right truncation data. If scalar assumes each x is right truncated by that
value. If not provided assumes x is not right truncated.

• xl (string, optional) – column name for the column in df containing the left in-
terval for interval censored data. If left interval is -Inf, assumes left censored. If xl[i] ==
xr[i] assumes observed. Cannot be provided with x, must be provided with xr.

• xr (string, optional) – column name for the column in df containing the right
interval for interval censored data. If right interval is Inf, assumes right censored. If xl[i]
== xr[i] assumes observed. Cannot be provided with x, must be provided with xl.

• fit_options (dict, optional) – dictionary of fit options that will be passed to
the fit method, see that method for options.

Returns model – A parametric model with the fitted parameters and methods for all functions
of the distribution using the fitted parameters.

Return type Parametric

Examples

>>> import surpyval as surv
>>> df = surv.datasets.BoforsSteel.df
>>> model = surv.Weibull.fit_from_df(df, x='x', n='n', offset=True)
>>> print(model)

(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : MLE
Offset (gamma) : 39.76562962867477
Parameters :

alpha: 7.141925216146524
beta: 2.6204524040137844

from_params(params, gamma=None, p=None, f0=None)
Creating a SurPyval Parametric class with provided parameters.

Parameters

• params (array like) – array of the parameters of the distribution.

• gamma (scalar, optional) – offset value for the distribution. If not provided will
fit a regular, unshifted/not offset, distribution.

Returns model – A parametric model with the fitted parameters and methods for all functions
of the distribution using the fitted parameters.

Return type Parametric

Examples

>>> from surpyval import Weibull
>>> model = Weibull.from_params([10, 4])
>>> print(model)
Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : given parameters
Parameters :

alpha: 10
beta: 4

>>> model = Weibull.from_params([10, 4], gamma=2)
>>> print(model)
Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : given parameters
Offset (gamma) : 2
Parameters :

alpha: 10
beta: 4

hf(x, alpha, beta, mu)
Instantaneous hazard rate for the ExpoWeibull Distribution:

ℎ(𝑥) =
𝑓(𝑥)

𝑅(𝑥)

Parameters

• x (numpy array or scalar) – The values at which the function will be calculated

• alpha (numpy array or scalar) – scale parameter for the ExpoWeibull distribu-
tion
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• beta (numpy array or scalar) – shape parameter for the ExpoWeibull distribu-
tion

• mu (numpy array or scalar) – shape parameter for the ExpoWeibull distribution

Returns hf – The value(s) of the instantaneous hazard rate at x.

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import ExpoWeibull
>>> x = np.array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
>>> ExpoWeibull.hf(x, 3, 4, 1.2)
array([0.02439931, 0.3160701 , 1.26867613, 3.14672068, 6.17256436])

qf(p, alpha, beta, mu)
Instantaneous hazard rate for the ExpoWeibull Distribution:

𝑞(𝑝) =

Parameters

• p (numpy array or scalar) – The percentiles at which the quantile will be calcu-
lated

• alpha (numpy array or scalar) – scale parameter for the ExpoWeibull distribu-
tion

• beta (numpy array or scalar) – shape parameter for the ExpoWeibull distribu-
tion

• mu (numpy array or scalar) – shape parameter for the ExpoWeibull distribution

Returns Q – The quantiles for the Weibull distribution at each value p

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import ExpoWeibull
>>> p = np.array([.1, .2, .3, .4, .5])
>>> ExpoWeibull.qf(p, 3, 4, 1.2)
array([1.89361341, 2.2261045 , 2.46627621, 2.66992747, 2.85807988])

sf(x, alpha, beta, mu)
Survival (or reliability) function for the ExpoWeibull Distribution:

𝑅(𝑥) = 1 −
[︁
1 − 𝑒−( 𝑥

𝛼 )
𝛽]︁𝜇

Parameters

• x (numpy array or scalar) – The values at which the function will be calculated

• alpha (numpy array or scalar) – scale parameter for the ExpoWeibull distribu-
tion
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• beta (numpy array or scalar) – shape parameter for the ExpoWeibull distribu-
tion

• mu (numpy array or scalar) – shape parameter for the ExpoWeibull distribution

Returns sf – The value(s) of the reliability function at x.

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> import numpy as np
>>> from surpyval import ExpoWeibull
>>> x = np.array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
>>> ExpoWeibull.sf(x, 3, 4, 1.2)
array([9.94911330e-01, 8.72902497e-01, 4.23286791e-01, 5.06674866e-02,

5.34717283e-04])

Parametric Class

class surpyval.parametric.parametric.Parametric(dist, method, data, offset, lfp, zi)
Bases: object

Result of .fit() or .from_params() method for every parametric surpyval distribution.

Instances of this class are very useful when a user needs the other functions of a distribution for plotting,
optimizations, monte carlo analysis and numeric integration.

Hf(x)
The cumulative hazard function for a distribution using the parameters found in the .params attribute.

Parameters x (array like or scalar) – The values of the random variables at which
the cumulative hazard function will be calculated

Returns Hf – The scalar value of the cumulative hazard function of the distribution if a scalar
was passed. If an array like object was passed then a numpy array is returned with the value
of the cumulative hazard function at each corresponding value in the input array.

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> from surpyval import Weibull
>>> model = Weibull.from_params([10, 3])
>>> model.Hf(2)
0.008000000000000002
>>> model.Hf([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
array([0.001, 0.008, 0.027, 0.064, 0.125])

aic()
The the Aikake Information Criterion (AIC) for the model, if it was fit with the fit() method. Not
available if fit with the from_params() method.

Parameters None –

Returns aic – The AIC of the model

Return type float
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Examples

>>> from surpyval import Weibull
>>> import numpy as np
>>> np.random.seed(1)
>>> x = Weibull.random(100, 10, 3)
>>> model = Weibull.fit(x)
>>> model.aic()
529.0537128477147

aic_c()
The the Corrected Aikake Information Criterion (AIC) for the model, if it was fit with the fit() method.
Not available if fit with the from_params() method.

Parameters None –

Returns aic_c – The Corrected AIC of the model

Return type float

Examples

>>> from surpyval import Weibull
>>> import numpy as np
>>> np.random.seed(1)
>>> x = Weibull.random(100, 10, 3)
>>> model = Weibull.fit(x)
>>> model.aic()
529.1774241879209

bic()
The the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) for the model, if it was fit with the fit() method. Not
available if fit with the from_params() method.

Parameters None –

Returns bic – The BIC of the model

Return type float

Examples

>>> from surpyval import Weibull
>>> import numpy as np
>>> np.random.seed(1)
>>> x = Weibull.random(100, 10, 3)
>>> model = Weibull.fit(x)
>>> model.bic()
534.2640532196908

Bayesian Information Criterion for Censored Survival Models.

cb(t, on=’R’, alpha_ci=0.05)

cs(x, X)
The conditional survival of the model.

Parameters
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• x (array like or scalar) – The values at which conditional survival is to be cal-
culated.

• X (array like or scalar) – The value(s) at which it is known the item has sur-
vived

Returns cs – The conditional survival probability.

Return type array

Examples

>>> from surpyval import Weibull
>>> model = Weibull.from_params([10, 3])
>>> model.cs(11, 10)
0.00025840046151723767

df(x)
The density function for a distribution using the parameters found in the .params attribute.

Parameters x (array like or scalar) – The values of the random variables at which
the density function will be calculated

Returns df – The scalar value of the density function of the distribution if a scalar was passed.
If an array like object was passed then a numpy array is returned with the value of the density
function at each corresponding value in the input array.

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> from surpyval import Weibull
>>> model = Weibull.from_params([10, 3])
>>> model.df(2)
0.01190438297804473
>>> model.df([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
array([0.002997 , 0.01190438, 0.02628075, 0.04502424, 0.06618727])

entropy()
A method to draw random samples from the distributions using the parameters found in the .params
attribute.

Parameters None –

Returns entropy – Returns entropy of the distribution

Return type float

References

ENTROPY REF

Examples
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>>> from surpyval import Normal
>>> model = Normal.from_params([10, 3])
>>> model.entropy()
2.588783247593625

ff(x)
The cumulative distribution function, or failure function, for a distribution using the parameters found in
the .params attribute.

Parameters x (array like or scalar) – The values of the random variables at which
the failure function (CDF) will be calculated

Returns ff – The scalar value of the CDF of the distribution if a scalar was passed. If an array
like object was passed then a numpy array is returned with the value of the CDF at each
corresponding value in the input array.

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> from surpyval import Weibull
>>> model = Weibull.from_params([10, 3])
>>> model.ff(2)
0.007968085162939342
>>> model.ff([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
array([0.0009995 , 0.00796809, 0.02663876, 0.061995 , 0.1175031 ])

get_plot_data(heuristic=’Turnbull’, alpha_ci=0.05)
A method to gather plot data

Parameters

• heuristic ({'Blom', 'Median', 'ECDF', 'Modal', 'Midpoint',
'Mean', 'Weibull', 'Benard', 'Beard', 'Hazen',
'Gringorten', 'None', 'Tukey', 'DPW', 'Fleming-Harrington',
'Kaplan-Meier', 'Nelson-Aalen', 'Filliben', 'Larsen',
'Turnbull'}, optional) – The method that the plotting point on the proba-
blility plot will be calculated.

• alpha_ci (float, optional) – The confidence with which the confidence bounds,
if able, will be calculated. Defaults to 0.95.

Returns data – Returns dictionary containing the data needed to do a plot.

Return type dict

Examples

>>> from surpyval import Weibull
>>> x = Weibull.random(100, 10, 3)
>>> model = Weibull.fit(x)
>>> data = model.get_plot_data()

hf(x)
The instantaneous hazard function for a distribution using the parameters found in the .params attribute.
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Parameters x (array like or scalar) – The values of the random variables at which
the instantaneous hazard function will be calculated

Returns hf – The scalar value of the instantaneous hazard function of the distribution if a scalar
was passed. If an array like object was passed then a numpy array is returned with the value
of the instantaneous hazard function at each corresponding value in the input array.

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> from surpyval import Weibull
>>> model = Weibull.from_params([10, 3])
>>> model.hf(2)
0.012000000000000002
>>> model.hf([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
array([0.003, 0.012, 0.027, 0.048, 0.075])

mean()
A method to draw random samples from the distributions using the parameters found in the .params
attribute.

Parameters None –

Returns mean – Returns the mean of the distribution.

Return type float

Examples

>>> from surpyval import Weibull
>>> model = Weibull.from_params([10, 3])
>>> model.mean()
8.929795115692489

moment(n)
A method to draw random samples from the distributions using the parameters found in the .params
attribute.

Parameters n (integer) – The degree of the moment to be computed

Returns moment[n] – Returns the n-th moment of the distribution

Return type float

References

INSERT WIKIPEDIA HERE

Examples

>>> from surpyval import Normal
>>> model = Normal.from_params([10, 3])
>>> model.moment(1)
10.0

(continues on next page)
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>>> model.moment(5)
202150.0

neg_ll()
The the negative log-likelihood for the model, if it was fit with the fit() method. Not available if fit with
the from_params() method.

Parameters None –

Returns neg_ll – The negative log-likelihood of the model

Return type float

Examples

>>> from surpyval import Weibull
>>> import numpy as np
>>> np.random.seed(1)
>>> x = Weibull.random(100, 10, 3)
>>> model = Weibull.fit(x)
>>> model.neg_ll()
262.52685642385734

plot(heuristic=’Turnbull’, plot_bounds=True, alpha_ci=0.05)
A method to do a probability plot

Parameters

• heuristic ({'Blom', 'Median', 'ECDF', 'Modal', 'Midpoint',
'Mean', 'Weibull', 'Benard', 'Beard', 'Hazen',
'Gringorten', 'None', 'Tukey', 'DPW', 'Fleming-Harrington',
'Kaplan-Meier', 'Nelson-Aalen', 'Filliben', 'Larsen',
'Turnbull'}, optional) – The method that the plotting point on the proba-
blility plot will be calculated.

• plot_bounds (Boolean, optional) – A Boolean value to indicate whehter you
want the probability bounds to be calculated.

• alpha_ci (float, optional) – The confidence with which the confidence bounds,
if able, will be calculated. Defaults to 0.95.

Returns plot – list of a matplotlib plot object

Return type list

Examples

>>> from surpyval import Weibull
>>> x = Weibull.random(100, 10, 3)
>>> model = Weibull.fit(x)
>>> model.plot()

qf(p)
The quantile function for a distribution using the parameters found in the .params attribute.

Parameters p (array like or scalar) – The values, which must be between 0 and 1, at
which the the quantile will be calculated
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Returns qf – The scalar value of the quantile of the distribution if a scalar was passed. If an
array like object was passed then a numpy array is returned with the value of the quantile at
each corresponding value in the input array.

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> from surpyval import Weibull
>>> model = Weibull.from_params([10, 3])
>>> model.qf(0.2)
6.06542793124108
>>> model.qf([.1, .2, .3, .4, .5])
array([4.72308719, 6.06542793, 7.09181722, 7.99387877, 8.84997045])

random(size)
A method to draw random samples from the distributions using the parameters found in the .params
attribute.

Parameters size (int) – The number of random samples to be drawn from the distribution.

Returns random – Returns a numpy array of size size with random values drawn from the
distribution.

Return type numpy array

Examples

>>> from surpyval import Weibull
>>> model = Weibull.from_params([10, 3])
>>> np.random.seed(1)
>>> model.random(1)
array([8.14127103])
>>> model.random(10)
array([10.84103403, 0.48542084, 7.11387062, 5.41420125, 4.59286657,

5.90703589, 7.5124326 , 7.96575225, 9.18134126, 8.16000438])

sf(x)
Surival (or Reliability) function for a distribution using the parameters found in the .params attribute.

Parameters x (array like or scalar) – The values of the random variables at which
the survival function will be calculated

Returns sf – The scalar value of the survival function of the distribution if a scalar was passed. If
an array like object was passed then a numpy array is returned with the value of the survival
function at each corresponding value in the input array.

Return type scalar or numpy array

Examples

>>> from surpyval import Weibull
>>> model = Weibull.from_params([10, 3])
>>> model.sf(2)
0.9920319148370607

(continues on next page)
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>>> model.sf([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
array([0.9990005 , 0.99203191, 0.97336124, 0.938005 , 0.8824969 ])

Parametric Fitter

class surpyval.parametric.parametric_fitter.ParametricFitter
Bases: object

fit(x=None, c=None, n=None, t=None, how=’MLE’, offset=False, zi=False, lfp=False, tl=None,
tr=None, xl=None, xr=None, fixed=None, heuristic=’Turnbull’, init=[], rr=’y’, on_d_is_0=False,
turnbull_estimator=’Fleming-Harrington’)
The central feature to SurPyval’s capability. This function aimed to have an API to mimic the simplicity
of the scipy API. That is, to use a simple fit() call, with as many or as few parameters as is needed.

Parameters

• x (array like, optional) – Array of observations of the random variables. If x is
None, xl and xr must be provided.

• c (array like, optional) – Array of censoring flag. -1 is left censored, 0 is ob-
served, 1 is right censored, and 2 is intervally censored. If not provided will assume all
values are observed.

• n (array like, optional) – Array of counts for each x. If data is proivded as
counts, then this can be provided. If None will assume each observation is 1.

• t (2D-array like, optional) – 2D array like of the left and right values at which
the respective observation was truncated. If not provided it assumes that no truncation
occurs.

• how ({'MLE', 'MPP', 'MOM', 'MSE', 'MPS'}, optional) – Method to
estimate parameters, these are:

– MLE : Maximum Likelihood Estimation

– MPP : Method of Probability Plotting

– MOM : Method of Moments

– MSE : Mean Square Error

– MPS : Maximum Product Spacing

• offset (boolean, optional) – If True finds the shifted distribution. If not pro-
vided assumes not a shifted distribution. Only works with distributions that are supported
on the half-real line.

• tl (array like or scalar, optional) – Values of left truncation for observa-
tions. If it is a scalar value assumes each observation is left truncated at the value. If an
array, it is the respective ‘late entry’ of the observation

• tr (array like or scalar, optional) – Values of right truncation for obser-
vations. If it is a scalar value assumes each observation is right truncated at the value. If
an array, it is the respective right truncation value for each observation

• xl (array like, optional) – Array like of the left array for 2-dimensional input
of x. This is useful for data that is all intervally censored. Must be used with the xr input.

• xr (array like, optional) – Array like of the right array for 2-dimensional input
of x. This is useful for data that is all intervally censored. Must be used with the xl input.
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• fixed (dict, optional) – Dictionary of parameters and their values to fix. Fixes
parameter by name.

• heuristic ({'"Blom", "Median", "ECDF", "Modal",
"Midpoint", "Mean", "Weibull", "Benard", "Beard", "Hazen",
"Gringorten", "None", "Tukey", "DPW", "Fleming-Harrington",
"Kaplan-Meier", "Nelson-Aalen", "Filliben", "Larsen",
"Turnbull"}) – Plotting method to use, if using the probability plotting, MPP,
method.

• init (array like, optional) – initial guess of parameters. Useful if method is
failing.

• rr (('y', 'x')) – The dimension on which to minimise the spacing between the line
and the observation. If ‘y’ the mean square error between the line and vertical distance
to each point is minimised. If ‘x’ the mean square error between the line and horizontal
distance to each point is minimised.

• on_d_is_0 (boolean, optional) – For the case when using MPP and the highest
value is right censored, you can choosed to include this value into the regression analysis
or not. That is, if False, all values where there are 0 deaths are excluded from the
regression. If True all values regardless of whether there is a death or not are included in
the regression.

• turnbull_estimator (('Nelson-Aalen', 'Kaplan-Meier', or
'Fleming-Harrington'), str, optional) – If using the Turnbull heuristic,
you can elect to use either the KM, NA, or FH estimator with the Turnbull estimates of r,
and d. Defaults to FH.

Returns model – A parametric model with the fitted parameters and methods for all functions
of the distribution using the fitted parameters.

Return type Parametric

Examples

>>> from surpyval import Weibull
>>> import numpy as np
>>> x = Weibull.random(100, 10, 4)
>>> model = Weibull.fit(x)
>>> print(model)
Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : MLE
Parameters :

alpha: 10.551521182640098
beta: 3.792549834495306

>>> Weibull.fit(x, how='MPS', fixed={'alpha' : 10})
Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : MPS
Parameters :

alpha: 10.0
beta: 3.4314657446866836

>>> Weibull.fit(xl=x-1, xr=x+1, how='MPP')

(continues on next page)
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Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : MPP
Parameters :

alpha: 9.943092756713078
beta: 8.613016934518258

>>> c = np.zeros_like(x)
>>> c[x > 13] = 1
>>> x[x > 13] = 13
>>> c = c[x > 6]
>>> x = x[x > 6]
>>> Weibull.fit(x=x, c=c, tl=6)
Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : MLE
Parameters :

alpha: 10.363725328793413
beta: 4.9886821457305865

fit_from_df(df, x=None, c=None, n=None, xl=None, xr=None, tl=None, tr=None, **fit_options)
The central feature to SurPyval’s capability. This function aimed to have an API to mimic the simplicity
of the scipy API. That is, to use a simple fit() call, with as many or as few parameters as is needed.

Parameters

• df (DataFrame) – DataFrame of data to be used to create surpyval model

• x (string, optional) – column name for the column in df containing the variable
data. If not provided must provide both xl and xr

• c (string, optional) – column name for the column in df containing the censor
flag of x. If not provided assumes all values of x are observed.

• n (string, optional) – column name in for the column in df containing the counts
of x. If not provided assumes each x is one observation.

• tl (string or scalar, optional) – If string, column name in for the column
in df containing the left truncation data. If scalar assumes each x is left truncated by that
value. If not provided assumes x is not left truncated.

• tr (string or scalar, optional) – If string, column name in for the column in
df containing the right truncation data. If scalar assumes each x is right truncated by that
value. If not provided assumes x is not right truncated.

• xl (string, optional) – column name for the column in df containing the left in-
terval for interval censored data. If left interval is -Inf, assumes left censored. If xl[i] ==
xr[i] assumes observed. Cannot be provided with x, must be provided with xr.

• xr (string, optional) – column name for the column in df containing the right
interval for interval censored data. If right interval is Inf, assumes right censored. If xl[i]
== xr[i] assumes observed. Cannot be provided with x, must be provided with xl.

• fit_options (dict, optional) – dictionary of fit options that will be passed to
the fit method, see that method for options.

Returns model – A parametric model with the fitted parameters and methods for all functions
of the distribution using the fitted parameters.
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Return type Parametric

Examples

>>> import surpyval as surv
>>> df = surv.datasets.BoforsSteel.df
>>> model = surv.Weibull.fit_from_df(df, x='x', n='n', offset=True)
>>> print(model)
Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : MLE
Offset (gamma) : 39.76562962867477
Parameters :

alpha: 7.141925216146524
beta: 2.6204524040137844

from_params(params, gamma=None, p=None, f0=None)
Creating a SurPyval Parametric class with provided parameters.

Parameters

• params (array like) – array of the parameters of the distribution.

• gamma (scalar, optional) – offset value for the distribution. If not provided will
fit a regular, unshifted/not offset, distribution.

Returns model – A parametric model with the fitted parameters and methods for all functions
of the distribution using the fitted parameters.

Return type Parametric

Examples

>>> from surpyval import Weibull
>>> model = Weibull.from_params([10, 4])
>>> print(model)
Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : given parameters
Parameters :

alpha: 10
beta: 4

>>> model = Weibull.from_params([10, 4], gamma=2)
>>> print(model)
Parametric SurPyval Model
=========================
Distribution : Weibull
Fitted by : given parameters
Offset (gamma) : 2
Parameters :

alpha: 10
beta: 4
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Parametric Mixture Model

class surpyval.parametric.mixture_model.MixtureModel(x,
dist=<surpyval.parametric.weibull.Weibull_
object>, **kwargs)

Bases: object

Generalised from algorithm found here https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0307904X12002545

1.10.3 Datasets

class surpyval.datasets.Bearing_
Bases: object

class surpyval.datasets.BoforsSteel_
Bases: object

A Class with a Pandas DataFrame containing the data of the tensile strenght of Bofors Steel from the Weibull
paper1.

df
A Pandas DataFrame containing the data of the tensile strenght of Bofors Steel from the Weibull paper.

Type DataFrame

Examples

>>> from surpyval import BoforsSteel
>>> df = BoforsSteel.df
>>> df.head(5)

x n
0 40.800 10
1 42.075 23
2 43.350 48
3 44.625 80
4 45.900 63

References

1.11 Support

If you need help with survival analysis, please ask a question on stats.stackexchange.

If you’ve searched the surpyval documentation for what you’ve been looking for and can’t find it, please add as
suggestion for a feature on GitHub. SurPyval is a growing tool. Or, if you need help with surpyval feel free to email
Derryn at derryn.knife@gmail.com.

1 Weibull, W., A statistical distribution function of wide applicability, Journal of applied mechanics, Vol. 18, No. 3, pp 293-297 (1951).
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1.12 Conntributing

If you want to contribute to SurPyval, please do! Please review the current open feature reqeusts to see if your desired
feature is in the requests. If not, please raise a new one to notify the community. We can assign you feature for you to
branch and develop.

SurPyval is in the process of complying with the PEP8 standard so please make all contributions as per that standard.

1.13 Installation

surpyval can be installed easily with the pip command:

$ pip install surpyval
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